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ABSTRACT
Recent advances in barley genomics made it feasible to explore genetic diversity in a large-
genome  cereal  and  its  wild  relative  on  an  unprecedented  scale.  Reduction  of  the  barley
genome  complexity  by  reduced  representation  sequencing  is  a  cost-efficient  approach  to
survey genetic diversity in multiple genotypes in the context of adaptation and domestication.
Moreover,  reduced  representation  sequencing  generates  genome-wide  panels  of
polymorphisms,  thus  enabling  the  application  of  mapping-by-sequencing  approaches  in
cereals,  which  has  been  gaining  ground  as  a  rapid  method  to  fine-map  candidate  genes
underlying agronomic traits.
In the first part of this study, I focused on understanding the genetic architecture of the
barley domestication syndrome and underlying processes modulating diversity in wild and
domesticated forms. To this end, I interrogated ~330,000 SNPs in a set of 433 diverse wild
and cultivated barley genotypes using a custom designed reduced representation sequencing
assay. The SNPs originated from ~ 12,800 loci, enriched for homologs of flowering time, of
meristem and inflorescence development, and of domestication-related genes. The diversity
analysis identified an unexpectedly high rate  of admixture in both wild and domesticated
forms,  with  the  latter  case  predominantly  restricted  to  the  landrace  genotypes.  I  found
evidence  of  a  severe  domestication  bottleneck  resulting  in  loss  of  genetic  diversity  and
maintenance of extended haplotype blocks in strong linkage disequilibrium.  
Selection  scans  identified  multiple  targets  of  selection  related  to  the  crucial
domestication syndrome traits. For examples, several tests identified a sweep that occurred
around the genes involved in the non-brittle rachis phenotype. The signatures of selection
were found in the homologs of genes implicated in the regulation of photoperiodic flowering,
gibberellin synthesis and seed dormancy. This map of barley genetic variation will inform
future evolutionary and genome-wide association studies and support  the advancement of
barley breeding. 
In  the  second  chapter,  I  employed  another  reduced  representation  sequencing
approach,  the  whole-exome  sequencing,  in  combination  with  the  mapping-by-sequencing
algorithm.  Using  this  toolbox,  I  identified  the  red/far-red  light  photoreceptor
HvPHYTOCHROME C (HvPHYC), carrying a mutation in a conserved region of the GAF
domain, as a candidate underlying the early maturity 5 (eam5) locus in barley. I fine-mapped
the gene using the SHOREmap algorithm applied on the whole-exome capture data from
bulked  early  flowering  segregants  derived  from  a  backcross  of  the  Bowman(eam5)
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introgression line.
Phytochromes play an important role in light signaling and photoperiodic control of
flowering time in plants. Here, I show that the eam5 interacts with the photoperiod response
gene PHOTOPERIOD-H1 (Ppd-H1) to accelerate flowering under non-inductive short days.
The results accompanying my study suggest that HvPHYC participates in the transmission of
light  signals  to the circadian clock and thus modulates  light-dependent  processes  such as
photoperiodic  regulation  of  flowering.  The  diversity  analysis  indicates  enrichment  of  the
HvPHYC-eam5 allele in barley cultivars from Japan despite the strong effect of this mutation
on the barley clock. This invites further research into comparing physiological effects and the
overall significance of the circadian clock on plant adaptation.
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Die jüngsten Fortschritte in der Gerstengenomik erlauben nun die umfassende Analyse der
grossen  Genome  der  kultivierten  Gerste  und  ihrer  Wildform.  Die  Reduktion  der
Genomkomplexität durch sogenanntes „reduced representation sequencing“ (RRS) bietet eine
kosteneffiziente  Möglichkeit,  die  Veränderung  der  genetischen  Diversität  während  der
Anpassung und Domestizierung von Gerste nach zuvollziehen. Ausserdem generiert das RRS
genomweite Diversitätsmuster, die die Anwendung der  „mapping-by-sequencing“-Strategie
als schnelle Methode zur Feinkartierung von Kandidatengenen für agronomische Merkmale
auch in Getreidearten erlauben.
Im ersten Teil dieser Arbeit beschäftigte ich mich mit der genetischen Architektur des
Gersten-Domestizierungssyndroms  und  mit  den  Prozessen,  die  zur  Modulation  der
genetischen Diversität in Wild- und Kulturgersten beigetragen haben. Dazu untersuchte ich
mit Hilfe eines selbst entwickelten RRS-Assays ~330,000 Einzelnukleotid-Polymorphismen
(SNPs)  in  einem  Diversitätsset  von  433  Wild-  und  Kulturgerstengenotypen.  Die  so
identifizierten SNPs stammten von ~12,800 genetischen Loci, die speziell für Homologe von
Blühzeit-,  Meristem-  und  Infloreszenzentwicklungs-,  sowie  Domestizierungsgenen
angereichert waren. Die Diversitätsanalysen zeigten eine unerwartet hohe Rate an genetischer
Durchmischung von Wild- und Kulturgersten, vor allem zwischen Wildgerste und kultivierten
Landrassen.  Die Analyse  deutete auf  einen starken genetischen Flaschenhals  während der
Domestikation  hin,  der  zur  Erosion  genetischer  Diversität  und  Konservierung  großer
Haplotypenblöcke mit starkem Kopplungsungleichgewicht führte. 
Selektionstests deuteten vor allem auf eine gezielte Selektion genetischer Loci hin, die
zur Regulation entscheidender Domestikationsmerkmale beitragen. So zeigten verschiedene
Tests beispielsweise eine lokale, selektionsbedingte genetische Erosion („selektive sweeps“)
in  unmittelbarer  Nähe  von  Genen,  die  die  Ährenbrüchigkeit  regulieren.  Signaturen  für
Selektion  wurden  ausserdem  in  Homologen  von  Genen  identifiziert,  die  die
photoperiodeabhängigen  Blüte,  die  Gibberellinsynthese  oder  Samendormanz  regulieren.
Diese  genomweiten  Diversitätsmuster  können  zukünftig  in  Evolutions-  und  genomweiter
Assoziationsstudien eingesetzt werden und zum Fortschritt in der Gerstenzüchtung beitragen.
Im  zweiten  Kapitel  der  Arbeit,  verfolgte  ich  eine  Kombination  aus  RRS  mittels
vollständiger Exomsequenzierung und der mapping-by-sequencing Methode. Mit Hilfe dieser
Strategie konnte ich den Rotlicht-Photoerzeptor HvPHYTOCHROME C (HvPHYC) mit einer
Mutation in einer konservierten Region der GAF-Proteindomäne als Kandidatengen des early
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maturity 5 (eam5) Lokus von Gerste identifizieren. Die Feinkartierung des Gens erfolge mit
dem  SHOREmap  Algorithmus,  der  auf  die  Exomsequenzdaten  gepoolter  frühblühender
Segreganten der rückgekreuzten Bowman(eam5)-Introgressionslinie angewandt wurde.
Phytochrome  sind  ein  wichtiger  Bestandteil  der  lichtabhängigen  Signalwege  in
Pflanzen  und regulieren den Blühzeitpunkt  in  Abhängigkeit  von der  Photoperiode.  Meine
Daten deuten darauf hin, dass eam5 mit dem PHOTOPERIODE-H1 (Ppd-H1) interagiert und
zur  Beschleunigung der  Blüte  unter  nicht-induktiven  Kurztagsbedingungen  beiträgt.   Des
Weiteren implizieren meine Ergebnisse eine Beteiligung von HvPHYC an der Transmission
von Lichtsignalen zur zirkadianen Uhr und somit an der Modulation lichtabhängiger Prozesse,
wie  zum Beispiel  die  Photoperiode  abhängige  Regulation  des  Blühzeitpunktes.  Trotz  des
starken  Effekts  des  HvPHYC-eam5 Allels  auf  die  zirkadiane  Uhr,  deutet  die  genetische
Diversitätsanalyse auf eine Anreicherung dieser Mutation in japanischen Kulturgersten hin.
Diese  Ergebnisse  legen  eine  weitere  Erforschung  der  physiologischen  Funktion  der
zirkadianen Uhr und ihrer Bedeutung für die Anpassung von Gerste nahe.
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PREFACE
Domesticated  barley  (H.  vulgare ssp.  vulgare)  is  a  diploid  plant  (2n  =  14)  cultivated
worldwide on the area of ~500,000 km2 (~1.4x size of Germany) for a variety of the end-use
products, i.e. malt, food and fodder (USDA, 2015). It originated from its wild progenitor (H.
vulgare ssp.  spontaneum) in the Fertile Crescent approximately 10,000 B.C.; however, the
circumstances of barley domestication have remained largely obscure and heatedly debated
(Fuller et al., 2012; Heun et al., 2012; Lev-Tadun et al., 2000).
To shed the light on the history of domestication, patterns of genetic variation have
been surveyed in wild and domesticated barley using isolated gene assays and the Barley1K
chip, which provided the genome-wide assessment of the ascertained set of ~1000 SNPs (Dai
et al., 2012; Kilian et al., 2006; Morrell and Clegg, 2007; Russel et al., 2011). In 2011, the
International Barley Genome Sequencing Consortium (IBGSC) presented the physical map of
barley cultivar Morex covering 98% of its 5.1-Gb genome, which compares to ~20x of the
Arabidopsis  genome  size  (IBGSC,  2011).  The  Morex  assembly  contained  ~26,000  high
confidence gene models exhibiting homology with genes from other plant species and ~86%
of the genome consisted of the repetitive elements (IBGSC, 2011).  Using the segregating
population sequencing approach (POPSEQ), Mascher et al. (2013) anchored 80% of the high
confidence barley genes on the genetic map, thereby significantly improving resolution of the
barley map compared to the IBGSC resource. Recent report on sequencing of 15,622 bacterial
artificial chromosomes (BACs) carrying Morex DNA represents the ongoing efforts to fill in
the gaps in the IBGSC assembly (Muñoz-Amatriaín et al., 2015). These developments and
availability of the barley genomic resources have paved the way to more efficient exploration
of genetic diversity and mapping genes of interest in barley.
With  the  advent  of  the  cost-efficient  sequencing  technologies,  whole-genome  re-
sequencing  of  plant  populations in  the  domestication  and  natural  adaptation  contexts  has
gained much popularity (Huang et al., 2012; Lin et al., 2014; Schmutz et al., 2014; Zhou et
al.,  2014).  However,  all  of  these  examples  represent  plant  species  with  relatively  small
genomes  (<1.1  Gb),  in  which  whole-genome  sequencing  of  hundreds  of  genotypes  has
become feasible. Yet, in the large-genome plant species, the analysis of genome variation at
the population level remains challenging. Only the maize HapMap2 project (genome size ~2.3
Gb) have accumulated considerable amount of the population re-sequencing data (Chia et al.,
2012; Hufford et al.,  2012). In barley, the shotgun genome sequencing datasets have been
generated only for 5 cultivated and wild barley lines (IBGSC, 2011), and, recently, for 10
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more Tibetan wild and domesticated genotypes (Zeng et al., 2015).
One  of  the  strategies  to  circumvent  these  technical  limitations  is  the  reduced
representation sequencing (Hirsch et al., 2014). In this approach, only a selection of genomic
regions is  sequenced and analyzed. This selection may include a whole set  of  the coding
regions of an organism, which is then termed whole-exome sequencing, or genes related to
the specific pathways or chromosome regions. In barley, the whole-exome sequencing assay
has  been  developed  to  capture  61.6  Mbp  of  coding  regions  and  validated  on  13  barley
cultivars and 7 genotypes of wild Hordeum species (Mascher et al., 2013).
In  Chapter  1,  I  aimed to  reveal  genome-wide  effects  of  the  domestication  on  the
structure of genetic diversity and to catalog candidate loci underlying crucial domestication
traits (sensu Abbo et al., 2014). To this end, I further reduced the complexity of the barley
genome by designing an assay to capture a 2.4-Mbp set of genes. The selection of genes was
enriched for the homologs of flowering time, inflorescence and meristem development genes
and putative domestication genes. I applied this assay on 345 wild and 87 domesticated barley
lines.
In Chapter 2, I aimed to fine-map a candidate gene and identify a candidate mutation
underlying  the  early  maturity  5 locus  in  barley  using  the  whole-exome  sequencing  and
mapping-by-sequencing algorithm (Druka et al., 2010; Mascher et al., 2013; Schneeberger et
al., 2009). Next, I estimated a role of eam5 in natural adaptation and breeding by analyzing
the diversity of the candidate gene in wild genotypes and barley cultivars, originating from
various breeding programs.
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CHAPTER 1: Population genomics provides insights into the history of barley 
(Hordeum vulgare L.) domestication
1 Introduction
Hordeum L.  species,  which  include  domesticated  H.  vulgare ssp.  vulgare and  its  wild
progenitor subspecies  H. vulgare ssp.  spontaneum,  have a long history of interaction with
humans. As early as 40,000 – 50,000 years ago, late Neanderthals consumed wild Hordeum
grains in a cooked form as suggested by the analysis of the dental calculus (Henry et al.,
2014). Domesticated barley is among a group of the Neolithic founder crops, which facilitated
the establishment of the early agricultural societies (Lev-Tadun et al., 2000). The first traces
of barley cultivation were found in the Fertile Crescent archaeological sites dated back to ~
10,000  B.C.  The  Fertile  Crescent,  as  one  of  the  Vavilov's  centers  of  agricultural  origin
(Vavilov, 1926), comprises the most of the wild barley diversity.  The modern range of its
documented occurrence spans the whole region between Western Anatolia and the Tibetan
Plateau (Harlan and Zohary, 1966) and largely overlaps with the areas of barley cultivation.
Following domestication, cultivated barley spread from its place of origin and formed several
distinct groups adapted to the new environmental conditions, agricultural practices and target
end uses. However, compared divergence of maize and its wild ancestor teosinte, wild and
cultivated barley seem to morphologically diverge to a lesser extent (Gottlieb, 1984).
In an attempt to unify the domestication glossary, Abbo et al. (2014) proposed a strict
definition of a domestication trait and coined the term crucial domestication syndrome (DS)
trait.  The  domestication syndrome is  a  complex  of  all  characters  distinguishing wild  and
cultivated subgroups (Hammer, 1984). According to Abbo et al. (2014), the crucial DS traits
are those, “without which the adoption of a species for domestication would be impossible”.
In other words, domesticated genotypes should exclusively carry derived (or domesticated)
phenotype (or character) of a trait. Therefore, only the genes that underlie the crucial DS traits
should be considered the genuine domestication genes.  In  barley,  the brittleness  of  rachis
character  (hereafter,  brittleness)  is  the  only  well-characterized  crucial  DS  trait,  since  it
exhibits clear dimorphism between the wild and domesticated subgroups (Purugganan and
Fuller, 2011; Abbo et al., 2014). In domesticated barley, the rachis is nonbrittle and the seeds
remain attached after maturation, which ensures efficient harvesting. On the contrary, in wild
barley,  the  brittleness  facilitates  the  efficient  spread  of  the  seeds  immediately  upon
maturation. The other barley morphological and physiological traits frequently mentioned in
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the domestication context are spike row type, hulled and naked caryopsis, responsiveness to
photoperiod and vernalization (reviewed in Abbo et al., 2014; Mayer and Purugganan, 2011;
Pourkheirandish and Komatsuda, 2007). However, both wild and derived characters of these
traits segregate in domestication barley and thus represent postdomestication divergence of
cultivated populations (Cockram et al., 2007; Hemming et al., 2009; Taketa et al., 2004; Tolbert
et al., 1979; Turner et al., 2005). The divergence traits have been widely used in breeding
programs, adapting barley cultivars to the new cultivation areas and end uses. Consequently,
these traits have been extensively studied and thus their genetic regulation has been relatively
well understood (Campoli et al., 2013; Dubcovsky et al., 2005; Faure et al., 2012; Hemming
et al., 2009; Karsai et al., 2005; Komatsuda et al., 2007; Koppolu et al., 2013; Ramsay et al.,
2011; Taketa et al., 2008; Turner et al., 2001; Yan et al., 2006). By contrast, the understanding
of barley crucial DS traits is extremely limited. Besides the brittleness, other traits have been
suggested to constitute the DS, e.g. seed dormancy, synchrony of flowering, number of side
shoots also referred to as tillers, tiller angle, spike width and endosperm groove depth (Badr et
al.,  2000;  Pourkheirandish,  T  Komatsuda,  2007;  Salamini  et  al.,  2002;  Zohary,  2004).
However,  dimorphism of these traits between the wild and domesticated barley still  lacks
reliable experimental evidence.
When  phenotypes  are  not  clearly  defined,  the  so-called  'bottom-up'  approach  has
proven instrumental in reconstructing the genomic architecture of the DS in several crops (Shi
and  Lai,  2015).  Following this  approach,  multiple  loci  are  scanned  for  the  signatures  of
selection using the population genetics toolbox and the selected features are further linked to
the traits using the molecular genetics techniques (Ross-Ibarra et al., 2007). In common bean,
maize, rice,  soybean and tomato the selection scans using the genome-wide re-sequencing
data yielded hundreds of domestication features and only a handful of them have been linked
to the known crucial DS traits (Huang et al.,  2012; Hufford et al., 2012; Lin et al.,  2014;
Schmutz et al., 2014; Zhou et al., 2014). The rest of the selected features apparently associate
with yet unstudied phenotypes. These scans revealed domestication genes that were orthologs
of  the  genes  implicated  in  developmental  pathways  such  as  the  photoperiod,  hormone
synthesis and nitrogen metabolism (Hufford et al., 2012; Schmutz et al., 2013). However, the
function of many of the domestication genes could not be inferred. 
In barley, Russel et al. (2011) performed the selection scan using ~ 1000 SNP markers,
which were surveyed in a selection of 448 geographically-matched landrace and wild barley
accessions.  Several  genomic regions affected by selection under  domestication have been
identified,  however,  low  resolution  of  the  assay  precluded  isolation  of  candidate
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domestication genes. In several studies, domestication selection tests have been conducted for
up to seven isolated genes; however, the tests did not identify reliable selection signatures
(Kilian et al., 2006; Morrell et al., 2013).
In addition to detecting domestication targets, a genome-wide diversity scan based on
the  re-sequencing  data  from  multiple  genotypes  is  a  powerful  approach  to  detailed
understanding of the domestication history (Ross-Ibarra et al., 2007).  The diversity analysis
helps  identify  the  number  and  location  of  domestication  events  as  well  as  effects  of
domestication on the structure of modern wild and domesticated populations. Disentangling
the domestication history of indica and japonica cultivated rice subspecies is one of the most
interesting and successful examples (Huang et al., 2012). In rice, phylogenetic and population
genetics analyses suggested independent origins of indica and japonica (He et al., 2011; Ma
and Bennetzen, 2004; Xu et al., 2012). By contrast, the same alleles of the well-characterized
domestication genes have been found in both subspecies,  so that  the domestication event
appeared monophyletic (Molina et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2009). Re-sequencing of more than
1500 wild and cultivated genotypes coupled with the demographic  modeling suggested  a
single domestication event in Southern China, which gave rise to japonica subspecies, and an
introgression event, which transferred the domesticated genes into the South Asian wild rice
population,  a  progenitor  of  indica  (Huang  et  al.,  2012).  Hence,  inferring  demographic
parameters  using  the  genome-wide  data  obtained  from  multiple  accessions  is  critical  in
understanding the history of domestication.
A single domestication event has long been thought to give rise to cultivated barley 
(Badr et al., 2000; Salamini et al., 2002). Molecular evidence in support of this hypothesis 
came from the phylogenetic analysis of the amplified fragment length polymorphism (AFLP) 
markers (Badr et al., 2000). This finding went in line with the long-standing hypothesis of the 
monophyletic rapid domestication of crops in the Fertile Crescent area, the so-called core 
model of domestication. This model stems from the concept of the centers of origin developed
by Vavilov (1926) and even echoes back to the original Darwin's hypothesis of the 
monocentric origin of crops (Darwin, 1868). The finding that the brittleness is controlled by 
two distinct genetic loci was one of the first facts that did not fit into the core model 
(Kandemir et al., 2004). Two tightly linked tandem genes Btr1 and 2, underlying the 
brittleness, have been cloned (Haberer and Mayer, 2015; Pourkheirandish et al., 2015). The 
distribution of their variation suggested a polyphyletic origin of barley from two distinct 
events in the South and in the North Levant. Morrell and Clegg (2006) suggested another 
center of barley domestication east of the Zagros Mountains in modern Iran based on the 
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analysis of 684 SNPs from 18 loci and 25 barley accessions. Tibet has been proposed as 
another center of barley domestication (Dai et al., 2012). Recently, based on the chip 
genotyping data of 7,864 SNPs, Poets et al. (2015) suggested even a more complex scenario 
of domestication. They demonstrated that the genomes of the modern landrace barley 
genotypes are a mosaic of five distinct populations of wild barley of different geographical 
origin. These findings together with the archaeological evidence, which for example 
suggested the slow fixation rate of the brittleness phenotype, led to the development of the so-
called protracted model of crop domestication in the Fertile Crescent, as an alternative to the 
core model (Allaby et al., 2008a; Allaby, 2015; Fuller, 2007; Fuller et al., 2012). The 
protracted model postulates that the domestication in the Middle East has been a complex and 
polycentric process, which continued several thousand years. The conflict between these 
models has been a subject of numerous critical reviews, simulation and demographic 
modeling experiments, which fit the data into one or another hypothesis (Abbo et al., 2014; 
Allaby et al., 2008b; Allaby and Brown, 2003, 2004; Brown et al., 2009; Gopher et al., 2013; 
Heun et al., 2012; Ross-Ibarra and Gaut, 2008; Salamini et al., 2004; Zohary et al., 1999). 
However, the genome-wide re-sequencing analysis complementing the domestication models 
is still lacking.   
This study is the first example of the enrichment sequencing applied to characterize 
genome-wide diversity of barley in the domestication context. Here, I generated 560 Gb of 
deep sequencing data (median depth > 45x) from 345 wild barley and 87 barley landraces and
cultivars representing different geographical regions and breeding programs. The analyses 
performed in this study are based on ~330,000 SNPs. The SNPs originated from ~ 12,800 
loci, enriched for homologs of flowering time, meristem and inflorescence development, and 
domestication-related genes. Using instruments of population genetics, I compared various 
aspects of genetic diversity between wild and cultivated barley. The results demonstrate that 
admixture is an important factor to account for in the future barley domestication studies in 
order to avoid incorrect interpretations of evolutionary history of genotypes or specific loci. I 
identified ~50% loss of diversity and extended LD in domesticated barley compared to the 
wild genotypes; the patterns apparently associated with the recent domestication bottleneck. 
The genome scans revealed multiple regions and individual genes affected by selection under 
domestication. Analysis of the candidate domestication genes suggested that selection under 
domestication targeted homologous pathways in different plant species. This invites further 
research into convergence of the traits and molecular pathways affected by independent 
domestication events in different crops.
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2 Results
2.1 Design and performance of the barley gene capture assay enriched for flowering 
genes
Searching in barley genomic and transcript databases yielded 666 genic sequences, 526 of
which were related to flowering time and flower development, 118 genes to domestication-
related  processes,  e.g.  tillering,  carbohydrate  metabolism,  seed  dormancy;  and  22  abiotic
stress genes (Fig. 1A, Table S1). Only for 12% of the target sequences, including intronless
genes, the enrichment baits were selected based on gDNA, whereas for the other 88% of the
genes the baits were designed based on the cDNA (Fig. 1B). Approximately, 85 % of selected
sequences comprised putative promoter regulatory regions longer than 100 bp in size. The
predicted  ORFs  of  126  selected  genes  were  longer  than  the  ORFs  of  the  MLOC  genes
currently used as a barley reference gene set. Whereas the complete ORFs of 52 % of the
genes could be mapped to the IBGSC Morex contigs, the rest of the ORFs were only partially
present  on  or  completely  absent  from  the  IBGSC  reference  genome.  The  latter  group
apparently represents the genic regions not yet incorporated in the Morex reference genome or
the unique allelic variants. To attenuate the effects of biased selection of genes related to the
specific pathways on estimates of the genetic diversity, I included into the dataset fragments
of 1000 randomly selected genes evenly spread over the seven barley chromosomes. In total,
the enrichment design covered 94% of the selected sequences with the target enrichment size
of 2.42 Mbp (Table 1).
To map the reads, I created a composite reference genome composed of 666 sequences
corresponding to the target capture genes, 125 and 944 genomic contigs corresponding to the
additional promoter sequences and the randomly selected sequences, respectively, and 21,673
additional  Morex  genomic  contigs,  which  carried  at  least  a  single  mapped  read,  totaling
23,142  reference  sequences  (Table  S2).  Such  approach  enabled  discovery  of  more
polymorphisms compared with mapping only to the target capture reference and, on the other
hand, greatly reduces computational load compared with mapping to the complete IBGSC
barley genome reference.
Illumina sequencing of 433 barley genotypes yielded a total of 8 billion of 100-bp
reads (0.56  Tb of  data).  The mapping revealed  that  de  facto  captured  regions  comprised
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approximately 13.8 Mbp of the reference genome, cumulatively covering 93% (2.24 Mbp) of
the target capture regions (Table 1). Of the overall captured regions, 1.33 Mbp resided in the
CDS regions. Per sample analysis of the coverage revealed that approximately 87% of the
target  capture regions were covered at  the SNP calling threshold of 8 reads and between-
sample variation was relatively low, indicating the robustness of the assay (Fig. 2A). The
median depth of coverage varied between samples from 45 to 130.
Figure 1. Selection of target genes for enrichment. 
Putative functional (A) and structural (B) classes of genes selected for enrichment are shown as colored slices of
the pie charts in accordance with the legend.
Figure 2. Characteristics of coverage and polymorphisms.
(A)  A fraction of target nucleotides covered at a certain depth in the individual samples shown as cyan curves. A
cut-off coverage threshold for the SNP calling and the median coverage are shown as vertical red and horizontal
gray lines, respectively.
(B) Proportion of different call categories in the individual samples. Fractions of missing data, reference, hetero-
and homozygous alleles are shown as red, blue, green and magenta bar charts, respectively. 
In  total,  sequencing  of  the  panel  of  433  wild  and  cultivated  barley  genotypes
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discovered  544,318  high-quality  SNPs,  including  189,708  singletons.  On  average,  each
sample carried 6% of the homozygous SNPs, 3% of the heterozygous SNPs, 55% of the
reference alleles and 36% of missing data (Fig. 2B). To investigate whether the large number
of heterozygous SNPs was due to pooling of the samples during enrichment, I mapped the
exome  libraries  of  three  barley  genotypes  (acc.  Nos.  ERR271694,  ERR271717  and
ERR271720; Mascher et al., 2013b), which were individually enriched and sequenced, and
extracted the SNPs using the pipeline describe in this study. The amount of heterozygous
genotypes derived from the individually-enriched samples was comparable to the number of
heterozygotes observed in the pooled-enriched dataset described in this study (Fig. S1).
Figure  3  Distribution  of  SNP  markers  over  the  barley  chromosomes  and  transition  /
transversion (Ti / Tv) ratio.
(A) Mapping location of the SNP markers on barley linkage group based on the PopSeq map (Mascher et al.,
2013a).  The  linkage  groups  and  marker  positions  are  shown  as  vertical  gray  and  horizontal  black  bars,
respectively.
(B) Ti/Tv ratio of the SNP markers in different structural subgroups – coding (CDS), non-coding (nonCDS),
coding synonymous (syn) and coding non-synonymous (nonsyn).
Approximately  22%  of  the  total  homozygous  SNPs  originated  from  the  target
enrichment regions, whereas their proportion increased to 38% in the SNP subset that was
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filtered for the MAF and missing data (Table 1). 37,870 of all the SNPs resided in the CDS
regions and approximately 43% of them fell into the non-neutral category based on the snpEff
predictions.  The  coding  regions  were  more  conserved  than  the  non-coding  regions  as
evidenced by the SNP density, which was on average 29 and 41 SNPs per captured Kbp in the
coding and non-coding regions, respectively.
Of all  the reference sequences that  carried SNPs, 24% were located on the barley
genetic map, whereas, for 42% of the reference sequences, only the chromosome assignment
was known (Suppl. Table R). The SNPs densely covered all seven barley chromosomes with
the average distance between the SNPs of 0.59 cM (median 0.28 cM) (Fig. 3A).
To estimate the genome-wide dynamics of point substitutions in the barley genome, I
calculated the Ti/Tv ratio for different genomic regions that carried SNPs. The Ti/Tv ratios
varied in the range from 1.66 to 3.2 with the genome-wide value of 2.48, which is five times
higher  than  expected  if  all  substitutions  would  happen  at  the  equal  rate  (Fig.  3B).  The
synonymous  and  non-synonymous  SNPs  had  the  highest  and  lowest  Ti/Tv  values,
respectively, whereas the ratio did not vary dramatically between the coding and non-coding
regions with the only slightly higher bias towards transitions in the latter group. The number
of different transitions was balanced (191,635 A:G and 196,835 C:T), whereas the number of
possible transversions varied in the range from 30,601 to 46,346.
The MAF spectra did not reveal any systematic bias, e.g. lack of rare variants often
attributed to the ascertainment bias (Clark et al., 2005; Rosenblum & Novembre, 2007), and
resembled the MAF distributions simulated based on the standard neutral coalescent model,
i.e. large proportion of rare polymorphisms and rapid exponential decrease in the number of
SNPs with the higher MAFs (cf.  Nielsen et al., 2004). Interestingly, the rare SNPs (MAF <
0.01) were significantly enriched in the CDSs compared with the non-coding regions (Fig. S2,
Fig. S3).
2.2 Patterns of admixture in wild and domesticated barley
Distinguishing wild and domesticated genotypes is critical in a study of domestication, where
patterns of genetic variation are contrasted between these two sub-groups.  Descriptions of
genetic  stocks  obtained  from  the  seed  banks  contain  taxonomic  information,  which  was
recorded by the original collectors and during ex-situ reproduction. To verify this information,
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I applied PCA on the filtered SNP dataset and estimated global ancestry of the genotypes for a
finer-scale  refinement.  The  PCA  revealed  two  distinct  clusters  corresponding  to  the
domesticated  and  wild  subspecies  with  the  multiple  genotypes  residing  in  between  these
clusters  (Fig.  S4).  The  split  between  the  wild  and  domesticated  genotypes  was  further
confirmed by the global ancestry estimates. Surprisingly, the STRUCTURE analysis revealed
patterns  of  recent  admixture  in  36%  and  12%  of  the  domesticated  and  wild  genotypes,
respectively (Fig.  4A).  These  samples  were  removed from the  further  population genetic
analyses to include only genuine wild and domesticated subgroups.
After pruning, the germplasm subsets consisted of 302 and 58 samples of wild and
domesticated genotypes, respectively. The PCA of the filtered genotypes related the genotypes
that resided in between the subspecies clusters exclusively to the admixed germplasm (Fig.
4B). Interestingly, in domesticates, the landraces constituted 95% of the admixed individuals
and they did not correspond to any specific locality (Table S3). Similarly, in wild subspecies,
the admixed genotypes were spread all over the Fertile Crescent (Fig. 5B), indicating that the
admixture was not restricted to any particular geographical area.
Figure 4. Structure, principal component analysis (PCA) and linkage disequilibrium (LD) in
wild and domesticated barley.
(A) Global genetic ancestry of the wild and domesticated barley genotypes as determined by the population
structure analysis. Wild and domesticated genotypes are shown as green and orange vertical bars, respectively.
Admixed genotypes, which were defined as carrying more that 10 % of mixed ancestry, are shown under the
cyan bar.   
(B)  Decomposition of genetic variation of non-admixed barley genotypes by PCA. Only two major PCs are
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shown.  The  percentages  of  variation  explained  by  the  PCs  are  shown  in  parentheses.  Wild,  landrace  and
cultivated genotypes are illustrated by green, orange and blue pictograms.
(C) LD decay as a function of the genetic distance between the SNPs. The non-linear regression curves for
pairwise r2 values are shown for non-admixed wild (green) and domesticated (orange) barley genotypes. The
background levels of LD are shown as horizontal dashed lines. The distances at which the LD decays to the
background values are shown in the legend.
Figure 5. Wild and domesticated barley germplasm.
(A) Geographic representation of wild, landrace and cultivated barley genotypes used in this study. The bubble
size is proportional to the number of samples. Colors of the pictograms are as described in the legend.
(B)  Geographical  distribution  of  wild  barley collecting  sites  within  the  Fertile  Crescent.  Non-admixed  and
admixed (> 10% of domesticated barley alleles) genotypes are shown as the triangle and round pictograms,
respectively. 
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Landraces and cultivars are two recognized groups of domesticated barley. The former
are tentatively defined as locally adapted varieties traditionally cultivated and selected by
farmers in the field, whereas the latter are the products of the breeding programs (Zeven,
1998). Despite these generally accepted differences in definitions, sorting extant domesticated
genotypes  into  these  two  groups  is  not  without  controversy,  partly  owing  to  the  use  of
landrace material in modern breeding. In this study, the landraces did not differentiate from
the cultivars based on the result of both PCA and STRUCTURE analysis (Fig. 4B; Fig. S5).
Since the landraces and cultivars were not genetically distinct, these subgroups were treated
as a single group of domestication barley in the further analyses. 
2.3 Linkage disequilibrium in wild and domesticated barley
Extent  of  linkage  disequilibrium  (LD),  which  is  the  non-random  association  of  alleles,
characterizes  the  recombination  landscape  and  haplotype  diversity  of  a  species  or  a
population. The LD is mostly maintained by the physical properties of a chromosome, as a
function of physical  distance between markers.  Nevertheless,  the other processes,  such as
adaptive selection and varying demographic histories, may create peculiar patterns of LD.
With this in mind, I set out to investigate whether the process of domestication modified the
patterns of LD in domesticated barley compared with that of the wild genotypes.
The LD decayed to the background levels at the distances of 0.45 cM and 8.55 cM in
wild and domesticated sub-groups, respectively (Fig. 4C). Such ~ 20-fold difference in the
extent of LD between the groups apparently resulted from the limited amount of historical
recombination and therefore retention of longer haplotype blocks in the domesticated barley.
Since the wild subset was ~ 5-fold larger than the domesticates, I further examined whether
the remarkable difference in the rate of LD decay can be attributed to the unbalanced number
of individuals in the two groups. The bootstrapping of the wild subset resulted only in slightly
higher  estimates  of  LD  decay  (median  ~  0.6  cM,  p-value  <  0.001),  demonstrating  the
robustness of the LD comparisons in the subgroups unbalanced in the number of samples
(Fig. S6). The rate of LD decay varied between the individual chromosomes in a range from ~
0.2 to 0.8 cM in the wild barley and in a much bigger range from ~ 2 cM to 26 cM in the
domesticated subspecies. Interestingly, the order of chromosomes within these ranges differed
between the two subspecies (Fig. S7). This suggested that the loci targeted by the non-neutral
processes, such as adaptation and breeding, which shaped the global patterns of LD, were
different  in  wild  and  domestication  barley.  In  the  case  of  domesticated  barley,  the
chromosomes bearing the longest LD blocks might carry domestication genes and other loci
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targeted by a further improvement.
Figure 6. LD dependency on the allele frequency.
(A, B) LD decay curves obtained using the SNP datasets matched by the minor allele frequency (MAF) in bins in
wild (A) and domesticated (B) barley (missing data < 50%). The color of the curves corresponds to the MAF
bins as shown in the legend. Red horizontal lines indicate the background LD levels. The dashed curves illustrate
the LD decay in the wild barley dataset (A) without missing data. 
(C, D) Distance covered by perfectly correlated SNPs (r2 = 1) matched by the allele frequency in bins in wild (C)
and domesticated (D) barley. The letters in parentheses indicate the significantly different groups as determined
by pairwise t-test (FDR adjusted p-value < 0.001). 
Averaging LD via regression curves obscures important aspects of the LD structure
since  LD is  often  discontinuous  and  intermittent  rather  than smoothly declining with the
distance. Exploration of the refined LD patterns may offer insights into the causes of LD and
help understand its application to diversity analysis. It has been suggested that the measures of
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LD show some dependency on the allele frequency (Hedrick, 1987) and that this phenomenon
may be related to the age of alleles and selection (Chakravarti, 1999). With that in mind, I
reconstructed the LD decay curve for the marker pairs with matching MAF in 0.1 bins and
compared it to the unmatched LD calculations in wild barley. Surprisingly, the rate of LD
decay of the matched SNP pairs did not markedly differ from the LD decay of all the SNP
pairs  (Fig.  S8).  On the contrary,  LD decay curves reconstructed for the individual  MAF-
matched bins  revealed that  the dynamics of  LD decay was frequency dependent.  In  both
subspecies,  LD of the low-frequency alleles decayed faster than of the medium-frequency
alleles (Fig. 6AB). The number of SNPs in the MAF bins greatly varied, e.g. 19,772 and
3,510 SNPs in the 0.1 and 0.2 MAF bins, respectively. The bootstrapping revealed that this
difference in the number of SNP did not notably affect  the LD calculations (Fig.  S9). To
further test the robustness of the LD estimates, I compared the LD decay curves obtained
using the standard dataset, which contains less than 50% of missing data,  and the dataset
without any missing data (Fig.  6A). This experiment revealed that the varying amount of
missing data did not significantly alter the LD decay estimates.
It has been suggested that low-frequency alleles are generally younger than medium
frequency alleles and therefore may reside on longer LD blocks owing to the lack of historical
recombination (Chakravarti, 1999; Slatkin & Rannala, 2000). To illustrate this, I compared the
distributions  of  distances  between  perfectly  correlated  alleles  across  the  allele  frequency
spectrum (Fig. 6CD). Indeed, in the domesticated subspecies, the longer span of perfect LD
was evident for low-frequency alleles and gradually decreased toward the medium-frequency
alleles, indicating that low-frequency alleles span significantly larger distances and may thus
occur on longer LD blocks. Intriguingly, in the wild subspecies, the median distance between
perfectly  correlated  SNPs  was  similar  to  that  of  the  domesticates;  however,  the  similar
relationship between MAF and the size of the LD blocks was not observed.
2.4 Effect of domestication on genetic diversity
It has been long recognized that domestication results in loss of genetic diversity via the so-
called domestication bottleneck (Doebley et al., 2006). To unravel effects of domestication on
barley genetic diversity, 315,892 biallelic SNPs were used to describe and compare various
population genetics parameters in the wild and domesticated barley subgroups. Wild barley
comprised ~ 7x more segregating sites than domesticated barley (Table 2) and ~88% of the
sites resided in the non-coding regions. As measured by Watterson's θw, an unbiased estimator,
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which provides correction for the sample size, the mutation rate in wild barley (θw=7.36 x 10-
3) was 5x higher than in the domesticates (θw=1.47 x 10-3). Nei's nucleotide diversity πn  (also
known  as  θπ),  an  estimator  of  an  average  number  of  pairwise  differences  between  two
randomly drawn sequences per nucleotide, suggested that the domesticates (πn=1.53 x 10-3)
retained only ~52% of the nucleotide diversity found within wild barley (πn=2.97 x 10-3).
These findings suggested that the distributions of allele frequencies greatly differed between
the wild and domesticated barley. Indeed, the MAF spectra revealed enrichment of rare alleles
in wild barley and a strong shift toward common alleles in domesticates (Fig. 7). The diversity
of the CDS polymorphisms was ~63% of the diversity of the non-coding SNPs in both wild
and domesticated species. In addition, a share of the rare CDS SNPs was consistently higher
than that of the rare non-coding polymorphisms. 
Figure 7. Distribution of minor allele frequencies (MAF) in wild (A) and domesticated (B)
barley.
The folded spectra include SNPs with < 50% of missing data, including singletons. Cyan, red and blue bars
represent the MAF distributions in all, coding and non-coding SNP subsets, respectively.
In wild barley, the strongly negative genome-wide value of D (-1.908) provided strong
evidence  for  the  enrichment  of  rare  alleles,  whereas  the  higher  D value  in  domesticates
(0.147) confirmed the shift  of MAF toward the common alleles (Table 2).  The difference
between the D values in wild and domesticated barley was consistent along the individual
chromosomes  (Fig.  S10).  Coalescent  simulations  performed  with  the  assumption  of  no
selective pressure and the characteristics of idealized Wright-Fisher population estimated the
range of neutral variation in D between -1.74 and 2.46 for the wild population (p-value <
0.01).  Intriguingly,  crossing the simulated thresholds,  the basal levels of D in wild barley
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rejected assumptions of the neutral model. Significantly negative D values are traditionally
interpreted  as  the  evidence  of  either  the  background  (negative)  selection  (BS)  or  of  a
departure  of  population  characteristics,  chiefly  in  terms  of  demographic  history  and
recombination properties, from the Wright-Fisher's assumptions. The latter seemed to play a
bigger  role in  shifting D to  the negative  values,  which  were  observed in  this  study (see
Discussion). To evaluate the influence of the considerable amount of missing data present in
the dataset and of the singleton alleles, which are the fraction most prone to false positive
SNP calls, I estimated D for the wild barley SNP subsets without missing data and separately
without singletons. The complete removal of missing data resulted in even lower D value (-
2.49),  whereas  cutting  off  singletons  expectedly  elevated  D  (-1.18),  which  nevertheless
remained strongly negative. 
Figure 8. Private and shared SNPs in wild and domesticated barley.
(A) Distribution of private and shared SNPs in the subgroups of wild (green) and domesticated (orange) barley. 
(B) The folded minor allele frequency (MAF) spectra of shared, private wild and private domesticated SNP
alleles are shown by blue, green and orange ribbon plots, respectively.
Fay and  Wu's  Hnorm test  requires  discrimination  between  low-  and  high-frequency
polymorphisms and thus allows detection of hitchhiking events, resulting from the episodes of
positive selection also known as a selective sweep. The negative and positive H norm values
distinguish,  respectively,  enrichment  and  depletion  of  the  high-frequency polymorphisms
compared to the neutral expectations. In this study, the allelic ancestral status, which allows
distinguishing between low- and high-frequency alleles, could be assigned to 64,977 SNPs
based on the status of the alleles in two wild Hordeum relatives. The amplitude of interspecies
variation  of  Hnorm was  low  compared  to  D  (Table  2).  In  both  wild  and  domesticated
subspecies, the Hnorm values were lower in coding than in non-coding SNPs, which suggest a
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link between functionality and the abundance of the high frequency derived alleles.
In  wild  barley,  the  private  alleles  constituted  81%  of  the  total  number  of  SNPs,
whereas  the share  of  private  alleles  in  domesticates  was  much lower  (14%).  Wild barley
contained ~ 27x more private polymorphisms than the domesticates (Fig. 8A). To verify these
ratios,  I  estimated the influence of  the unbalanced numbers  of genotypes in the wild and
domesticated subgroups on the amount of discovered private alleles. This experiment revealed
that, in the equalized wild barley subsets, the private allele ratios, which varied between 57%
and 65%, remained markedly higher than in the domesticates (Fig. S11). MAF distributions of
the private alleles showed patterns similar to those of the complete SNP datasets. On the
contrary,  the MAF distribution of the shared alleles was severely skewed toward the more
common alleles (Fig. 8B). This strongly suggests that among the shared polymorphisms most
alleles are identical  by descent,  i.e. originating from the common ancestor, rather than by
state, i.e. an independent occurrence of the same mutation in both subspecies.
The analysis presented above described only intrapopulation diversity. To assess the
proportion  of  diversity  due  to  the  divergence  between  wild  and  domesticated  barley,  I
calculated the fixation index, also known as Fst statistics, genome-wide and separately for the
individual SNPs. The Fst values range from 0 to 1 corresponds respectively to the absence of
and to complete differentiation, i.e. no alleles are common between populations. The genome-
wide  divergence  between wild  and  domesticated  barley (Fst=0.29)  was  to  the  previously
reported  differentiation  between  wild  and  domesticated  populations  of  barley  (Fst=0.26;
Russell et al., 2011), soybean (Fst=0.29; Zhou et al., 2015) and rice (Fst=0.27; Huang et al.,
2012),  but  higher  than that  of  maize (Fst=0.11;  Hufford et  al.,  2012).  The differentiation
between  the  non-synonymous  polymorphisms  (Fst=0.27)  was  higher  than  that  of  the
synonymous  SNPs  (Fst=0.25),  suggesting  the  action  of  adaptive  selection  under  barley
domestication.  It  has  been  demonstrated  in  tomato  that  individual  chromosomes  may
disproportionately contribute  to  the  divergence between populations with the dramatically
unequal distribution of highly divergent sites (e.g. Lin et al., 2014). However, such patterns
were not evident in this study (Fig. S10). The Fst patterns did not visually differ between the
chromosomes,  whereas  the  statistical  analysis  revealed  slightly  elevated  mean  levels  of
divergence  of  chromosomes  4  and  7  (p-value  <  0.01).  The  question  whether  these
chromosomes exhibit peculiar patterns of elevated Fst on a finer scale, i.e. at specific loci, will
be addressed in future studies.
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2.5 Footprints of domestication-related selection
The  genetic  studies  of  barley  domestication  have  provided  several  isolated  examples  of
mapping  domestication-related  traits  and  of  isolation  of  the  underlying  genes  and
characterization of their diversity in the domestication context (reviewed in Pourkheirandish
and Komatsuda,  2007;  Comadran et  al.,  2012;  Jones et  al.,  2008; Pourkheirandish et  al.,
2015).  However,  the genome-wide architecture of a domestication syndrome has not been
investigated as  yet.  Selection under domestication generates  a  whole variety of molecular
signatures, which may escape detection if only a single test of selection, revealing particular
patterns,  is  applied.  Therefore,  in  this  study,  I  employed  a  combination  of  tests,  namely
genome scans using mean r2, Hnorm and πw/πd  tests, to obtain a catalog of candidate regions that
likely experienced selection under domestication.
Patterns of LD vary along chromosomes due to the heterogenous recombination rate at
different structural domains of a chromosome. On the other hand, both selective sweeps and
background selection may result  in  elevated local  LD manifested by positively correlated
recombination and nucleotide variation rates (Maynard and Haigh, 1974; Charlesworth et al.,
1993) and distinction between the two in the regions of low recombination has long been a
subject  of  debates  (reviewed  in  Stephan,  2010).  In  this  study,  LD  strongly  negatively
correlated with Nei's nucleotide diversity (Pearson's r= -0.68; p-value < 0.001). Assuming that
structural properties of the chromosomes, e.g. location of centromeres, are not likely to vary
between closely related subspecies, the outliers in the local LD patterns, distinguishing wild
and cultivated barley, tentatively represent the instances of selection. To identify such outliers,
I performed genomic scans of the rolling mean r2 values along the individual chromosomes.
Consistently with the genome-wide LD estimates, along each chromosome, the average LD
was  remarkably  higher  in  domesticated  than  in  wild  subspecies  (Fig.  9).  Moreover,  the
patterns of  LD were heterogeneous along the chromosomes, and, in the domesticates,  the
amplitude of variation was much higher than in wild barley. The scan of the z-normalized r 2
distributions  identified  twelve  regions  on  chromosomes  1H,  2H,  3H,  4H and  5H,  which
significantly deviated from the mean values in either  wild (four regions)  or  domesticated
(eight regions) subspecies (Fig. 9; Table 3). It is noteworthy, that in wild barley two of the LD
outliers co-located with the major flowering time regulators PpdH1 and VRN-H1. Whereas, in
the domesticates, two of the outliers were found in the vicinity of the genes that determine
row type  of  a  spike,  HvTB1 and  HvVRS1.  Interestingly,  in all  the cases,  the outliers  had
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elevated average r2 and no deviating regions of decreased r2, which could indicate an increase
in the recombination rate in either of the subspecies, were identified. 
The power of selection tests that measure deviations of allele frequency distributions
from the neutral expectations is often compromised by the demographic factors. Here, the
distributions of  the D values in wild and domesticated barley displayed  sensitivity to  the
confounding demographic histories, whereas the Hnorm test appeared to be more robust. The
screen for the outliers of Hnorm identified eight regions of 10 - 31 cM, where the Hnorm values in
domesticated barley crossed the statistical thresholds of neutral variation (Fig. 10; Table 3).
These regions comprised from 60 to 1718 'high confidence' genes. To refine the regions, I
computed Hnorm values for the individual loci separately for the complete sequences and only
for CDS. This screen identified 147 and 10 outlier genes with significant enrichment of high
frequency polymorphisms  in  domesticated  and  wild  barley,  respectively  (Table  S4).  The
outlier  genes resided in  all  the sweep regions as  well  as  the outside of  them, suggesting
additional regions, which were targeted by positive selection. Interestingly, the spike row-type
gene, HvRA2, and the brittle rachis genes, Btr1 and 2, which closely collocate on 3H (40 – 45
cM), resided within the selected region. The sweep region on the chromosome 7H comprised
another  domestication-related  gene  NUD,  which  underlies  hull-less  phenotype  of
domesticated barley.
A selective sweep is generally defined as the reduction of nucleotide diversity around
the positively selected mutation. Therefore, a significant reduction of nucleotide diversity at
specific loci in domesticated compared to the wild barley, which is measured by nucleotide
diversity reduction index πw/πd, is a footprint of the positive selection under domestication. It
is  noteworthy that  the πw/πd scans seem to produce results markedly similar  to the cross-
population composite likelihood ratio (XP-CLR) scan (Zhou et al., 2014); the XP-CLR test is
designed  to  provide  the  best  spacial  resolution  but  requires  resolved  physical  map  for
implementation  (Chen  et  al.,  2010b).  Here,  the  πw/πd  scan  discovered  11  putative  sweep
regions varying in breadth from 10 to 23 cM with the πw/πd values from 4 to 9 (Fig. 11; Table
3). Three of the πw/πd  sweep regions on the chromosomes Hv 3 and 7 largely overlapped with
three of the Hnorm signature, including the regions containing the HvRA2-Btr1/2 and NUD loci.
91 of the individual genes were statistical outliers with the πw/πd index in the range from 22 to
122  (Table  S4).  Unlike  the  Hnorm sweep  regions,  several  πw/πd outlier  regions  exhibited
elevated πw/πd  but did not comprise individual outlier genes. This discrepancy was apparently
due to the much larger range of πw/πd variation in the individual genes compared to the sliding
windows; therefore higher statistical thresholds defined the outliers. In addition, the individual
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genes underlying some of the πw/πd  sweeped regions may be missing from the capture assay.
The literature search yielded 13 genes, which have been implicated in the regulation of
the  domestication-related  traits  and  some  of  them  carried  patterns  of  selection  (see
Introduction). Of these, 9 have been included in the enrichment assay and were polymorphic
in this study. Most of these genes resided outside the detected sweep regions and did not carry
the signatures of selection on their own. Locations of the  HvRA2 and  NUD genes matched
those of the sweeps, but neither of the tests identified them as putative selection targets (πw/πd:
HvRA2, 1.6;  NUD, 0.7). Not only the number of outlier genes differed between the screens,
but the patterns of their distribution along the chromosomes were also different. With the few
exceptions, the πw/πd outliers formed the characteristic peaks or stacks of genes, where the test
values gradually increased. Conversely,  in many cases,  the  Hnorm outliers did not form such
clusters and were scattered along the chromosomes. Whereas the larger regions identified by
different test markedly overlapped (~ 50% in each test), in the tests for individual outliers
only 8 out of 229 genes overlapped (Fig. 12).
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Figure  9.  Domestication-related  selection  signatures  based  on  patterns  of  linkage
disequilibrium (LD).
The numbers inside the innermost circle indicate barley linkage groups and genetic distances in cM are shown on
the outermost gray scale. LD patterns (sliding window 10 cM, 1-cM step) are shown for the wild (green) and
domesticated (orange) barley subgroups. The inner circle displays the original data,  whereas the outer circle
shows the data normalized by the z-scores. The selection sweeps defined as significant deviations (p < 0.05) in
LD between wild and domesticated subgroups are shown by green and orange segments, respectively. Genetic
locations  of  barley genes that  have been implicated in  domestication and adaptation are shown as the  blue
triangle, plus, square, round and star symbols, depicting flowering, vernalization, row-type, brittleness and naked
caryopsis genes, respectively.    
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Figure 10. Domestication-related selection signatures based on patterns of normalized Fay &
Wu's H values (Hnorm).
The numbers inside the innermost circle indicate barley linkage groups and genetic distances in cM are shown on
the outermost gray scale. Distribution of Hnorm along the chromosomes (sliding window 10 cM, 1-cM step) is
shown for wild  and domesticated subgroups by the green and orange lines, respectively.  The window-based
selection sweeps in domesticated barley are shown by the orange segments. The Hnorm  values of the individual
loci  that  exceed  the  significance  thresholds  are  shown  by  the  green  and  orange  points  for  the  wild  and
domesticated subgroups, respectively. Whereas, the Hnorm values below the thresholds are shown in gray. The
green and orange dashed lines are the thresholds of Hnorm   neutral variation (p-value < 0.01) in the wild and
domesticated barley, respectively. Genetic locations of barley genes that have been implicated in domestication
and  adaptation  are  shown  as  the  blue  triangle,  plus,  square,  round  and  star  symbols,  depicting  flowering,
vernalization, row-type, brittleness and naked caryopsis genes, respectively.    
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Figure 11. Domestication-related selection sweeps based on reduction of genetic diversity in
domesticated (πd) compared to wild (πw) genotypes.
The numbers inside the innermost circle indicate barley linkage groups and genetic distances in cM are shown on
the outermost gray scale. Distribution of πw/πd ratio along the chromosomes (sliding window 10 cM, 1-cM step)
is shown as the orange line.  The window-based selection sweeps are shown by the orange segments. On the
outer circle,  the points indicate πw/πd ratio  values for  individual  loci,  where the lightgreen and violet  points
indicate the ratios obtained from the SNPs located in the CDS and in the entire locus, respectively. The dashed
lines are the thresholds defining the statistical outliers at p-value < 0.05. Genetic locations of barley genes that
have been implicated in domestication and adaptation are shown as the blue triangle, plus, square, round and star
symbols, depicting flowering, vernalization, row-type, brittleness and naked caryopsis genes, respectively.    
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Figure 12.  The overlap of the selection signature identified by different methods.
A number of candidate domestication regions (A) and genes (B) identified by the mean r2, Fay and Wu's Hnorm
and πw/πd  methods as shown by pink, blue and green circles, respectively.
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3 Discussion
3.1 > 300,000 unascertained SNPs identified by the reduced representation deep 
sequencing 
Systematic  description  of  genetic  diversity and  population  structure  of  a  species  requires
reliable genotype information from a multitude of loci  surveyed in a representative set of
individuals. Recent advancements in high-throughput genotyping and sequencing facilitated
generation  of  such  polymorphism  panels  in  many  plant  species,  including  large-genome
cereals, such as barley and wheat (Henry et al., 2014b; Close et al., 2009; Winfield et al.,
2012).  In  barley,  reduced  representation  sequencing  methods,  such  as  genotyping  by
sequencing and exome sequencing, are gaining popularity due to the advent of the advanced
barley genome resources (IBGSC, 2012; Mascher et al., 2013; Poland et al., 2012). In this
study,  I  further reduced the complexity of barley gene space by selecting and sequencing
genes related only to specific developmental pathways, for example, the flowering pathway,
which contains candidate loci relevant to domestication and local adaptation (Buckler, 2009;
Izawa, 2007; Verhoeven et al., 2008). Many of the traits that vary between wild and cultivated
barley are related to the developmental aspects of phenotype, therefore the genes implicated
in developmental processes are probable targets of selection. 
It has been shown that the hybridization-based enrichment assays, and in particular
NimbleGen SeqCap, are prone to generate off-target reads in the human exome capture assays
(Bodi et al.,  2013).  In the human exome sequencing, large high-quality SNP datasets that
originate from the off-target enrichment regions have been documented (Guo et al., 2012).
Likewise, in this study, the size of the off-target captured regions yielding high-quality SNPs
was approximately six times larger than the size of the selected target capture. However, most
of the off-target captured regions resided outside of the predicted CDS. To investigate the
origin of a large number of heterozygous SNP calls, which was unexpected in barley as a self-
pollinated  species,  I  performed the  comparison  of  the  pooled  and  individually sequenced
DNA samples. The results suggested that the heterozygous calls apparently originated from
the stacking of conserved paralogs, missing from the barley reference genome, rather than
from the artefactual “jumping PCR”, commonly contaminating samples that were enriched in
pools (Kircher et al., 2011). These findings strongly suggest that the barley genome contains
multiple probably pseudogenized copies of the developmental genes, which, according to the
earlier proposed model, presumably associate with the mobile elements (Wicker et al., 2011).
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The transition to transversion bias also referred to as Ti/Tv ratio is a characteristic of
mutational dynamics of genomes. This measure varies between different species and genomic
regions. It also serves as a SNP calling quality parameter; it should not strongly deviate from
the species average values (Guo et al., 2013).  The estimation of the Ti/Tv bias is important
not only for our understanding of species-specific patterns of variation, but also for tailoring
nucleotide substitution likelihood models used in the selection tests such as the synonymous
to non-synonymous substitution ratio (Ka/Ks, also known as dn/ds or ω) (Yang and Bielawski,
2000).  In  most  species,  transitions  are  more  common  than  transversions,  whereas  they
constitute only half the number of transversions in the unbiased scenario. In this study, the
Ti/Tv genome-wide ratio (2.48) was in par with the genome-wide Arabidopsis estimates (2.4)
but higher than previously reported values in other crops (0.92 – 1.83) (Bus et al.,  2012;
Morton et al., 2006; Ossowski et al., 2010; Simko et al., 2006; Zhu et al., 2003) and in barley
ESTs (1.15) (Duran et al., 2009).
To suit  the population genomics  analyses,  the SNP dataset  should not  suffer  from
systematic biases that compromise measures of genetic diversity and relatedness, since these
tests often rely on accurate estimates of the population allele frequencies (Clark et al., 2005;
Nielsen et al., 2011). Whereas the sequencing-based SNP discovery assay is generally void of
the ascertainment bias, which is inherent in SNP chip arrays, the other sources of bias, e.g.
sequencing error and mapping bias, have been documented (Brandt et al., 2015; Johnson and
Slatkin, 2008). These biases may lead to overestimation of reference allele frequencies but
can  be  partially  tackled  by  adjusting  the  stringency  of  the  SNP  calling  and  filtering
algorithms. Here, both the Ti/Tv ratio and the MAF spectra, which did not noticeably deviate
from the expected neutral distribution, did not reveal any strong systematic biases in the SNP
discovery procedure.  It  is noteworthy that the assay provided approximately 45-fold more
SNPs than the most commonly used barley iSelect chip (Close et al., 2009) but only a two-
fold improvement in resolution, apparently due to the mapping of multiple SNPs to the same
position. This indicated that the resolution of the assay will be greatly improved with the
update of the barley physical and genetic maps.
3.2 Structure analysis revealed cross-pollination between wild and cultivated barley
Both wild and domesticated barley have long been regarded as predominantly selfing species
(selfing rate > 99%) (Brown et al., 1978; Wagner and Allard, 1991), dispersing pollen only at
a  short  distance,  which has  been estimated not to exceed 50 meters  (Ritala et  al.,  2002).
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Nevertheless,  several  studies  provided  molecular  evidence  that  outcrossing between these
subspecies occasionally occurs in the overlapping habitats (Abdel-Ghani et al., 2004; Badr et
al., 2000; Pourkheirandish and Komatsuda, 2007; Russell et al., 2011). Hübner et al. (2011)
proposed that the historical gene flow resulted in a substantial exchange of alleles between
wild and domesticated barley. However, the gene flow appeared to be unidirectional, from the
domesticated to wild populations. In this study, the wild and domesticated barley were clearly
genetically differentiated with admixed genotypes present in both groups.  The patterns of
admixture suggested that the gene flow occurred in both directions. The rate of admixture in
the wild and domesticated barley (17%) was ~10 times higher than the previously reported
values (1.8%) (Russell et  al.,  2011) estimated using the genome-wide BOPA1 SNP panel.
Russell et al. (2011) explained the observed admixture patterns as the outcrossing between the
landrace and wild barley in sympatric stands within the Fertile Crescent. Jakob et al. (2014)
proposed  an alternative  scenario  for  the admixture  origin,  where most  of  the  outcrossing
events occur in course of the ex situ reproduction in germplasm banks. The outcrossing rate of
the wild barley from the germplasm banks (22%) was even higher than the rate estimated in
this study (12%). The analysis presented here provided evidence for both hypotheses.
The landraces  were significantly overrepresented among the domesticated admixed
genotypes (Fisher's exact test p-value < 0.001). The seeds of these landraces were obtained
from different genetic collections and, according to the passport data, most of them originated
from the areas, where wild barley populations have been observed (Harlan and Zochary, 1966;
Molina-Cano et al., 1987; Xu, 1982). Unlike advanced cultivars, landraces are rarely selected
for uniformity (Ceccarelli  et al.,  1987), therefore admixed alleles that  originate from wild
barley may persist in cultivated stands. Based on these facts, it is tempting to suggest that
systematic  introgression  of  wild  barley  alleles  into  landraces  occurred  in  situ from  the
secondary contact. This may be an example of the evolutionary mechanism, which increases
the adaptive potential of the landrace genotypes (Warschefsky et al., 2014).
On the other  hand, two facts  supported the hypothesis of the  ex-situ origin of the
admixture.  First,  wild  genotypes  from  the  so-called  HID  collection  were  significantly
overrepresented in the admixed wild barley subgroup (Fisher's exact test p-value < 0.001).
This correlates with the timescale of the genbank reproduction history of the two collections.
The HID genotypes originated from the ICARDA and USDA collections sampled in the years
1960-1990 (Badr et al., 2000), much earlier than the Barley1K set, which was collected by
Hübner and associates in 2007 (Hübner et al., 2009). Second, the estimated admixture rate in
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the wild barley greatly exceeded the previous  in situ gene flow estimates and more closely
matched those for the 'genebank' genotypes (Jakob et al., 2014). To summarize, I found that
admixture between wild and domesticated barley germplasm is more common than previously
suggested and, if not accounted for, apparently may lead to erroneous interpretations of the
diversity patterns.
3.3 Diversity analysis predicted recent domestication bottleneck
The genetic bottleneck is a major demographic event associated with domestication, in which
only a limited number of  allelic combinations are passed onto the domesticated genepool
(Doebley et al., 2006). It is associated with the reduction of genetic diversity and generates
skewed patterns of LD and allele frequencies in the bottlenecked populations (Eyre-Walker et
al., 1998; Flint-Garcia et al., 2003; Tenaillon et al., 2004). Domesticated barley showed more
differentiation from its wild progenitor and retained less nucleotide diversity (50%) than other
crop  species  such  as  maize  (83%),  rice  (80%)  and  common  bean  (83%),  which  were
characterized by the genome-wide assays (Huang et al., 2012; Hufford et al., 2012; Schmutz
et al., 2014). Whereas, in soybean and tomato, retention of diversity (~50%) in domesticates
was similar to the values reported here (Lin et al., 2014; Zhou et al., 2014). In barley, previous
diversity retention estimates varied dramatically in the range from ~36% to ~81% (Caldwell
et al.,  2006; Fu, 2012b; Kilian et al.,  2006; Morrell et  al.,  2013; Saisho and Purugganan,
2007).  Considering  the  inflated  variance  of  diversity  along  the  chromosomes  of  the
domesticates compared with the wild barley, such variation of the diversity estimates, based
on the analysis of a few isolated loci, is expected and apparently stems from the arbitrary
selection of genes and a small number of surveyed genotypes.
LD increased  dramatically as  a  result  of  barley domestication;  LD decayed to the
background levels at ~ 20 times larger distances in the domesticates than in the wild barley.
These  results  are  in  line  with  the  previous  notions  of  low and extreme LD in  wild  and
cultivated barley, respectively (Caldwell et al., 2006; Morrell et al., 2005). The increase of LD
in barley domesticates was higher than in domesticated maize, rice and soybean (~ 4x – 7x),
but much smaller than in lycopersicum tomato (~ 30x – 98x) (Huang et al., 2012; Hufford et
al., 2012; Lin et al., 2014; Zhou et al., 2014). Among these crops, only maize is considered an
outcrosser;  the  others  are  mostly  inbred  species  with  varying  degree  of  self-pollination.
Therefore, in this study, the link between the mating system and dynamics of LD and diversity
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under domestication was not evident. Based on these results, I propose that the demography
of domestication, for example, strength of the bottleneck, could have played a larger role than
mating systems in shaping diversity of crops.  This hypothesis finds support  in a study of
intraspecies LD variation in  Arabidopsis thaliana, where extreme LD variation between the
populations (1 - 50 cM) has been attributed to the founder effect (Nordborg et al., 2002). It is
necessary to mention that the variety of parameters used to measure LD in the aforementioned
studies, such as population recombination rate, average haplotype length, r2 drop to a half of
the  maximum  value  or  to  the  background  level,  hinders  direct  comparisons  of  the  LD
properties between species.
In  both  barley  and  maize,  the  genetic  and  archaeological  evidence  suggests  that
domestication  dates  back  approximately  10,000  years  (Piperno  et  al.,  2009;  Saisho  and
Purugganan, 2007; van Heerwaarden, 2011; Zohary and Hopf, 1993). However, in contrast
with maize, the depletion of rare alleles in domesticated barley indicated that the variation has
not  shown signs  of  recovery after  the  bottleneck  (Hufford  et  al.,  2012).  This  suggests  a
tentative link between the mating system and rate of post-domestication recovery of variation
(cf. Jarne, 1995).
Dependency of LD (r2) on the allele frequency has been established in humans (Eberle
et al., 2006); however, in plants, understanding of this phenomenon is extremely limited. In
both  Arabidopsis  and  barley,  the  rate  of  LD  decay  negatively  correlated  with  the  allele
frequency (Gan et al.,  2011),  whereas, in human data, no difference between the different
allele frequency bins was found (Eberle et al., 2006). It has been suggested that, compared to
common alleles, rare alleles are younger and occur on longer LD blocks due to the lack of
historical recombination (Chakravarti, 1999; Eberle et al., 2006). The decay curves did not
reflect  this  dependency  apparently  due  to  the  fact  that  the  r2 measure  summarizes  both
recombinational  and mutational histories.  To illustrate  the link between the allele  age and
frequency, I surveyed the average span of the perfectly correlated SNP pairs, as a proxy for
age,  across  the whole range of allele  frequencies.  The negative correlation between these
measures  was  evident  in  the  domesticated  but  not  in  wild  barley.  Apparently,  only  in
domesticated  barley,  a  distribution  of  rare  alleles  of  different  ages  is  skewed toward  the
younger alleles. This goes in line with the scenario of the dramatic loss of rare alleles during
the bottleneck and their subsequent recovery via young de novo mutations in the bottlenecked
populations (Luikart et  al.,  1998). These findings draw an interesting parallel between the
properties of LD in domesticated barley and humans, as a species that is thought to experience
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several  severe  bottlenecks  (Garrigan  and  Hammer,  2006).  I  suggest  that  the  negative
correlation between the allele frequency and the average distance between perfectly correlated
SNP pairs, may be a signature of a population bottleneck. 
Taken together, multiple signatures, such as the reduction of diversity, increase of LD,
depletion  of  rare  alleles,  a  small  share  of  private  alleles  and  inflated  variance  of  πd and
Tajima's D along the chromosomes, strongly indicate the existence of a historical bottleneck
in barley demographic history (Maruyama and Fuerst, 1985; McVean, 2002; Nei et al., 1975).
The  evidence  from  other  crops  suggests  only  minor  improvement  bottlenecks,  which
accompanied transitions from landraces to advanced cultivars (Cavanagh et al., 2013; Hufford
et al., 2012; Zhou et al., 2015). Thus, I propose that the bottleneck observed in this study was
associated with domestication but not with further improvement of the crop. The extent of
diversity variation between the landraces and cultivars as separated groups requires further
investigation.       
3.4 Domestication targeted homologous developmental pathways in different crops
Selection under domestication causes  beneficial  alleles  to  reach high frequencies  together
with the  surrounding variants  in  a  process  of  selective sweep also  referred  to  as  genetic
hitchhiking (Smith and Haigh, 1974). This produces regions of reduced nucleotide diversity
and increased LD. The size of the sweep regions gradually reduces over time due to the
breakdown of LD and the diversity gradually restores. Numerous tests have been developed to
reveal selection and discern it from the effects of demographic history, which often mimic
signatures of selection. The tests for selection differ in their power to detect various selection
scenarios and their sensitivity to the confounding demographic factors (see reviews by Vitti et
al., 2013; Nielsen, 2005). In this study, I used a combination of tests based on the LD and the
allele  frequency patterns  to  assess  their  performance in  barley genome scans and catalog
candidate regions and genes selected during barley domestication.
In wild barley, the negative genome-wide levels of D departed from the neutral model
of DNA sequence variation in a way similar to reports in Arabidopsis (Nordborg et al., 2005;
Schmid  et  al.,  2005).  Genetic  and  geographic  structure  and  autogamy  of  wild  barley
populations violate the assumptions of the Wright-Fisher population (Hübner et al.,  2009;
Morrell et al., 2003). These factors are known to mimic signatures of background selection
and apparently contributed to the observed shift in the D distributions toward the negative
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values (see reviews by Charlesworth et al., 2003; Cutter and Payseur, 2013). Therefore, to
detect departures from neutrality using the D test, it is critical to reassess the thresholds of D
neutral  variation  by  estimating  the  realistic  demographic  models  for  wild  and  cultivated
barley in the future studies. The difference in the basal levels of D between the wild and
domesticated barley indicated the sensitivity of this test to the demographic history of the
populations, such as the genetic bottleneck. By contrast, another frequency-based test, Hnorm,
was less sensitive to the confounding demography. Simulation data confirms that the H norm
statistics is much less sensitive to the bottleneck than the D test and the compromising effect
of the bottleneck diminishes rapidly with time (Zeng et al., 2007).  
In  their  review  of  the  domestication  syndrome  (DS)  concept,  Abbo  et  al.  (2014)
propose  that  a  unified  glossary  should  be  adopted  in  domestication  studies  in  order  to
optimize interpretation of the genomic scans, searching for the footprints of domestication. To
this end, they coined the concept of a crucial DS trait, which is present in a derived form in all
domesticates and either segregates or is fixed in its wild form in the wild ancestor of a crop.
Spike brittleness is the most studied example of such trait in barley, in which brittle and non-
brittle  spikes  are  strictly  specific  to  domesticated  and  wild  subspecies,  respectively
(Pourkheirandish and Komatsuda, 2007). On the other hand, improvement traits, such as row
type, photoperiod sensitivity and responsiveness to vernalization, which have been studied in
the domestication and adaptation contexts, segregate in domesticated barley (Cockram et al.,
2007; Hemming et al., 2009; Turner et al., 2005). Here, the selective scans were designed to
capture  signatures  of  selection  on  the  crucial  DS traits.  Indeed,  the  signature  of  positive
selection was identified at the Btr1/2 locus, which underlies the brittleness trait, but not in the
loci associated with the improvement traits with one notable exception. The genomic region
on the chromosome H7 that  comprise the  nud gene, controlling the naked (hulless)  grain
phenotype, carried the signature of selection (Taketa et al.,  2008).  However, the  nud gene
itself did not carry the selection signatures and thus was not the target of selection at this
locus. This confirms the suggestion that naked grain phenotype is not a crucial DS trait, since
both  hulless  and  hulled  genotypes  are  ubiquitously  present  in  the  domesticated  barley
genepool (Saisho and Purugganan, 2007).   
Whereas responsiveness of barley to photoperiod and vernalization is an improvement
trait, the other flowering-related traits, for example synchronous flowering of barley tillers,
could be fixed in domesticated barley (Meyer and Purugganan, 2013; Doebley et al., 2006).
Systematic analysis of such flowering crucial  DS traits  in barley is missing and therefore
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flowering pathways and genes regulating these traits are not known. None of the candidate
domestication genes identified in this study have been functionally characterized, however, a
putative function can often be inferred from homology. In other crops, several flowering loci
have been reported among the candidate domestication genes (Hufford et al., 2012; Schmutz
et  al.,  2014).  In  common  bean,  the  orthologs  of  photoperiod  pathway  regulator  genes,
encoding  two  different  members  of  the  same  protein  complex  CONSTITUTIEVLY
PHOTOMORPHOGENIC  1  (COP1)  and  CULLIN4  (CUL4)  have  been  independently
targeted  by  selection  in  two  separate  domestication  events  Mesoamerican  and  Andean,
respectively  (Chen  et  al.,  2010a;  Schmutz  et  al.,  2014).  Here,  the  ortholog  encoding
Arabidopsis  SUPRESSOR OF PHYA 2  (SPA2),  which  is  another  member  of  the  COP1
complex, carried the strongest signature of selection identified in the relative diversity scan
(seq108;  πw/πd   =  122)  (Zhu  et  al.,  2008).  This  raises  an  intriguing  question  whether
domestication  involved  independent  modification  of  orthologous  flowering  pathways  and
genes  in  different  crops.  In  maize,  a  homolog of  Arabidopsis  AGAMOUS-LIKE20 gene,
encoding SUPRESSOR OF OVEREXPRESSION OF CONSTANS1 (SOC1) protein, was a
domestication candidate (mentioned as an ortholog of rice OsMADS56; LOC_Os10g39130)
(Hufford  et  al.,  2012).  A barley ortholog of  OsMADS56 (seq411)  resided within a sharp
selection  πw/πd   signal  on the chromosome 1H (~50 cM) but  did not  carry a signature of
selection  itself.  Intriguingly,  three  (seq104,  223,  231)  out  of  ten  barley  homologs  of
GIBBERELLIN  2-OXIDASE  (GA2ox)  genes,  involved  in  the  biosynthesis  of  growth
hormone gibberellin, were among the domestication candidates. Whereas, in maize, GA2ox
gene was an improvement candidate (Hufford et al., 2012). These findings provide another
example of tentative interspecies convergence of domestication targets.
Another notable domestication candidate, HvGCN5 (seq612; πw/πd  = 104), encoding a
homolog of the GNAT/MYST histone acetyltransferases, has been implicated in regulation of
seed  maturation,  dormancy  and  germination  based  on  the  expression  analysis  and  its
regulation  by  the  phytohormone  ABA (Papaefthimiou  et  al.,  2010).  Synchronous  seed
germination and reduced dormancy have been proposed as crucial  DS traits  (Abbo et al.,
2014; Doebley et al., 2006).
Location of the VRN-H1 gene, a key barley regulator of vernalization response, within
the region of extended LD on the chromosome 5H in wild barley is noteworthy. Cockram et
al. (2011) demonstrated that 98% of wild barley possess the wild-type winter VRN-H1 alleles,
which delay flowering until the vernalization requirement is fulfilled.  In chapter 2 of this
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dissertation, I demonstrate that the VRN-H1 gene is tightly linked to several flowering-related
genes,  including  HvPHYC,  a  homolog  of  Arabidopsis PHYTOCHROME  C  gene.  The
variation  in  HvPHYC modulates  photoperiodic  flowering  and  the  mutant  early  flowering
allele is private to the domesticates. It is tempting to speculate that, in this case, the extended
LD at the  VRN-H1 locus in wild barley is a signature of the background selection, purging
novel mutations and maintaining the integrity of this gene cluster, which is apparently critical
for flowering.  
3.5 Variety  and  number  of  selection  signatures  support  the  protracted  model  of
domestication
In three selection scans based on the sliding-window LD, D and Hnorm tests, the large selected
regions notably overlapped between the scans. Conversely, the test for selection signatures in
the individual genes displayed only small overlap of the outliers. This discrepancy may reflect
the difference in the hypotheses behind the Fay&Wu’s Hnorm and relative diversity πw/πd tests.
The Hnorm measure tests for the enrichment of high-frequency derived alleles in the unfolded
allele frequency spectra of a locus. It is assumed that, under the neutral scenario, relatively
young derived alleles  persist  at  the low frequencies  over the long time period and reach
intermedium and high frequencies at random locations due to the genetic drift. By contrast,
under selection, the derived alleles flanking the beneficial mutation rapidly raise to the high
frequencies – the signature captured by the Hnorm test. Therefore, when Hnorm suggests selection
at a locus in domesticated barley, no assumption about the diversity of this locus in the wild
barley  is  made.  Conversely,  the  πw/πd test  contrasts  the  diversity  between  the  wild  and
domesticated subgroups and integrates the number of polymorphisms and their frequency. It
captures  a  signal  of  selection only when the diversity is  high in  the wild but  low in the
domesticated barley. The highly diverse locus contains a larger pool of alleles segregating at a
medium frequency than  the  one  with  low diversity.  Thus,  it  is  intuitive  to  assume that,
compared to the Hnorm, the πw/πd scan is more sensitive to the episodes of selection on standing
variation, a scenario in which an allele that is beneficial and fixed in the domesticates already
originated  and  persisted  in  wild  population  but  without  conferring  immediate  selective
advantage  (Barrett  and  Schluter,  2008).  Selection  on  standing variation  results  in  smaller
sharper troughs of diversity, owing to the older age of such alleles and therefore their location
within the smaller LD blocks. The finding that the signatures of selection were more compact
in the  πw/πd scan compared to  the Hnorm scan and frequently resided outside of  the larger
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selected regions identified by the sliding-window scans confirms this hypothesis. 
Accumulating molecular and archaeological evidence has been shifting our view on
the process of barley domestication from an early model of a fast monophyletic event toward
a more complex protracted model of domestication (Badr et al., 2000; Allaby et al., 2008).
The protracted model postulates slower gradual process of domestication and polyphyletic
origin of the barley crop (Brown et al.,  2009; Purugganan and Fuller,  2011). Accordingly,
domestication  traits  may  reach  fixation  in  a  cultigen  on  a  varying  timescale  and
archaeological data corroborate this assumption (Fuller, 2007). Distinctions between the two
models and their conceptualization has been a subject of recent debates (Fuller et al., 2012;
Heun et al., 2012). 
The variety and high number of domestication loci discovered in this study indicates
that selection for the crucial DS traits was not achieved in a single rapid event. The crucial DS
traits might have evolved in episodes of selection separated in time and varied in intensity.
Given the remarkably high proportion of common identical-by-descent SNPs in domesticated
barley (~ 87%), it is reasonable to assume that these SNPs might originate from the distinct
wild barley sub-populations. Indeed, Poets et al. (2015) demonstrated that the domesticated
barley genomes consist of mosaic segments, which originated from the geographically distant
and genetically distinct wild barley sub-populations. These findings advocate the protracted
polycentric model of barley domestication (Allaby, 2015). The origin of the common alleles
discovered in this study and assessment of the relevance of the historical introgressions to the
formation of domestication traits are pending further investigation.
The  ultimate  goal  of  the  selection  scans  is  to  identify  the  selected  alleles,  which
underlie  the  domestication  traits.  The  selection  scans  conducted  under  the  conservative
criteria and limitations of the current barley genetic map may underestimate the number of
crucial DS loci in barley (Teshima et al., 2006). Nevertheless, a combination of tests, which
examine various facets  of  selection,  provided  the initial  appraisal  of  loci  associated  with
barley domestication. The catalog of barley genomic loci affected by the domestication is
instrumental in future efforts directed to map the crucial DS traits on the identified selected
regions and to prioritize and functionally verify the candidate domestication genes. 
In  addition  to  being  the  first  example  of  the  enrichment  sequencing  applied  to
characterize  the  genome-wide  diversity  of  barley  in  the  domestication  context,  presented
results carry practical implications for barley breeding. Due to the absence of cytogenetic
crossability barriers, wild spontaneum barley constitutes the so-called primary genepool used
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in breeding (Bothmer  et  al.,  1995;  Harlan  and de  Wet,  1970;  Nevo,  1992;  Pickering and
Johnston,  2005).  The  goal  of  the  introgressive  breeding  has  been  to  introduce  desirable
agronomic  traits,  most  notably  disease  resistance  and  tolerance  to  abiotic  stresses,  into
cultivated barley genepool (Abbot et al., 1991; Eglinton et al., 1999); yet its global impact on
barley improvement has been contested (Hajjar and Hodgkin, 2007). Another strategy would
be to shift the focus of barley breeding from specific traits to a more global alleviation of
detrimental  effects  of  genetic  bottlenecks  and  selfing  on  genetic  diversity.  In  this  case,
exploiting wild germplasm may help introduce fitter alleles in cultivated barley at regions of
low  diversity  and  promote  recombination  of  haplotype  blocks.  I  demonstrated  that  the
population genomics facilitates identification of loci that require enrichment and, therefore, I
expect that the results of this study will inform future breeding programs.
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4 Materials and Methods
4.1 Plant material
A panel consisting of 345 wild H. vulgare ssp. spontaneum and 87 domesticated H. vulgare
ssp. vulgare lines and a single genotype of  H. vulgare ssp. agriocrithon were selected from
the MPIPZ and Barley1K wild barley collections (Badr et al., 2000; Hübner et al., 2007) to
cover the entire range of the wild barley habitats (Fig. 5A; Table S3).   The landrace barley
genotypes were sampled from the ICARDA collection (Syria) of North African and Middle
Eastern landraces and from the collection sampled in Central Turkey in 2004 by Özkan and
associates (unpublished). The advanced barley cultivars were sampled to represent Northern
European, East Asian, North American and Australian breeding programs. The largest part of
the germplasm set, 98% of wild and 40% of domesticated barley genotypes originated from
the countries of the Fertile Crescent area. The selection of domesticated barley originated
from  various  breeding  programs  and  represented  the  whole  variety  of  cultivated  barley
lifeforms, namely two- (71%) and six-row (29%) genotypes with the so-called winter (45%)
and spring (55%) growth habits based on the passport data.     
Leaf samples for DNA extraction were collected from a single 3-week plant of every
genotype.  The  DNA extraction  was  performed  using  DNeasy  Plant  Mini  kit  (QIAGEN,
Hilden, Germany) following the manufacturer’s recommendations with minor modifications
of incubation times and with double amount of the input leaf material. The DNA samples
were  quantified  using  the  NanoDrop  1000  spectrophotometer  (Thermo  Fisher  Scientific,
Waltham, MA) and the DNA integrity was assessed using electrophoresis in the 0.8% agarose
gel.
4.2 Selection of target genes
A  set  of  genic  sequences  selected  for  the  analysis  of  genetic  diversity  comprised  a
comprehensive subset  of loci  related to flowering time and development of meristem and
inflorescences.  Additionally,  it  contained  a  selection  of  genes  related  to  carbohydrate
metabolism,  to  agronomic  traits  putatively  affected  by  domestication,  e.g.  tillering,  seed
dormancy;  and to abiotic stress response (Fig.  1; Table S1). To select these genes,  first,  I
mined the scientific literature for the genes implicated in the aforementioned processes and
extracted  corresponding  nucleotide  sequences  from  NCBI  GenBank.  Second,  I  selected
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flowering genes from the other grass species, such as Brachypodium and rice (Higgins et al.,
2010). Third, I extracted 259 Arabidopsis genes characterized by the flowering-related gene
ontology (GO) terms, which have been confirmed experimentally (Table S5). The homologs
of these genes were extracted from the NCBI barley UniGene set (Hv cDNA, cv. Haruna
Nijo, build 59; Matsumoto et al., 2011) either by the BLASTN search (Camacho et al., 2008)
at the e-value threshold of 1e-7 or, in case of Arabidopsis genes, by searching the annotation
table  downloaded  from  the  NCBI  UniGene  server
(ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/repository/UniGene/Hordeum_vulgare/). This table was further used to
reciprocally extract additional Hv homologs based on the Arabidopsis gene identifiers. If the
BLAST search failed to identify a reliable Hv homolog, the search was performed against a
set  of  barley  High  and  Low  confidence  genes  (MLOC  cDNA;  IBGSC,  2011)  and  the
HarvEST unigene assembly 35 (http://harvest.ucr.edu/).
Open reading frames (ORF) of Hv cDNA were predicted using OrfPredictor guided by
the BLASTX search against Arabidopsis TAIR 10 database (Min et al., 2005). The predicted
ORFs were aligned to the genomic contigs of barley cultivars Morex, Bowman and Barke
using the Spidey algorithm implemented in the NCBI toolkit (Wheelan et al., 2001). The ORF
of the selected sequences were categorized as complete or partial based on the presence or
absence of putative start and stop codons. The complete complementary DNA (cDNA) were
selected and, if the complete cDNA was absent, partial gDNA and cDNA were included in the
dataset.  For several genes with previously characterized intronic regions,  e.g.  predicted to
contain regulatory elements, complete genomic DNA (gDNA) were selected. In the case when
only partial cDNA was available, chimeric sequences were assembled from the Hv, MLOC
and HarvEST cDNA using SeqMan software (DNASTAR Lasergene®8 Core Suite, Madison,
WI, USA). The selected sequences were cross-annotated with NCBI UniGene Hv and IBGSC
MLOC identifiers using reciprocal BLASTN (e-value cut-off 1e-05). In addition to the coding
regions and introns, the selection contained sequences up to 3 kilobase pairs (Kbp) upstream
of the predicted start codon, which presumably corresponded to regulatory promoter regions.
The target selection workflow is schematically described on Fig. 13.
A set of 1000 additional HarvEST genes was randomly selected such that they had no
homology to  target  genes  as  determined  by BLASTN and evenly spread  over  all  barley
linkage  groups  according  to  the  GenomeZipper  map  (Mayer  et  al.,  2011).  The  100-bp
stretches of each of these genes were included in the enrichment library.
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4.3 Enrichment design and sequencing
The target  sequences were filtered and tiled with 100-bp selection baits using Nimblegen
proprietary algorithm and the library of baits was synthesized as a part of the SeqCap EZ
enrichment  kit  (design  name  130830_BARLEY_MVK_EZ_HX3;  Roche  NimbleGene,
Madison,  WI).  Barcoded Illumina  libraries  were  individually prepared,  then  enriched  and
sequenced in 24-sample pools at the Cologne Center for Genomics facilities following the
standard protocols.
4.4 Selection of mapping reference
The genic sequences from a variety of barley genotypes were used to design the enrichment
library to ensure that the longest ORF and promoter regions were selected. However, most
advanced physical  and genetics maps have been developed for the barley cultivar Morex.
Since mapping information is essential  for the downstream analyses,  the so-called Morex
genomic contigs were used as a mapping reference provided that they comprised the entire
regions tiled by the baits (Table S2). If such contigs were not available, the genomic contigs
of the barley genotypes Bowman and Barke or the templates that were used for the bait design
were included in the mapping reference.
Targeted enrichment assays are known to capture large amount of sequences, which
are homologous to the selected targets but not included in the original enrichment design. To
identify such regions, the Illumina reads from 10 randomly selected barley genotypes were
mapped to the complete Morex genome reference set (IBGSC, 2011). All genomic contigs
that  had at  least  one read mapped to them were included in the mapping reference. This
thinning of the complete Morex genome dataset helped avoid excessive computational load in
the downstream steps of the SNP calling pipeline. These Morex contigs were masked with
“N”s at the regions of longer than 100 bp that exhibited more than 97% homology with the
original capture targets. Up to now, the so-called PopSeq and IBGSC ‘Morex” genetic maps
provide the most complete information on the genetic positions of barley genomic contigs.
Therefore,  these maps were used to extract  mapping positions of  the reference sequences
(IBGSC, 2001; Mascher et al., 2013a).
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Figure 15. Selection of target genes. Subsets of three different functional categories of genes are highlighted in orange, violet and yellow. The output steps of the decision-
making processes of selecting gene body sequences and promoter regions are highlighted in green and red, respectively.
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4.5 Read mapping and SNP calling
The SNP calling pipeline consisted of three modules: quality control and filtering of Illumina
read libraries; mapping the reads to the reference; and SNP calling, genotyping and filtering (a
step-by-step pipeline is shown in Fig S11). The quality parameters of the paired-end Illumina
libraries  were  assessed  using  FastQC  tool  (v.  0.11.2;
http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/).  After  filtering  out  optical
duplicates, resulting from a PCR amplification, using the CD-HIT-DUP software (v. 0.5; Fu et
al.,  2012a),  the paired-end read files  were merged and henceforth treated as  a  single-end
dataset. Next, based on the FastQC results, the reads were trimmed from both ends to remove
low quality sequencing data, filtered to remove the remaining adaptor sequences and low-
complexity  artifacts  using  the  FASTX  toolkit  (v.  0.0.14;
http://hannonlab.cshl.edu/fastx_toolkit/). The sequencing errors in the dataset were corrected
using the Bloom-filter tool Lighter with the conservative set of parameters:  k-mer size 23,
alpha 0.2, and maximum corrections per read 2 (Song et al., 2014). The reference file was
indexed for the downstream processing using Burrows-Wheeler  Aligner 0.5.9-r16 (BWA),
SAMtools  and  Picard  tools  (Li  and  Durbin,  2009;  Li  et  al.,  2009;
http://broadinstitute.github.io/picard/).  The  groomed  read  datasets  were  mapped  onto  the
reference genome using BWA (modules ‘aln’ and ‘samse’;  Li  and Durbin,  2009) with the
following stringency parameters: missing probability (-n) 0.05, maximum number of gaps (-o)
2, and gap extensions (-e) 12. Some of the reference loci were present in the form of cDNA
and the gDNA-derived reads mapped onto such targets may generate false positive SNP calls
at  the  intron-exon junctions.  To  alleviate  this  problem,  the  reads  that  mapped to  cDNA-
derived targets were extracted, additionally trimmed by 14 bp from each end and remapped
following the described procedure. Reads that mapped to several locations were filtered out.
The regions containing INDELs are prone to alignment errors and thus may generate
false  positive  polymorphism calls.  To  tackle  this  issue,  the  reads  were  locally  realigned
around INDELs using RealignerTargetCreator and IndelRealigner walkers of the GATK suite
(McKenna et al., 2010). Raw SNP calling was performed for each sample library separately
using the GATK UnifiedGenotyper walker with the default parameters. Afterwards, the output
lists of polymorphisms, the so-called VCF files, were merged into a multi-sample VCF file
using the GATK CombineVariants walker. The de novo SNP discovery using GATK emits a
call only if there was a nucleotide substitution compared with the reference genome without
distinction between a reference allele and zero coverage (missing data). To obtain a dataset
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containing  both  reference  and  non-reference  calls,  the  genotyping  mode  of  the  GATK
UnifiedGenotyper was applied to the individual bam files using the raw calls as the reference
set  of  alleles.  The  output  VCF  files  were  merged  into  a  multi-sample  VCF file,  which
contained  only  the  biallelic  homozygous  SNPs  passing  the  following  filters:  depth  of
coverage (DP) > 8, mapping quality (MQ) > 20, Fisher strand (FS) < 60. For the downstream
analyses, all heterozygous SNPs were assumed to be technical artifacts and treated as missing
data. This pipeline was implemented in a series of bash scripts adapted for high-performance
parallelized computation.
4.6 Characterization of the assay
To describe  the  capture  quality  parameters,  two  different  sets  of  reference  regions  were
defined as following: target capture regions tiled by the baits and the regions covered by the
reads outside of  the target  and predicted capture regions.  De facto captured regions were
defined as those with the depth of coverage ≥ 8, set as the SNP calling threshold, in at least
one of the samples. The depth of coverage was analyzed using bedtools v.2.16.2, vcftools
v.0.1.11 and R (Danecek et al., 2011; Quinlan, 2014). Functional effects of the SNPs were
predicted  using  SnpEff  3.6b  software  using  the  custom CDS coordinates  as  a  reference
genome (Cingolani et al., 2012). The CDS coordinates were mapped on the target genomic
contigs based on the Spidey predictions and extracted from the IBGSC annotation file for the
additional  genomic  contigs.  Transition  /  transversion  ratios  (Ti/Tv)  were  calculated  using
VariantEval walker of the GATK package.
4.7 Population genetics analyses
Minor allele frequency (MAF) spectra for various genomic regions and bootstrapping of the
rare SNPs (1000 random draws) were calculated using R. The SNPs were tentatively divided
into  neutral  and  non-neutral  subsets  defined  by  the  SnpEff  flags,  which,  for  the  neutral
subgroup, carried the UTR, DOWNSTREAM, UPSTREAM, INTERGENIC, INTRON and
SILENT SnpEff flags. The vcf files were converted into the ped format using tabix utility of
Samtools, PLINK 1.9 (Chang et al., 2014). For estimations of population parameters, only a
subset of SNPs with MAF > 0.05, missing data frequency (MDF) < 0.5 was selected. For the
structure and principal component analyses (PCA), the SNPs in very high LD (r 2 >0.99) were
pruned using PLINK 1.9. The PCA was performed using smartpca utility of the EIGENSOFT
software version 5.0.2 (Patterson et al., 2006).
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The  linkage  disequilibrium  (LD)  estimator  r2  was  calculated  for  each  SNP pair
separately in the wild and domesticated barley subsets using PLINK 1.9. The background LD
was defined as an average of the interchromosomal r2 values (95th percentile). Rate of LD
decay  was  estimated  using  a  nonlinear  least-square  (nls)  regression  fit  to  the
intrachromosomal or intergenic r2 values using Hill and Weir’s formula, providing adjustment
for sample size (n):
E (r2 )=( 10+C(2+C )∗ (11+C ) )∗ (1+( (3+C )∗ (12+12∗ C+ (C )
2 )
n∗ (2+C )∗ (11+C ) ))
, where E(r2) is the expected value of r2  and C equals to a theoretical parameter 4Nc, where N
is the effective population size and c is the recombination frequency (see Hill and Weir 1986
for  theoretical  considerations  underlying  this  formula).  The  nls  regression  analysis  was
implemented in R. The LD decay value was defined at the intersection point of the regression
curve with the background LD. To estimate the robustness of LD estimated in unbalanced
samples, i.e. varying number of individuals or markers, the balanced sub-samples were 1000x
randomly drawn from the larger sub-group. Variation of the LD estimates in these bootstrap
experiments was assessed using standard summary statistics. To screen LD patterns along the
chromosomes the average r2 values were calculated in sliding windows of 10 cM with 1-cM
steps.  
To  identify  admixture  between  wild  and  domesticated  genotypes,  the  structure  of
barley  populations  was  inferred  using  fastSTRUCTURE  software,  which  implements
Pritchard’s STRUCTURE algorithm in a fast and resource-efficient manner (Raj et al., 2014).
This  algorithm  very  efficiently  detects  recent  gene  flow  events  but  not  the  historical
admixture (Pritchard et al., 2000). The runs were executed with 20 iterations for a predefined
number of population (K) set at 2.
The  diversity  parameters,  such  as  number  of  segregating  sites  (S),  Watterson's
estimator (θw) per genotyped site (Watterson, 1975), Nei's (sometimes referred as Tajima's)
nucleotide diversity (π) per genotyped site (Nei and Li, 1979; Tajima, 198), fixation index (F st;
Weir and Cockerham, 1984), as well as the frequency-based selection tests, such as Tajima's D
(Tajima, 1989) and normalized Fay and Wu's Hnorm (Fay and Wu, 2000; Zeng et al., 2006)
were calculated separately for  the wild and domesticated barley using mstatspop software
with  1000  permutations  (release  0.1b  20150803;
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http://bioinformatics.cragenomica.es/numgenomics/people/sebas/software/software.html).
This software performs the neutrality tests taking into account missing data using the models
suggested by Ferretti  et  al.  (2012).  To determine ancestral  status of  the SNPs, which is a
prerequisite for the H test, the SNPs were genotyped in two wild barley species, H. bulbosum
and H. pubiflorum, and alleles that were identical in both species were tentatively assigned as
ancestral. The genotyping was performed following the mapping and SNP calling pipeline
described above using the Hordeum exome Illumina datasets (Mascher et al., 2013b). 
The D and Hnorm values vary greatly at different genomic regions due to the neutral
random processes, e.g. genetic drift, and the range of this variation depends on the properties
of  the  examined  populations,  such  as  the  population  size  and  demographic  history.  To
estimate confidence intervals for the  distribution of the D and Hnorm under a Wright-Fisher
neutral model in the wild and domesticated barley, coalescent simulations of 1000 datasets
were performed using the ms software (Hudson, 2002) with the number of samples (n) and θ w
used as the variable parameters describing the populations. Variation of the D and Hnorm in the
simulated  neutral  datasets  was  assessed  using  the  msstats  and  statsPs  software
(https://github.com/molpopgen/msstats).
The selective sweeps and selection signatures in individual loci were discovered using
a combination of methods, namely the diversity reduction index (πw(ild)/πd(omesticated)), the average
r2  and the D and Hnorm  tests. The scans were performed in the wild and domesticated barley
sub-sets genome-wide in the 10-cM windows with a sliding step of 1 cM and separately for
the individual loci (cut-off > 5 SNPs). The sweeps and targets of selection were statistically
defined based on the z-score test for outliers (p-value < 0.05) for the πw/πd  and r2 tests and on
the simulated thresholds of neutral variation for the D and Hnorm  tests (p-value < 0.01). The
overlapping outlier windows were merged into putatively selected regions.   
The described analyses and visualization of the results were implemented in a series of
custom scripts, consisting of a combination of bash, perl, awk and R programming languages
and the standard Linux tools.
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5 Tables
Table 1. Characteristics of the enrichment assay and SNP calling.
Selected size, 
Mbp
Captured, 
Mbp
Captured CDS, 
Mbp
Homozygous SNPs
Total, with
singletons
Total, w/o
singletons
Filtered set*
Target 2.42 2.24 0.85 121,294 83,752 20,954
Non-target - 11.56 0.48 423,024 270,858 34,682
Total 9.91 13.80 1.33 544,318 354,610 55,636
* - minor allele frequency < 0.05; missing data frequency < 0.5
Table 2. Nucleotide diversity parameters for wild and domesticated barley. 
Type S Θw (x10-3) * πn (x10-3) ** D*** Hnorm****
Wild CDS 31,563 4.51 1.93 -1.804 -0.127
nonCDS 265,990 7.95 3.18 -1.919 0.001
all 297,553 7.36 2.97 -1.908 -0.050
Domesticated CDS 5,125 1.01 1.05 0.165 -1.231
nonCDS 37,750 1.56 1.62 0.145 -0.856
all 42,875 1.47 1.53 0.147 -1.018
* - per genotyped nucleotide; ** - Nei's πn; *** - Tajima’s D; **** - Fay&Wu's Hnorm
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Table 3. Selection signatures based on the sliding window genome scans.
ID* Chromosome Start, 
cM
End, 
cM
Size, cM Total number of genes**
HighConfidence LowConfidence
FWH_feat1_1 1 60 72 12 177 265
FWH_feat1_2 2 30 40 10 60 76
FWH_feat2_2 2 58 73 15 1200 2294
FWH_feat1_3 3 37 51 14 521 820
FWH_feat2_3 3 95 116 21 209 260
FWH_feat1_5 5 127 146 19 417 967
FWH_feat1_6 6 96 116 13 161 294
FWH_feat1_7 7 61 92 31 1718 3094
NPR_feat1_1 1 22 32 10 44 154
NPR_feat2_1 1 73 86 13 104 90
NPR_feat3_1 1 118 130 12 160 214
NPR_feat1_3 3 37 51 14 521 820
NPR_feat2_3 3 95 118 23 258 306
NPR_feat3_3 3 145 159 14 137 297
NPR_feat1_4 4 2 13 11 26 47
NPR_feat2_4 4 32 43 11 64 66
NPR_feat3_4 4 79 91 12 149 209
NPR_feat1_5 5 68 79 11 111 144
NPR_feat1_7 7 75 97 22 534 806
dLD_feat1_1 1 67 82 15 126 126
dLD_feat2_1 1 107 117 10 46 109
dLD_feat1_2 2 78 88 10 125 147
dLD_feat1_3 3 64 74 10 193 215
dLD_feat2_3 3 91 116 25 228 289
dLD_feat1_4 4 1 11 10 66 92
dLD_feat2_4 4 27 43 16 86 111
dLD_feat1_5 5 100 110 10 62 133
* - feat(ure) – putatively selected region; FWH – Fay&Wu’s Hnorm, NPR – πw/πd, dLD and 
wLD – LD outlier regions in domesticated and wild barley, respectively; ** - High and l 
confidence genes as defined in IBGSC, 2011
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CHAPTER 2: Mapping-by-sequencing identifies HvPHYTOCHROME C as a 
candidate gene for the early maturity 5 locus modulating the circadian clock and 
photoperiodic flowering in barley
1 Introduction
Many plants use seasonal cues,  such as photoperiod or vernalization, to coincide the timing of
reproductive development with optimal climate conditions. Cultivated barley (H. vulgare L. subsp.
vulgare), like most temperate cereal crops, is a long day (LD) plant with two growth types, winter
and  spring.  Winter  types  accelerate  flowering  after  a  prolonged period  of  cold  (vernalization),
whereas spring barley does not respond to vernalization. The growth habit is determined by the
interaction of two genes,  Vrn-H2, a strong inhibitor of flowering under long day conditions and
Vrn-H1 (also known as HvVRN1). Vrn-H1 is upregulated during vernalization and represses Vrn-H2
(Yan et al., 2003; 2004). A deletion of the Vrn-H2 locus and deletions in a regulatory region of Vrn-
H1 cause a spring growth habit (Hemming et al., 2009, Rollins et al., 2013). In spring or vernalized
winter  barley,  LDs  strongly  promote  flowering,  whereas  short  days  (SD)  delay  reproductive
development. Flowering under LDs is controlled by the major photoperiod response gene Ppd-H1
(Turner  et  al.,  2005).  Ppd-H1 is  a  homolog of  the  PSEUDO-RESPONSE REGULATOR (PRR)
genes implicated in the circadian clock of  the model  species  Arabidopsis  thaliana (L.)  Heynh.
(hereafter  Arabidopsis).  A natural  mutation in  the conserved CCT domain of  Ppd-H1 causes  a
reduced response to LDs and was selected in cultivation areas with long growing seasons (Turner et
al., 2005; von Korff et al., 2006, 2010; Jones et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2010).  Ppd-H1, Vrn-H1 and
Vrn-H2 converge  on  the  floral  inducer  HvFT1 (Vrn-H3),  a  homolog  of  Arabidopsis  florigen
FLOWERING LOCUS T (FT).  In  barley,  expression levels of  HvFT1 in  the leaf  correlate  with
flowering time.  Vrn-H2 represses  HvFT1 to counteract  induction of  HvFT1 by  Ppd-H1 in LDs
before vernalization (Hemming et al., 2008). After vernalization,  Ppd-H1 becomes dominant and
controls  HvFT1 expression and flowering time under LDs (Turner  et al.,  2005; Campoli  et  al.,
2012).
In addition to the vernalization and photoperiod response genes, reproductive development
is  controlled  by  the  early  maturity (eam;  also  referred  to  as  earliness  per  se)  loci.  The
environmental effect on flowering phenotypes controlled by variation at these genes is reduced or
completely removed. Two barley eam genes,  HvELF3 and HvLUX1, have recently been identified
as homologs of the  Arabidopsis circadian clock regulators  EARLY FLOWERING 3  (ELF3), and
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LUX/ARRHYTHMO (LUX), respectively (Faure et al., 2012; Zakhrabekova et al., 2012; see Chapter
2). Mutations in these genes were linked to reduced photoperiod response and early flowering under
both LD and non-inductive SD conditions.
The  circadian  clock  is  an  autonomous  oscillator  that  produces  endogenous  biological
rhythms with a period of about 24 hours. Conceptually, a circadian system can be divided into three
parts:  the  central  oscillator,  input  and  output  pathways.  In  Arabidopsis,  the  circadian  system
comprises  at  least  three  interlocking  feedback  loops.  The  core  oscillator  is  composed  of  three
negative  feedback  loops:  (a)  the  inhibition  of  evening  complex  (EC)  genes  ELF3,  EARLY
FLOWERING 4 (ELF4), and  LUX by the rise of CIRCADIAN CLOCK ASSOCIATED1 (CCA1)
and LATE ELONGATED HYPOCOTYL (LHY) late at night, (b) the inhibition of  PRR genes by
the EC early at night, and (c) the inhibition of LHY/CCA1 by TIMING OF CAB EXPRESSION1
(TOC1)  in  the  morning  (Kolmos  et  al.,  2009;  Huang  et  al.,  2012;  Pokhilko  et  al.,  2012).
Furthermore, the evening-expressed GIGANTEA (GI) protein was proposed as a negative regulator
of the EC, which in turn inhibits TOC1 expression (Herrero et al., 2012; Pokhilko et al., 2012).
Light  provides  the  circadian  clock  with  diurnal  entrainment  signals.  In  plants,  light  is
perceived and transduced by multiple photoreceptors including phytochromes, cryptochromes and
phototropins (Davis, 2002). The phytochromes (PHY), which are apoproteins covalently bound to
the chromophore, primarily detect and interpret the levels and ratio of red and far-red light in the
environment. In darkness, phytochrome is synthesized as the physiologically inactive red-absorbing
form, Pr. Upon illumination with red light, Pr is converted to the active far red absorbing form, Pfr,
which can be transformed back to Pr by far red light. In the dark, Pfr-active phytochrome reverts to
the inactive Pr form in a process referred to as “dark reversion” (Butler and Lane, 1965). These
inter-convertible forms provide the plant with a cellular switch that can interpret information on
spectral quantity and quality into a suitable response.
The diversity of  phytochromes  is  organized in  three  major  clades  of  PHYA,  PHYB and
PHYC,  with  the  former  two  present  in  all  studied  seed  plant  taxa  (Mathews,  2010). Plant
phytochromes  have  been  intensively  studied,  since they  contribute  to  various  developmental
processes  in  plants  such  as  flowering,  shade  avoidance,  dormancy,  germination  and  stomatal
development (Franklin and Quail, 2010). Mutations in phytochrome genes affect flowering time in
Arabidopsis, sorghum and rice (Childs  et al., 1997; Takano  et al., 2005; Balasubramanian  et al.,
2006; Saidou et al., 2009; Osugi et al., 2011; Hu et al., 2013). However, very little is known about
the diversity, function and signaling pathways of barley phytochromes. Szücs et al. (2006) mapped
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the barley orthologs of  PHYA (HvPHYA) and  B (HvPHYB) both to the short arm of chromosome
4H,  and  PHYC (HvPHYC)  to  the  long  arm  of  chromosome  5H  at  the  same  location  as  the
vernalization  gene  Vrn-H1.  According  to  Hanumappa  et  al. (1999),  a  chemically  mutagenized
barley genotype BMDR-1 contains a light-labile phyB. They demonstrated that it was responsible
for the photoperiod insensitivity of this genotype and additionally implicated phyA in regulation of
flowering  via  a  distinct  but  interrelated  pathway.  A recent  study in  barley  has  suggested  that
variation at HvPHYC, affected flowering time only under LDs and independently of the circadian
clock (Nishida et al., 2013). 
I identified the same candidate mutation in HvPHYC, which underlies the early maturity 5 
(eam5) locus, using whole-exome capture and a mapping-by-sequencing approach (Schneeberger et
al., 2009; Mascher et al., 2013a) applied on a backcross population between the spring barley 
Bowman and the introgression line Bowman(eam5) (Druka et al., 2010). This study adds important 
information to the recent findings of Nishida et al. (2013) by demonstrating that HvPHYC-eam5 
genetically interacts with the major photoperiod response gene Ppd-H1 to accelerate flowering 
under LDs and in particular under SDs. In contrast to findings by Nishida et al. (2013), expression 
analyses showed that HvPHYC-eam5 disrupts the circadian clock and acts in the same pathway as 
the evening complex genes HvELF3 and HvLUX1 (data not shown; courtesy of Chiara Campoli). 
Diversity analysis indicated the presence of two major HvPHYC haplotypes separated by a 
synonymous SNP and reduced nucleotide diversity at this locus. Interestingly, the HvPHYC-eam5 
allele was selected in barley cultivars from Japan despite of the strong effect of this mutation on the 
barley clock. This invites further research on comparing physiological effects and the overall 
significance of the circadian clock on plant adaptation.
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2 Results
2.1 Bowman(eam5) is early flowering under short- and long-day conditions
Bowman,  Bowman(eam5),  Bowman(Ppd-H1)  and  Bowman(Ppd-H1 +  eam5)  plants  were  scored  for
flowering time under  LD and SD conditions in controlled greenhouse settings (Fig.  1AB).  Under  LDs,
Bowman(Ppd-H1)  and  Bowman(Ppd-H1 +  eam5)  flowered  first,  both  at  28  days  after  sowing (DAS).
Bowman(eam5) flowered at 42 DAS, followed by Bowman at 45 DAS. Under SDs, Bowman(Ppd-H1 +
eam5) flowered 57 DAS, followed by Bowman(eam5) with 65 DAS, while Bowman and Bowman(Ppd-H1)
flowered on average 88 and 91 DAS, respectively. Thus eam5 accelerated flowering time under both LD and
SD conditions. It is notable that, under SDs, Ppd-H1 accelerated flowering time in the background of eam5. 
Figure 1 Flowering time of wild type and introgression lines.
Bowman and Bowman introgression lines carrying different combination of Ppd-H1 and eam5 alleles were grown 
under long days (16-h light/8-h darkness; LD, panel A) or short days (10-h light/14-h darkness, panel B). (A-B) 
Flowering time is shown as mean days to awn emergence on the main stem. Error bars are standard deviations for 8 to 
15 plants of each genotype.
2.2 Identification of barley PHYC as a candidate gene underlying eam5
The eam5  locus  was  described  as  a  mutation  of  unknown  origin  isolated  from  an
ICARDA/CIMMYT  selection  CMB85-533  (Higuerilla*2/Gobernadora)  and  mapped  onto
chromosome 5H (Jain, 1961; Franckowiak, 2002). Like many other barley QTLs, eam5 has been
introgressed  into  the  spring  barley  cultivar  Bowman  (Druka  et  al.,  2011).  The  resultant  BC6
introgression line Bowman(eam5)  (also referred to as  BW285) was genotyped using the single
nucleotide  polymorphism (SNP)-based  array (Illumina’s  Barley Oligo  Pool  Array,  BOPA) with
3072  SNPs  (Close  et  al.,  2009).  This  revealed  a  single  introgression  on  chromosome  5H  of
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Bowman(eam5)  flanked  by  the  BOPA markers  2_0533  (9.3  cM  as  morex_contig_64122)  and
1_0336  (149.8  cM  as  morex_contig_2550061).  eam5 was  mapped  between  RFLP  markers
MWG522  (80.3  cM  as  morex_contig_2549712)  and  MWG583  (89.9  cM  as
morex_contig_1583223) (Fig. 2A). To delineate the candidate gene underlying the eam5 mutation,
the introgression line Bowman(eam5) was backcrossed with Bowman and heading date was scored
in the field. Of the 846 phenotyped BC1F2 lines, 204 genotypes were selected as flowering at the
same time as Bowman(eam5), which flowered on average 4 days earlier than  Bowman and the
remaining population. 
To  refine  the  eam5 interval,  I  used  a  mapping-by-sequencing  approach  applied  on  the
parental  lines  Bowman  and  Bowman(eam5)  and  the  pool  of  BC1F2 lines  enriched  for  early
flowering genotypes. The complexity of barley genome was reduced using whole-exome capture
(Mascher  et al., 2013b), which targeted sequencing on the gene space. On average 92 % of the
Illumina reads aligned against the targeted regions and were used to discover SNPs between the
samples and the reference sequence. I identified 3,884 SNPs that were specific for either Bowman
or Bowman(eam5). Out of those, 2,929 SNPs resided in 640 contigs located on the barley physical
map (IBGSC,  2012).  Using the  median-allele  frequency of  SNPs  within each contig and their
physical  location,  SHOREmap,  applied  on  the  pool  of  BC1F2,  identified  a  probabilistic  QTL
mapping  interval  of  8  Mb  located  on  the  chromosome  arm  5HL and  comprising  210  genes
according to the most current POPSEQ barley map (Fig. 2B, Mascher et al., 2013a). The maximum
SNP allele frequencies of Bowman(eam5) approached 75% due to the presence of heterozygous
genotypes  in  the  pool  of  BC1F2 lines  selected  from  the  field  experiment.  The  presence  of
heterozygotes in the pools was verified by phenotyping and genotyping in BC1F2:3 lines derived
from the pooled plants as explained below. 
The GO analysis identified five candidate genes related to flowering time or circadian clock
within this 8-Mb interval.  Four of them, HvPHYC (MLOC_824), VRN-H1 (AK360697), HvVIP4.1
(MLOC_17672), and HvVIP4.2 (MLOC_17943), which are, respectively, homologs of Arabidopsis
genes PHYC (AT5G35840), APETALA 1 (AT1G69120) and VERNALIZATION INDEPENDENCE 4
(AT5G61150), mapped to the same location on the chromosome arm 5HL. The fifth gene HvCK2α
(MLOC_55943), a homologue of Arabidopsis CASEIN KINASE 2 ALPHA (AT2G23070), resided 2
Mb  downstream of  this  cluster  of  four  genes.  Another  flowering-related  gene  HvPIF-like
(AK362162),  a  homologue  of  Arabidopsis  PHYTOCHROME-INTERACTING  FACTOR  genes,
located 9 Mb upstream of the unresolved cluster of the four candidate genes was also selected for
the fine-mapping. 
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Figure 2 Identification of HvPHYC as a candidate gene for the eam5 QTL. 
Corresponding regions of the genetic and physical maps are connected with grey dashed lines.
(A) Location of the eam5 QTL on the Bowman(eam5) introgression. A 144-cM introgression on chromosome 5 of the
Bowman(eam5)  line and Bowman background are shown respectively as green and blue bars.  The BOPA markers
flanking the introgression and the corresponding genetic distances (cM) are above and below the bars, respectively. The
tentative location of the eam5 QTL is shown as a blue rectangle with genetic markers flanking the QTL. 
(B) QTL position refinement using bulk segregant high-throughput sequencing and SHOREmap (Schneeberger et al.,
2009). Median SNP allele frequencies are plotted along the physical map of barley chromosome 5H in the vicinity of
the eam5 QTL. The QTL interval as calculated by SHOREmap is shown as a magenta bar together with the flanking
contigs. Numbers on the x-axis are distances on barley physical map (IBGSC, 2012) in pairs of nucleotides. LOWESS,
locally weighted scatterplot smoothing.   
(C) Segregation analysis of the candidate genes within the SHOREmap QTL region. Six flowering-related candidate
genes are located in or  near the SHOREmap QTL region (grey bar).  Frequencies of the Bowman(eam5)  alleles in
BC1F2:3 plants that flowered, excluding heterozygous genotypes, are plotted along the barley physical map (IBGSC,
2012). The highest allele frequency indicates the best candidate genes for the eam5 QTL.
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Segregation analysis of the candidate genes was conducted in BC1F2:3 lines, derived from the
early flowering BC1F2 plants. Analysis of flowering time in 180 BC1F2:3 under SD conditions in the
glasshouse revealed that the phenotype followed a trimodal distribution. A total of 108 lines were
scored as early, which flowered within 10 days after Bowman(eam5), whereas 17 lines flowered
significantly later frequently showing abnormalities in the spike development. The rest of 55 lines
did not flower until the end of the experiment. This suggested that eam5 was a semi-dominant locus
with the heterozygote exhibiting an intermediate phenotype. 
I  reconstructed Bowman and Bowman(eam5) alleles of the candidate genes from the  de
novo assembly of the exome reads. Allele-specific polymorphisms were tagged with co-dominant
sequence  characterized  amplified  region  (SCAR)  and cleaved  amplified  polymorphic  sequence
(CAPS) markers used for screening of the BC1F2:3 lines. The segregation analysis revealed that both
Vrn-H1 and  HvPHYC were tightly linked to  the early flowering phenotype;  all  plants  carrying
Bowman(eam5) alleles at these genes flowered, plants with Bowman alleles did not flower until the
end of the experiment, and heterozygotes exhibited an intermediate phenotype. No recombinants
were detected between Vrn-H1 and HvPHYC (Fig. 2C). Vrn-H1 and HvPHYC reside only five gene
models  apart  based  on  the  better  resolved  Brachypodium  map.  Using  allele-specific  markers
reported by Hemming et al. (2009), I discovered that Bowman carries the HvVRN1-1 spring allele
with a 5,154 bp deletion in the first intron, whereas Bowman(eam5) contains the HvVRN1 winter
allele without an intron deletion. This winter allele is known to strongly delay flowering in the
absence of vernalization (Hemming et al., 2009). 
HvPHYC carried a non-synonymous mutation (T/C) in Bowman(eam5).  This caused the
missense substitution that leads to a change of the  hydrophobic phenylalanine to the hydrophilic
serine (mutation F380S) within a previously uncharacterized extremely conserved motif in the GAF
domain of phytochromes (Fig. 3). At this position, phenylalanine is exclusively present in 4267
phytochrome homologs from 2799 species of Plantae and Bacteria kingdoms present in GenBank.
The conservation analysis using the PROVEAN tool predicted that the F380S mutation could be
functional  (observed  score  -7.673;  cut-off  score  -2.5). Taken  together,  our  analyses  strongly
suggested that the F380S substitution could be critical for the HvPHYC function and thus I propose
HvPHYC as the candidate gene underlying eam5.
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Figure 3 The structure of the barley (Hordeum vulgare) HvPHYC gene, polymorphisms in the 
exon 1 and effect of the eam5 mutation. 
(A) The diagrammatic structure of the HvPHYC gene and location of the conserved domains on the exon 1. The exons
and introns are respectively shown by green rectangles and lines angled downwards. The coordinates are shown in pairs
of nucleotides relative to the first coding nucleotide of the full-length ‘Morex’ HvPHYC sequence (DQ238106). The
conserved domains PAS_2 (IPR013654), PAS (IPR000014) and GAF (IPR03018) are highlighted in blue, yellow and
red, respectively.
(B) Nucleotide variation in a 2045-bp fragment of the HvPHYC exon 1. The re-sequenced fragment comprising exon 1
of HvPHYC is shown as a magenta bar. SNPs are shown above the bar (major/minor alleles) and the coordinates, which
are also a unique SNP IDs, below the bar. Non-synonymous SNPs are highlighted in red font. Correspondence of the
polymorphic sites to the conserved domains is depicted by the dashed lines.    
(C) Conservation of the motif in the GAF domain of the phytochrome gene family and the effect of the eam5 mutation.
An alignment of 4419 sequences of the extremely conserved motif in the GAF domain from the plant and bacteria PHY
genes is shown as a sequence logo. Green letters, neutral amino-acid residues (a.a.);  black, hydrophobic a.a.;  blue,
hydrophilic a.a. The a.a. substitution in the eam5 line is shown by an asterisk.
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2.3 Diversity analysis of HvPHYC and its linkage with VRN-H1 alleles
To explore natural diversity of barley HvPHYC alleles, I sequenced a 2045-bp fragment of
the first  exon comprising conserved domains from 52  wild (H. vulgare subsp.  spontaneum (K.
Koch) Thell.), 56 cultivar and landrace, and 3 H. agriocrithon A.E. Åberg genotypes. In addition,
three  HvPHYC sequences  from cultivars  were  extracted  from  NCBI  Genbank.  I  identified  15
haplotypes, out of which 6 haplotypes were specific for cultivated accessions, 6 haplotypes for wild
and 3 haplotypes were common to both groups (Fig.  4;  Table S1).  The nucleotide diversity of
HvPHYC haplotypes, which were defined by 13 non-synonymous (ns) and 8 synonymous (s) SNPs
within the coding region, was low (π = 0.46x10-3). Haplotypes 1 and 2 were most frequent; 84 out
of 114 genotypes carried these two haplotypes. 
Figure 4 Median-joining network of 15 HvPHYC haplotypes.
Numbers at the nodes indicate the number of genotypes carrying the corresponding haplotype (out of 114 accessions).
The haplotype frequency is also reflected in the relative size of a node. The color of a node corresponds to the different
species: blue, Hordeum vulgare subsp. vulgare; red, H. vulgare subsp. spontaneum; green, H. agriocrithon. Numbers at
the  branches  denote  synonymous  (in  black)  and  non-synonymous  (in  red)  SNPs  (as  on  Figure  3)  separating  the
haplotypes.
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I attempted to predict a functional effect of the observed non-synonymous SNPs based on
the  protein  conservation  patterns.  The  motif  conservation  analysis  revealed  two  extremely
conserved  amino-acid  substitutions,  which  were  additionally  identified  by  PROVEAN  as
deleterious (Table S2). One of the mutations, F380S, which was found in Bowman(eam5), also
appeared in ten Japanese cultivars (haplotype 4; Table S3), whereas another mutation, L364D was
found in addition to F380S in Japanese cultivar Azumamugi (haplotype 7). 
Based on the result of segregation analysis, I assumed that the Bowman(eam5)  HvPHYC
allele and wild type HvVRN1 are tightly linked. To verify this fact, I screened 10 other ‘haplotype 4’
genotypes  with  the  markers  specific  for  the  wild  type  HvVNR1 allele.  Without  exception,  the
Bowman(eam5) HvPHYC allele was linked to the winter type HvVRN1  allele (Table S3).
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3 Discussion
In this chapter, I describe the barley locus  eam5, which accelerated flowering under LDs and in
addition led to flowering under non-inductive SDs. In order to fine-map the eam5 mutation, I used
mapping-by-sequencing  of  bulked  early  flowering  BC1F2 lines,  followed  by  candidate-gene
mapping in  BC1F2:3.  Fine-mapping by deep sequencing has been successfully applied in model
species to map and identify induced mutations underlying a specific phenotype in a single step
(James et al., 2013). I demonstrate that this method is also effective in fine-mapping a mutation in
the large genome of a crop plant. I found that the use of an introgression line with prior mapping
information and exome-enrichment greatly reduced the complexity of the task (Druka et al., 2011,
IBGSC, 2012, Mascher et al., 2013b). Mascher et al. (2013b) have demonstrated that fine-mapping
of barley genes has become feasible due to the recent release of the barley gene space reference
sequence and advances in the physical and genetic mapping (IBGSC, 2012; Mascher et al., 2013a).
As a proof of concept,  using a simulated  in  silico bulk-segregant  analysis,  they showed that  a
qualitative row-type gene Vrs1 could be fine-mapped to a relatively small interval containing 128
genes (Mascher  et al., 2013b). I demonstrate that fine-mapping through exome capture and deep
sequencing of a BC1F2 pool was successful, even though the phenotype was quantitative, subtle and
obscured  by  the  segregation  of  another  tightly  linked  flowering  gene.  The  identification  of  a
mutation  in  the  extremely  conserved  motif  of  the  PHY GAF  domain  strongly  suggested  that
HvPHYC is the gene underlying the eam5 locus. A mutation in this region might not be expected to
alter the photochromic behavior of the protein. Future work could examine whether the reversion
rates from Pfr to Pr are compromised in the HvPHYC F380S isoform.
This study is an example of the efficient exploitation of the comprehensive barley mutant
resources. More than 800 natural and induced barley mutants introgressed into the common genetic
background Bowman await fine-mapping and functional analysis of the causative genes (Druka et
al., 2010).
The  F380S  mutation  did  not  correspond  to  any  known  loss-  or  gain-of-function
phytochrome alleles in Arabidopsis (Nagatani et al., 2010). However, the mutation was identical to
the HvPHYC-e allele recently described in the Japanese winter barley Hayakiso 2 (Nishida et al.,
2013). The authors of that study found that this allele accelerated flowering time under 16-h and 20-
h LDs, but not under 12-h SDs. However, I observed the strongest effect of eam5 under 8-h SDs,
where  flowering  time  of  Bowman(eam5)  and  Bowman  differed  by  more  than  60  days.  It  is
noteworthy  that  the  loss-of-function  PHYC mutants  in  Arabidopsis  and  rice  also  showed
acceleration of flowering in non-inductive photoperiods (Monte  et al., 2003; Takano et al., 2005;
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Balasubramanian  et  al.,  2006).  Changes  in  clock  gene  expression,  especially  the  absence  of
HvCCA1 oscillations in Bowman(eam5), were reminiscent of expression changes observed in the
eam8 and eam10 mutants carrying mutations in HvELF3 and HvLUX1, respectively (Faure et al.,
2012; see Chapter 2; expression data not shown, courtesy of Chiara Campoli).
In Arabidopsis,  ELF3 together with  ELF4 and  LUX form the so-called evening complex
(EC)  and repress  transcription  of  PRRs  (Dixon  et  al.,  2011;  Herrero  et  al.,  2012).  The
transcriptional targets of the EC genes seem conserved in barley. HvELF3 and HvLUX1 act  as
repressors of the barley PRR gene Ppd-H1, which in turn affects HvFT1 expression and flowering
time (Faure  et al.,  2012). Indeed, I observed genetic interactions between  eam5 and  Ppd-H1 as
demonstrated for eam8 and eam10 (Fig. 1).
To investigate genetic  diversity at  HvPHYC,  I  re-sequenced in addition to Bowman and
Bowman(eam5) a diverse set of 109  HvPHYC genotypes and added 3  HvPHYC alleles from the
GenBank. The prevalence of two major haplotypes and the nucleotide diversity index, which was 2
to 16 times lower than reported for other barley genes (Russell  et al., 2004; Morrell  et al., 2005,
2013; Kilian  et al., 2006; Xia  et al., 2012), indicated that PhyC was conserved and presumably
under selective constraints. It is tempting to speculate that reduced nucleotide diversity at HvPHYC
could be indirect effect of its tight linkage to  VRN-H1, which mediates an adaptive trait such as
vernalization response (Beales et al., 2005; Hemming et al., 2009). It is intriguing that the mutant
PhyC380 allele  was  detected  in  eleven  genotypes  with  a  common geographic  origin  in  Japan,
suggesting that this mutant allele was targeted by breeders. 
Molecular taxonomists have widely used phytochromes in phylogenetic studies (Mathews et
al., 1995). This led to the accumulation of a large number of PHY sequences from very diverse
plant and bacteria species. I used these data to infer a functional effect of the observed amino-acid
substitutions based on the extent of their conservation. Remarkably, except for the two amino-acid
substitutions,  L364D and F380S (haplotypes 4 and 7),  other  substitutions were within variable
motifs and thus presumably non-functional.
In  summary,  I  successfully  applied  a  mapping-by-sequencing  approach  to  pinpoint  a
mutation in HvPHYC as a candidate underlying the eam5 locus in barley. The mutation disrupts the
circadian clock and results in an acceleration of flowering under LDs and non-inductive SDs. Such
interaction of phytochromes and the circadian clock has not been reported before and opens new
perspectives on the role of PHYC in controlling the circadian clock and downstream light signaling
pathways. I demonstrate that  HvPHYC is characterized by low levels of genetic diversity in wild
and cultivated barley germplasm.  Interestingly,  HvPHYC F380S was selected in  cultivars  from
Japan, and may thus provide a selective advantage in these environments.  
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4 Materials and Methods
4.1 Plant material and growth conditions
Flowering time (days to awn emergence on the main spike) of the spring cultivar Bowman and three
Bowman-derived  introgression  lines  Bowman(Ppd-H1),  Bowman(eam5)  and  Bowman(Ppd-
H1+eam5) (kindly provided by R. Waugh, James Hutton Institute and by David Laurie, John Innes
Centre and developed by Chiara Campoli)  was recorded for 10-15 plants per genotype. To score
flowering, plants were grown in soil in a glasshouse under SDs (10 h light, 20°C : 14 h dark, 18°C)
and LDs (16 h light, 20°C : 8 h dark, 18°C).  Significant differences in flowering time, meristem
development, and gene expression between Bowman, Bowman(eam5), and Bowman(eam5 + Ppd-
H1) were calculated using a paired t-test (P < 0.05).
To investigate natural diversity of the candidate gene, a set of 110 wild and cultivated barley
genotypes were selected from germplasm collections at the Max Planck Institute of Plant Breeding 
Research (MPIPZ) in Cologne (Badr et al., 2000), the Barley 1K collection (Hübner et al., 2009), 
the Barley Germplasm Center at Okayama University (http://www.shigen.nig.ac.jp/barley) and 
Hakan Özkan (University of Çukurova, Turkey) (Table S3). 
4.2 Identification of a candidate gene using mapping by sequencing and segregation 
analysis
To determine the position of  eam5 on genetic and physical maps, I found closest flanking RFLP
markers with known nucleotide sequences using the GrainGenes CMap browser (BinMap, 2005;
http://wheat.pw.usda.gov/cgi-bin/cmap). BOPA markers flanking the Bowman(eam5) introgression
were as determined by Druka  et al. (2010). The RFLP and BOPA markers were anchored to the
Morex genomic contigs (IBGSC, 2012) using blastn. Genetic and physical locations of the Morex
contigs were extracted from the Mascher  et al. (2013a) and IBGSC (2012) data, respectively. To
refine the candidate region carrying the causative mutation, a mapping-by-sequencing approach was
applied on Bowman, Bowman(eam5) and a pool of 204 BC1F2 lines enriched for early-flowering
genotypes. The BC1F2  lines flowering together or close to Bowman(eam5) were selected from 846
BC1F2 lines sown in March 2012 in the field at the MPIPZ and scored for heading date together with
the parental lines. Genomic DNA was extracted from leaves using the BioSprint 96 kit (QIAGEN)
according to the manufacturer’s recommendations. DNA samples were quantified using Quant-iT™
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PicoGreen assay (Invitrogen) with the Synergy™ 4 microplate reader (Biotek).  DNA from 204
BC1F2 lines was pooled in equal amounts and along with Bowman, Bowman(eam5) enriched for a
61.6  mega  base  pair  coding  sequence  target  using  in-solution  whole-exome  capture  (Roche
NimbleGen, Madison, WI, USA; Mascher et al., 2013b).  
Illumina sequencing of the enriched libraries generated 93M, 80M and 211M reads for the
Bowman,  Bowman(eam5)  and  the  pool  of  BC1F2 lines,  respectively.  Reads  were  trimmed and
aligned to the barley reference sequence (IBGSC, 2012) using BWA 0.59 with default parameters
(Li and Durbin, 2009). Only those reads, which uniquely mapped to the reference sequence, were
retained. Samtools 0.1.19 was used to generate consensus pileup information (Li et al., 2009). SNPs
distinguishing the two parental samples were extracted using VarScan 2.3.5 (Koboldt et al., 2009).
SNPs supported by at least 30 reads with the non-reference allele frequency more than 95% in
either Bowman or  Bowman(eam5)  were considered in downstream analyses. In the BC1F2 pool
data,  I  estimated  the  frequencies  of  the  Bowman(eam5)  SNP alleles.  Next,  the  median  allele
frequency for all SNPs was estimated within individual reference contigs that were anchored to the
barley  physical  map  (IBGSC,  2013)  and  calculated  a  locally  weighted  scatterplot  smoothing
(LOWESS)  regression.  SHOREmap  2.1  (http://www.shoremap.org)  was  used  to  calculate  a
mapping interval  based  on  the  median  allele  frequencies  and  the corresponding coefficients  of
variation (Schneeberger et al., 2009; Galvão et al., 2012). 
Barley genes within the candidate mapping interval were extracted using the map published
by Mascher et al. (2013a) and characterized by the gene ontology (GO) terms using Blast2GO 2.5
pipeline (Conesa  et  al.,  2005).  Genes related to flowering and circadian clock were selected as
candidate genes. To narrow the list of candidate genes down, I designed allele-specific co-dominant
markers  (SCAR  and  CAPS)  distinguishing  candidate  gene  alleles  from  Bowman  and
Bowman(eam5) and analyzed their segregation with the flowering phenotype using BC1F2:3 lines.
To extract  allele-specific  polymorphisms in  the  candidate  genes,  Bowman and Bowman(eam5)
reads  were  assembled  de  novo into  contigs  using  ABySS  1.3.7  assembler  (single  end,  k=25;
Simpson et al., 2009). The contigs homologous to the candidate genes were identified using blastn
and aligned to extract SNPs to design allele-specific PCR markers. Allele-specific markers for the
barley VIP4-like genes, which were absent from the exome-enrichment assay, were designed based
on the Sanger sequencing data of PCR fragments (primers see in Table S4).
To create the BC1F2:3 population, one seed of each of the early BC1F2 plants was sown in the
greenhouse under 10-h short days. Flowering time was scored and leaf material was harvested for
DNA extraction and genotyping. PCR reactions (1× Colorless GoTaq® Buffer, 0.2 μM dNTPs, 0.5
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μM  primers,  1  U  GoTaq® polymerase  (Promega,  Mannheim,  Germany),  50  ng  DNA)  were
incubated in the PTC DNA Engine thermocycler (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA) and visualized
using agarose gel electrophoresis. The primer sequences and incubation regimes were as in Table
S4. Restriction of the CAPS PCR fragments was performed using endonucleases (New England
Biolabs, Frankfurt am Main, Germany) following manufacturer’s recommendations.
4.3 Natural diversity and population-genetic analyses
Barley genomic DNA was extracted using the DNAeasy 96 Plant kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany)
according  to  the  manufacturer's  recommendations  and  quantified  using  NanoDrop  1000
spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific, Wilmington, DE). A 2045-bp fragment covering the exon 1
of HvPHYC was amplified from a set of 113 wild and cultivated barley genotypes using the primer
pairs Ex1seq_1f + Ex1seq_1r and Ex1seq_2f + Ex1seq_2r (Table S4). PCR reactions (1 × Q5®
buffer, 0.2 µM dNTPs, 0.5 µM primers, 1 U Q5® High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase (New England
Biolabs,  Frankfurt  am Main,  Germany),  50  ng  DNA)  were  incubated  in  a  PTC DNA Engine
thermocycler (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA). PCR fragments were purified using 1,8x Agencourt
AMPure  XP  beads  (Beckman  Coulter,  Krefeld,  Germany)  following  the  manufacturer's
recommendations and Sanger-sequenced. Three additional HvPHYC sequences were extracted from
NCBI GenBank (DQ201145, DQ201146 and DQ238106).  Haplotype analysis was performed as
described in Chapter 2. Nucleotide diversity π was calculated for the coding region using DnaSAM
v. 20100621 (Eckert et al., 2010).  
4.4 Motif conservation analysis
Positions of the GAF and PAS domains at HvPHYC were determined using InterProScan 
(Quevillon et al., 2005). A set of 4419 protein sequences of the PHY homologues from plant and 
bacterial species were extracted using blastp search in the NCBI ‘nr’ database with a 70-bp 
conserved fragment of the HvPHY GAF domain as a query (cut-off e-value 1e-7). The PHY 
homologues were aligned using MAFFT v6.851b (‘auto’ model selection) and PRANK v.130820 
(default parameters, +F) (Loytynoja and Goldman, 2005; Katoh and Toh, 2008). Amino-acid 
polymorphisms at HvPHYC were discovered by translating the exon 1 fragments comprising non-
synonymous SNPs using ExPASy Translate tool (http://web.expasy.org/translate). The 8-15 aa sub-
alignments around these polymorphic sites were submitted to the WebLogo generator (Crooks et al.,
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2004). Visually misaligned regions flanking the polymorphic amino-acid residues outside the GAF 
domain were iteratively re-aligned in a smaller subset of the PHY sequences. In addition, the 
functional effect of the amino acid substitutions was predicted using PROVEAN (cut-off score -2.5)
(Choi et al., 2012).
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Figure S1. Distribution of heterozygous and missing genotypes in the SNP dataset.
 
The pooled and individually-sequenced samples are depicted as blue and green pictograms, 
respectively.
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Figure S2. Distribution of minor allele frequency (MAF) of the SNPs.
The MAF spectra are shown for the complete set with singleton SNPs (A), without singleton SNPs 
(B) and for the dataset with MAF >= 0.05 (C). All the sub-sets contain the SNPs with < 0.5 missing 
data frequency. Cyan, red and blue bars represent the MAF distributions in all, coding and non-
coding SNP subsets, respectively.
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Figure S3. Robustness of the MAF spectra calculations in the subsets with unequal number of 
SNPs.
A set of 23,006 SNPs, equal to a total number of coding SNPs, was 1,000 times randomly drawn 
from a larger dataset of non-coding SNPs (193,185). The resulting numbers of rare SNPs (MAF < 
0.05) are shown as gray dots and distribution statistics is summarized in a notched box plot.
Figure S4. Decomposition of genetic variation of all barley genotypes by PCA. 
Only two major PCs are shown. The percentages of variation explained by the PCs are shown in 
parentheses. Wild, landrace and cultivated genotypes are illustrated by green, orange and blue 
pictograms.
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Figure S5. Population structure analysis of the cultivar and landrace genotypes (K=2).
Vertical bars correspond to individual genotypes and color indicates their membership in the 
subpopulations. The cultivar and landrace subgroups are labeled by blue and orange horizontal bars,
respectively.
Figure S6. Variation of linkage disequilibrium (LD) parameters in the randomly sub-sampled 
wild genotypes.
58 genotypes were 1000 times randomly drawn from a total of 302 wild genotypes. The red 
horizontal line and box plot illustrate variation in the background LD, the black horizontal line and 
box plot in the LD decay. Gray dots correspond to the individual LD estimates for each random 
subsample. 
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Figure S7. LD decay of individual chromosomes in wild (A) and domesticated (B) barley.
Red horizontal lines show the background LD. Colors of the regression line correspond to 
individual chromosomes according to the legend.
Figure S8. Comparison of LD decay rate estimated using all SNP pairs vs. the SNP pairs with 
matching minor allele frequency (MAF) in 0.1 bins.
Red horizontal line delineates the level of background LD. Red and cyan regression curves 
correspond to LD decay obtained from the SNP pairs matched by MAF and all SNP pairs, 
respectively.
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Figure S9. Effect of the varying numbers of frequency-matched SNP on the LD decay estimates in
wild barley.
The original dataset contains 19,772 and 3,510 SNPs in the 0.1 (red) and 0.2 (green) MAF bins. The
bootstrapped dataset contains 1000x random draws of the 3,510 SNPs from the 0.1 MAF bin.
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Figure S10. Distribution of Tajima’s D values along the chromosomes.
 
The numbers inside the innermost circle indicate barley linkage groups and genetic distances in cM 
are shown on the outermost gray scale. Tajima's D values (sliding window 10 cM, 1-cM step) are 
shown for the wild (green) and domesticated (orange) barley subgroups. Thresholds of neutral D 
variation obtained by coalescent simulations are shown for wild and domesticated barley as green 
and orange dashed lines, respectively. The scale of the D values is shown at the '0' position of the 
linkage group 1. 
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Figure S11. Effect of the unequal number of samples on estimates of private allele ratios in wild 
and domesticated barley.
The horizontal green and red lines show the ratios calculated from the original wild and 
domesticated barley datasets, respectively. The green boxplot and the gray dots illustrate variation 
of the ratios in the equalized wild barley dataset.
Figure S12. Fixation index (Fst) for all SNP sites between wild and domesticated barley. 
(A) The individual Fst values plotted along the barley chromosomes.
(B) Summary statistics for distributions of the Fst values by chromosome. The letters indicate 
significantly different distributions (p < 0.01). 
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Figure S11. The data analysis pipeline - read filtering, mapping, SNP calling and genotyping. 
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Table S1 Target genes selected for enrichment.
https://www.dropbox.com/s/b06jo62e6oofgla/Table_S1.xlsx?dl=0
Table S2 Reference genome for read mapping
https://www.dropbox.com/s/9wq46d4qgcreova/Table_S2.xlsx?dl=0
Table S5 Arabidopsis homologs of flowering, meristem and inflorescence development 
genes.
https://www.dropbox.com/s/rpj4jjs5i5clcsp/Table_S5.xlsx?dl=0
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Table S3 Characteristics of the germplasm used for re-sequencing.
Sample_ID Line_ID Source* Country** Status Structure
Membership
Pop1 Pop2
FT227 B1K-70-01 IPK ISR cultivar admixed 0.8329 0.1671
FT425 Steptoe IPK USA cultivar admixed 0.893 0.107
FT450 HOR1804 IPK AFG landrace admixed 0.5571 0.4429
FT415 Chilean IPK AUS landrace admixed 0.5785 0.4215
FT403 Tibet IPK CHN landrace admixed 0.645 0.355
MK052 Paishapu 1 NBRP CHN landrace admixed 0.5387 0.4613
MK053 Yanghsin 2 NBRP CHN landrace admixed 0.5453 0.4547
MK054 Paoanchen 1 NBRP CHN landrace admixed 0.5359 0.4641
FT402 G-401 I IPK DZA landrace admixed 0.8717 0.1283
FT437 L871 IPK EGY landrace admixed 0.7419 0.2581
FT412 G-434 H IPK ETH landrace admixed 0.5852 0.4148
FT435 L521 IPK ETH landrace admixed 0.8985 0.1015
FT436 L1043 IPK IRN landrace admixed 0.5152 0.4848
FT434 L1897 IPK JOR landrace admixed 0.715 0.285
MK003 Rum MPIPZ JOR landrace admixed 0.8384 0.1616
MK034 Acsad MPIPZ JOR landrace admixed 0.7933 0.2067
FT413 Nippon IPK JPN landrace admixed 0.5832 0.4168
FT400 G-399 H IPK MAR landrace admixed 0.827 0.173
FT447 BCC129 IPK MAR landrace admixed 0.8594 0.1406
FT448 BCC131 IPK MAR landrace admixed 0.8484 0.1516
FT410 G-427 G IPK PAK landrace admixed 0.5781 0.4219
FT421 G-1573 A IPK SYR landrace admixed 0.7441 0.2559
FT438 Tadmor IPK SYR landrace admixed 0.7532 0.2468
FT439 Arta IPK SYR landrace admixed 0.7498 0.2502
FT398 G-396 I IPK URY landrace admixed 0.8621 0.1379
MK001 B21 MPIPZ n.d. landrace admixed 0.7882 0.2118
MK002 B25 MPIPZ n.d. landrace admixed 0.6651 0.3349
MK005 L761 MPIPZ n.d. landrace admixed 0.8718 0.1282
MK025 B24 MPIPZ n.d. landrace admixed 0.8591 0.1409
MK028 B28 MPIPZ n.d. landrace admixed 0.8755 0.1245
MK029 B29 MPIPZ n.d. landrace admixed 0.8791 0.1209
MK030 B30 MPIPZ n.d. landrace admixed 0.762 0.238
FT090 B1K-22-06 IPK ISR wild admixed 0.391 0.609
FT139 B1K-32-09 IPK ISR wild admixed 0.3414 0.6586
FT141 B1K-32-17 IPK ISR wild admixed 0.2815 0.7185
FT184 B1K-42-17 IPK ISR wild admixed 0.2494 0.7506
FT190 B1K-44-05 IPK ISR wild admixed 0.3448 0.6552
FT230 HID-3 IPK IRQ wild admixed 0.5676 0.4324
FT235 HID-20-1 IPK IRN wild admixed 0.3994 0.6006
FT238 HID-24 IPK IRN wild admixed 0.5164 0.4836
FT239 HID-28 IPK IRN wild admixed 0.2378 0.7622
FT240 HID-30 IPK IRN wild admixed 0.3388 0.6612
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FT241 HID-32 IPK IRN wild admixed 0.5217 0.4783
FT244 HID-44 IPK IRN wild admixed 0.5424 0.4576
FT245 HID-45 IPK IRN wild admixed 0.5254 0.4746
FT246 HID-46 IPK IRN wild admixed 0.6945 0.3055
FT247 HID-52 IPK IRN wild admixed 0.6775 0.3225
FT249 HID-54 IPK TUR wild admixed 0.4572 0.5428
FT251 HID-56 IPK TUR wild admixed 0.6634 0.3366
FT266 HID-90 IPK TUR wild admixed 0.2468 0.7532
FT268 HID-99 IPK SYR wild admixed 0.1131 0.8869
FT272 HID-107 IPK JOR wild admixed 0.1006 0.8994
FT273 HID-109 IPK SYR wild admixed 0.1023 0.8977
FT285 HID-143 IPK IRN wild admixed 0.1951 0.8049
FT288 HID-146 IPK ISR wild admixed 0.2429 0.7571
FT294 HID-166 IPK ISR wild admixed 0.1385 0.8615
FT307 HID-193 IPK ISR wild admixed 0.2311 0.7689
FT309 HID-196 IPK ISR wild admixed 0.2333 0.7667
FT312 HID-209 IPK ISR wild admixed 0.3711 0.6289
FT334 HID-257 IPK ISR wild admixed 0.474 0.526
FT339 HID-271 IPK IRN wild admixed 0.3364 0.6636
FT343 HID-280 IPK TUR wild admixed 0.7728 0.2272
FT348 HID-301 IPK IRN wild admixed 0.5229 0.4771
FT354 HID-309 IPK IRN wild admixed 0.8299 0.1701
FT365 HID-328-1 IPK CHN wild admixed 0.6116 0.3884
FT370 HID-339-1 IPK TKM wild admixed 0.3296 0.6704
FT371 HID-342 IPK ISR wild admixed 0.2241 0.7759
FT378 HID-366 IPK IRN wild admixed 0.3415 0.6585
FT383 HID-373-1 IPK ISR wild admixed 0.6395 0.3605
FT384 HID-375-1 IPK ISR wild admixed 0.2595 0.7405
FT385 HID-376-2 IPK ISR wild admixed 0.6369 0.3631
FT386 HID-377-1 IPK ISR wild admixed 0.7559 0.2441
FT387 HID-377-2 IPK ISR wild admixed 0.7599 0.2401
FT513 HID-113 IPK SYR wild admixed 0.1111 0.889
FT228 B1K-70-02 IPK ISR cultivar domesticated 1 0
FT405 Triumph IPK CZE cultivar domesticated 1 0
FT409 Lyallpur IPK PAK cultivar domesticated 0.9462 0.0538
FT416 Nudinka IPK DEU cultivar domesticated 1 0
FT417 Proctor IPK GBR cultivar domesticated 1 0
FT418 Igri  IPK DEU cultivar domesticated 1 0
FT424 Morex IPK USA cultivar domesticated 0.9633 0.0367
FT433 Scarlett IPK DEU cultivar domesticated 1 0
FT440 Keel IPK AUS cultivar domesticated 0.9994 0.0006
FT441 Flagship IPK AUS cultivar domesticated 1 0
FT442 Auriga IPK DEU cultivar domesticated 1 0
FT443 Marthe IPK DEU cultivar domesticated 1 0
FT444 Barke IPK DEU cultivar domesticated 1 0
FT445 Optic IPK GBR cultivar domesticated 1 0
FT477 Anadolu 86 IPK TUR cultivar domesticated 1 0
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FT481 Aydanhanim IPK TUR cultivar domesticated 1 0
FT482 Efes 3 IPK TUR cultivar domesticated 1 0
FT483 Efes 6 IPK TUR cultivar domesticated 1 0
FT484 Cetin 2000 IPK TUR cultivar domesticated 0.9581 0.0419
FT485 Efes-4 IPK TUR cultivar domesticated 1 0
FT486 Efes 2 IPK TUR cultivar domesticated 1 0
FT488 Angora IPK TUR cultivar domesticated 1 0
FT489 Bülbül 89 IPK TUR cultivar domesticated 1 0
FT492 Tarm 92 IPK TUR cultivar domesticated 1 0
FT493 Anadolu 98 IPK TUR cultivar domesticated 1 0
FT494 Yesevi 93 IPK TUR cultivar domesticated 1 0
FT495 Kalayci 97 IPK TUR cultivar domesticated 1 0
FT496 Yercil 147 IPK TUR cultivar domesticated 1 0
FT497 Efes 98 IPK TUR cultivar domesticated 1 0
FT498 Obruk 86 IPK TUR cultivar domesticated 1 0
FT500 Orza 96 IPK TUR cultivar domesticated 1 0
FT502 Efes 1 IPK TUR cultivar domesticated 1 0
FT503 Erginel 90 IPK TUR cultivar domesticated 0.9595 0.0405
FT504 Hamidiye 85 IPK TUR cultivar domesticated 1 0
FT505 Sladoran IPK TUR cultivar domesticated 1 0
FT518 Er/Apm IPK SYR cultivar domesticated 1 0
FT727 Bowman IPK USA cultivar domesticated 1 0
FT766 Triumph IPK DEU cultivar domesticated 1 0
MK033 Antonella MPIPZ DEU cultivar domesticated 0.9541 0.0459
MK045 Bonus MPIPZ SWE cultivar domesticated 1 0
MK051 Foma MPIPZ GBR cultivar domesticated 1 0
S029 Grace MPIPZ DEU cultivar domesticated 1 0
S058 Quench MPIPZ DEU cultivar domesticated 1 0
S155 Tatum MPIPZ AUT cultivar domesticated 1 0
S185 Beatrix MPIPZ GBR cultivar domesticated 1 0
FT226 B1K-55-06 IPK ISR landrace domesticated 1 0
FT399 G-398 H IPK ETH landrace domesticated 0.9811 0.0189
FT404 G-408 I IPK KEN landrace domesticated 1 0
FT407 G-419 I IPK CHN landrace domesticated 0.9986 0.0014
FT408 G-423 H IPK ETH landrace domesticated 0.9802 0.0198
FT411 G-428 I IPK CHE landrace domesticated 1 0
FT414 Siglah IPK YEM landrace domesticated 0.9923 0.0077
FT451 HOR7985 IPK TUR landrace domesticated 1 0
FT478 Tokak 157/37 IPK TUR landrace domesticated 1 0
FT479 Kral 97 IPK TUR landrace domesticated 0.9434 0.0566
MK004 Mutah MPIPZ JOR landrace domesticated 0.9623 0.0377
MK035 Yarmouk MPIPZ JOR landrace domesticated 0.9999 0.0001
FT001 B1K-02-02 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT002 B1K-02-05 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT003 B1K-02-08 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT004 B1K-02-10 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0001 0.9999
FT005 B1K-02-18 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
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FT006 B1K-03-04 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT007 B1K-03-07 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT008 B1K-03-09 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT009 B1K-04-04 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT010 B1K-04-08 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0228 0.9772
FT012 B1K-04-13 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT013 B1K-05-11 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0305 0.9695
FT014 B1K-05-13 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0005 0.9995
FT016 B1K-05-18 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0083 0.9917
FT017 B1K-06-07 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0138 0.9862
FT018 B1K-06-09 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0255 0.9745
FT020 B1K-06-20 IPK ISR wild wild 0.019 0.981
FT021 B1K-07-02 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0397 0.9603
FT023 B1K-07-16 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0189 0.9811
FT024 B1K-07-17 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0292 0.9708
FT025 B1K-08-06 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0033 0.9967
FT026 B1K-08-07 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0043 0.9957
FT027 B1K-08-10 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0439 0.9561
FT028 B1K-08-13 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0174 0.9826
FT029 B1K-08-18 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0248 0.9752
FT030 B1K-09-03 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0008 0.9992
FT031 B1K-09-07 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0085 0.9915
FT032 B1K-09-10 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT033 B1K-09-16 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT034 B1K-09-18 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0101 0.9899
FT036 B1K-10-05 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT037 B1K-10-10 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT038 B1K-10-13 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT039 B1K-10-18 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT041 B1K-11-05 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT042 B1K-11-11 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT044 B1K-12-01 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT045 B1K-12-06 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0017 0.9983
FT046 B1K-12-10 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0035 0.9965
FT047 B1K-12-17 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0039 0.9961
FT048 B1K-13-01 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0293 0.9707
FT049 B1K-13-06 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0426 0.9574
FT050 B1K-13-10 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT051 B1K-13-14 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0289 0.9711
FT052 B1K-13-20 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0095 0.9905
FT053 B1K-14-04 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0138 0.9862
FT054 B1K-14-06 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0365 0.9635
FT056 B1K-14-13 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0327 0.9673
FT057 B1K-15-07 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0347 0.9653
FT058 B1K-15-12 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0501 0.9499
FT059 B1K-15-15 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0321 0.9679
FT060 B1K-15-19 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0211 0.9789
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FT061 B1K-16-01 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0291 0.9709
FT063 B1K-16-10 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0302 0.9698
FT064 B1K-16-15 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0128 0.9872
FT065 B1K-16-19 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT066 B1K-17-03 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT067 B1K-17-07 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT068 B1K-17-10 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT069 B1K-17-13 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT070 B1K-17-17 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT071 B1K-18-03 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT072 B1K-18-05 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT073 B1K-18-09 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0042 0.9958
FT074 B1K-18-16 IPK ISR wild wild 0.013 0.987
FT075 B1K-18-17 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0018 0.9982
FT076 B1K-19-01 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0051 0.9949
FT077 B1K-19-08 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0001 0.9999
FT078 B1K-19-12 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT079 B1K-19-15 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT080 B1K-19-20 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT081 B1K-20-02 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT082 B1K-20-10 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT083 B1K-20-13 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT084 B1K-20-17 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0004 0.9996
FT085 B1K-21-02 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT086 B1K-21-08 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT087 B1K-21-11 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT088 B1K-21-20 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT089 B1K-22-03 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0026 0.9974
FT091 B1K-22-10 IPK ISR wild wild 0.098 0.902
FT092 B1K-22-16 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0573 0.9427
FT093 B1K-22-18 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT094 B1K-23-02 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT095 B1K-23-06 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT097 B1K-23-14 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT098 B1K-24-02 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT099 B1K-24-05 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0114 0.9886
FT100 B1K-24-10 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT102 B1K-24-18 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0001 0.9999
FT103 B1K-25-01 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT104 B1K-25-05 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0005 0.9995
FT105 B1K-25-09 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0104 0.9896
FT108 B1K-26-04 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0662 0.9338
FT110 B1K-26-11 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0149 0.9851
FT112 B1K-26-17 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0117 0.9883
FT113 B1K-27-02 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT114 B1K-27-08 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT115 B1K-27-11 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
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FT116 B1K-27-15 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT117 B1K-27-19 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT118 B1K-28-04 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT119 B1K-28-06 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT120 B1K-28-10 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT121 B1K-28-15 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT122 B1K-28-17 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT123 B1K-29-04 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT124 B1K-29-13 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT125 B1K-29-20 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT126 B1K-30-03 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT127 B1K-30-07 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT128 B1K-30-09 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT129 B1K-30-11 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT130 B1K-30-13 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT131 B1K-30-20 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT132 B1K-31-01 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT133 B1K-31-05 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT134 B1K-31-11 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0004 0.9996
FT135 B1K-31-15 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT136 B1K-31-19 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT138 B1K-32-08 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0419 0.9581
FT140 B1K-32-13 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0215 0.9785
FT142 B1K-33-03 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT145 B1K-33-19 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0171 0.9829
FT146 B1K-34-04 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT148 B1K-34-09 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT149 B1K-34-10 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0001 0.9999
FT150 B1K-34-14 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT151 B1K-34-20 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0474 0.9526
FT152 B1K-35-04 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT153 B1K-35-08 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT154 B1K-35-11 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT155 B1K-35-16 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT156 B1K-35-19 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT158 B1K-36-05 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT159 B1K-36-15 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT160 B1K-36-20 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT161 B1K-37-03 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT163 B1K-37-11 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0129 0.9871
FT164 B1K-37-15 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT166 B1K-38-01 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT167 B1K-38-12 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0227 0.9773
FT168 B1K-38-14 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0124 0.9876
FT169 B1K-39-02 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0561 0.9439
FT170 B1K-39-20 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0477 0.9523
FT171 B1K-40-02 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
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FT172 B1K-40-08 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0134 0.9866
FT173 B1K-40-16 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0177 0.9823
FT174 B1K-41-03 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT175 B1K-41-08 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0025 0.9975
FT176 B1K-41-11 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT177 B1K-41-13 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT178 B1K-41-18 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0154 0.9846
FT179 B1K-42-01 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0073 0.9927
FT181 B1K-42-07 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0327 0.9673
FT182 B1K-42-10 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT183 B1K-42-16 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0108 0.9892
FT185 B1K-43-01 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0054 0.9946
FT187 B1K-43-14 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT188 B1K-43-19 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT189 B1K-44-03 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0001 0.9999
FT191 B1K-44-07 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT194 B1K-44-20 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT195 B1K-45-02 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT196 B1K-45-08 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT198 B1K-45-14 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT199 B1K-46-03 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT200 B1K-46-07 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT202 B1K-46-15 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT203 B1K-46-20 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT204 B1K-47-04 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT205 B1K-47-08 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT207 B1K-47-13 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT208 B1K-47-20 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT209 B1K-48-03 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT211 B1K-48-11 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT212 B1K-48-16 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT213 B1K-48-19 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT214 B1K-49-04 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0005 0.9995
FT215 B1K-49-08 IPK ISR wild wild 0.03 0.97
FT217 B1K-49-13 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT218 B1K-49-18 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT219 B1K-50-08 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0548 0.9452
FT220 B1K-50-14 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0441 0.9559
FT221 B1K-51-01 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0003 0.9997
FT222 B1K-51-07 IPK ISR wild wild 0.019 0.981
FT229 HID-1 IPK IRQ wild wild 0 1
FT231 HID-4 IPK IRQ wild wild 0.013 0.987
FT232 HID-6 IPK IRQ wild wild 0.0404 0.9596
FT233 HID-8-1 IPK IRQ wild wild 0.013 0.987
FT234 HID-10 IPK IRQ wild wild 0.0405 0.9595
FT236 HID-21 IPK IRN wild wild 0.0002 0.9998
FT242 HID-39 IPK IRN wild wild 0.054 0.946
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FT243 HID-40 IPK IRN wild wild 0.0555 0.9445
FT248 HID-53 IPK IRN wild wild 0.0341 0.9659
FT250 HID-55 IPK TUR wild wild 0 1
FT252 HID-57 IPK TUR wild wild 0.0464 0.9536
FT254 HID-60 IPK TUR wild wild 0.0238 0.9762
FT255 HID-61 IPK TUR wild wild 0.0727 0.9273
FT256 HID-65 IPK TUR wild wild 0.0203 0.9797
FT260 HID-70 IPK TUR wild wild 0.0213 0.9787
FT262 HID-84 IPK TUR wild wild 0.0841 0.9159
FT263 HID-85 IPK TUR wild wild 0.0319 0.9681
FT267 HID-96 IPK JOR wild wild 0.0839 0.9161
FT270 HID-101 IPK SYR wild wild 0.0729 0.9271
FT271 HID-104 IPK SYR wild wild 0.0246 0.9754
FT274 HID-114 IPK LBN wild wild 0 1
FT275 HID-122 IPK JOR wild wild 0.0778 0.9222
FT279 HID-133 IPK AFG wild wild 0.0473 0.9527
FT280 HID-135 IPK AFG wild wild 0.0479 0.9521
FT281 HID-137 IPK TUR wild wild 0.0207 0.9793
FT282 HID-138 IPK IRN wild wild 0.0185 0.9815
FT283 HID-140 IPK IRQ wild wild 0.0254 0.9746
FT284 HID-142 IPK IRN wild wild 0.0013 0.9987
FT286 HID-144 IPK IRN wild wild 0.0298 0.9702
FT287 HID-145 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT289 HID-149 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0184 0.9816
FT292 HID-157 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT293 HID-160 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0458 0.9542
FT295 HID-168 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT296 HID-169 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0747 0.9253
FT297 HID-174 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT298 HID-175 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT299 HID-176 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT300 HID-180 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT301 HID-182 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0895 0.9105
FT302 HID-183 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0006 0.9994
FT303 HID-184 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0001 0.9999
FT310 HID-198 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT311 HID-202 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT313 HID-213 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT314 HID-215 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT315 HID-217 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT316 HID-218 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT317 HID-222 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0095 0.9905
FT318 HID-224 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0002 0.9998
FT320 HID-230 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT321 HID-233 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT322 HID-236 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT323 HID-237 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
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FT324 HID-239 IPK ISR wild wild 0.031 0.969
FT325 HID-242 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT326 HID-243 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0262 0.9738
FT327 HID-244 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT328 HID-245 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT329 HID-246 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0001 0.9999
FT331 HID-249 IPK IRN wild wild 0.0493 0.9507
FT332 HID-250 IPK IRN wild wild 0.0411 0.9589
FT335 HID-258 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0099 0.9901
FT336 HID-262 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT337 HID-263 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT338 HID-264 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0225 0.9775
FT340 HID-272 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT341 HID-273 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT342 HID-277 IPK ISR wild wild 0.008 0.992
FT344 HID-290 IPK IRN wild wild 0.0331 0.9669
FT345 HID-291 IPK IRN wild wild 0.0354 0.9646
FT346 HID-297 IPK IRN wild wild 0.041 0.959
FT347 HID-299 IPK IRN wild wild 0.0178 0.9822
FT349 HID-302 IPK IRN wild wild 0.0222 0.9778
FT350 HID-304 IPK IRN wild wild 0.0473 0.9527
FT352 HID-307 IPK IRN wild wild 0.0147 0.9853
FT353 HID-308 IPK IRN wild wild 0.0395 0.9605
FT355 HID-310 IPK IRN wild wild 0.0381 0.9619
FT372 HID-343 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0054 0.9946
FT373 HID-355 IPK TUR wild wild 0.0155 0.9845
FT376 HID-360 IPK TKM wild wild 0.0698 0.9302
FT377 HID-361 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT381 HID-369 IPK ISR wild wild 0.0537 0.9463
FT382 HID-372 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT389 HID-382 IPK CHN wild wild 0.0346 0.9654
FT394 HID-386 IPK ISR wild wild 0 1
FT446 HID-2 IPK IRQ wild wild 0.012 0.988
FT452 HP-02-3 IPK TUR wild wild 0.066 0.934
FT453 HP-03-2 IPK TUR wild wild 0.0851 0.9149
FT454 HP-10-4 IPK TUR wild wild 0.0512 0.9488
FT455 HP-10-5 IPK TUR wild wild 0.0384 0.9616
FT456 HP-11-1 IPK TUR wild wild 0.0714 0.9286
FT457 HP-13-2 IPK TUR wild wild 0.0497 0.9503
FT458 HP-15-1 IPK TUR wild wild 0.0611 0.9389
FT460 HP-15-3 IPK TUR wild wild 0.0242 0.9758
FT461 HP-15-5 IPK TUR wild wild 0.0609 0.9391
FT462 HP-20-1 IPK TUR wild wild 0.0497 0.9503
FT464 HP-24-1 IPK TUR wild wild 0.0239 0.9761
FT466 HP-26-1 IPK TUR wild wild 0.0246 0.9754
FT468 HP-27-2 IPK TUR wild wild 0.0309 0.9691
FT469 HP-28-6 IPK TUR wild wild 0.024 0.976
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FT470 HP-31-2 IPK TUR wild wild 0.039 0.961
FT471 HP-34-3 IPK TUR wild wild 0.0832 0.9168
FT472 HP-37-2 IPK TUR wild wild 0.0723 0.9277
FT473 HP-38-1 IPK TUR wild wild 0.0609 0.9391
FT475 HP-41-2 IPK TUR wild wild 0.0669 0.9331
FT506 HP-11-7 IPK TUR wild wild 0.0908 0.9092
FT507 HID-7 IPK IRQ wild wild 0.0168 0.9832
FT509 HID-35 IPK IRN wild wild 0.0357 0.9643
FT510 HID-49 IPK IRN wild wild 0.0621 0.9379
FT511 HID-95 IPK JOR wild wild 0.0609 0.9391
FT512 HID-102 IPK SYR wild wild 0.0746 0.9254
FT515 HID-132 IPK IRQ wild wild 0.0184 0.9816
FT516 HID-134 IPK AFG wild wild 0.0502 0.9498
FT517 HID-136 IPK IRN wild wild 0 1
FT620 HID-64-1 IPK TUR wild wild 0.0168 0.9832
* IPK – Gatersleben, MPIPZ – Cologne, NBRP – Okayama; ** - n.d., no data
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Table S4. Domestication-related candidate genes*
Locus Reference Chromosome
Position, 
cM
LD ratio 
feature
Fay & Wu's Hnorm π wild / π dom
Feature Outlier
Non-
outlie
r
Feature Outlier
Non-
outlie
r
Target type
seq420 AK370055 1 38.031 - - -3.01 - - - - main
- morex_contig_275920 1 46.176 - - -2.85 - - - - random
- morex_contig_274229 1 47.663 - - -3.39 - - - 8.5 off_target
- morex_contig_2561616 1 47.805 - - - - - 34.1 - off_target
- morex_contig_1561779 1 47.946 - - -3.11 - - - 0.9 off_target
seq162 morex_contig_71104_RC 1 47.946 - - -5.04 - - - - main
seq154 morex_contig_114046_RC 1 48.088 - - -3.42 - - - 2.2 main
seq262 morex_contig_136422_RC 1 48.088 - - - - - 91.8 - main
- morex_contig_146698 1 48.088 - - - - - 36.0 - off_target
seq564 morex_contig_1558833 1 48.088 - - -4.84 - - - 6.5 main
seq231 bowman_contig_12278_RC 1 48.159 - - - - - 65.8 - main
seq612 FJ951828 1 48.229 - - - - - 104.4 - main
- morex_contig_2554832 1 48.548 - - - 0.46 - - 0.7 random
- morex_contig_232695 1 50.850 - - -3.16 - - - 0.6 random
- morex_contig_1627094 1 54.037 - - - - - 26.1 - off_target
- morex_contig_244506 1 54.391 - - -2.85 - - - 2.2 random
seq290 morex_contig_135896 1 54.887 - - -3.98 - - - - main
seq69 morex_contig_137029_RC 1 55.524 - - -3.82 - - - - main
- morex_contig_47916 1 59.136 - - -2.78 - - - - off_target
- morex_contig_50751 1 61.473 - FWH_feat1_1 - 0.36 - - - off_target
- morex_contig_56703 1 61.827 - FWH_feat1_1 - 0.18 - - - off_target
- morex_contig_1558870 1 62.323 - FWH_feat1_1 -3.06 - - - - off_target
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Locus Reference Chromosome
Position, 
cM
LD ratio 
feature
Fay & Wu's Hnorm π wild / π dom
Feature Outlier
Non-
outlie
r
Feature Outlier
Non-
outlie
r
Target type
- morex_contig_274252 1 62.323 - FWH_feat1_1 - -2.62 - - - random
- morex_contig_41303 1 62.689 - FWH_feat1_1 - -0.16 - - - random
- morex_contig_1590025 1 65.227 - FWH_feat1_1 -3.82 - - - - random
- morex_contig_46847 1 65.460 - FWH_feat1_1 - -1.83 - - - random
- morex_contig_215022 1 66.289 - FWH_feat1_1 - 0.09 - - - off_target
- morex_contig_7000 1 67.918 dLD_feat1_1
FWH_feat1_
1 -3.10 - - - - off_target
- morex_contig_6243 1 70.538 dLD_feat1_1
FWH_feat1_
1 - 0.46 - - - random
- morex_contig_2547611 1 71.105 dLD_feat1_1
FWH_feat1_
1 -2.96 - - - - off_target
seq93 morex_contig_137689_RC 1 72.521 dLD_feat1_1 - - 0.15 - - - main
- morex_contig_162791 1 81.020 dLD_feat1_1 - - 0.34 NPI_feat2_1 - - off_target
- morex_contig_39910 1 81.020 dLD_feat1_1 - -4.16 - NPI_feat2_1 - - off_target
- morex_contig_36870 1 82.507 - - - 0.22 NPI_feat2_1 - - random
- morex_contig_5702 1 85.637 - - - 0.15 NPI_feat2_1 - - random
seq322 morex_contig_132235_RC 1 87.875 - - -4.69 - - - - main
seq392 AK368116 1 90.297 - - -3.58 - - - - main
- morex_contig_60897 1 109.424 dLD_feat2_1 - - 0.62 - - - off_target
seq133 AK248238 1 116.785 dLD_feat2_1 - - - - - - main
seq232 morex_contig_159925_RC 1 119.122 - - - - NPI_feat3_1 - 11.2 main
- morex_contig_38275 1 121.955 - - - - NPI_feat3_1 - 12.5 off_target
seq108 morex_contig_37815 1 125.082 - - - - NPI_feat3_1 122.1 - main
- morex_contig_40090 1 126.133 - - - - NPI_feat3_1 - 3.3 random
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Locus Reference Chromosome
Position, 
cM
LD ratio 
feature
Fay & Wu's Hnorm π wild / π dom
Feature Outlier
Non-
outlie
r
Feature Outlier
Non-
outlie
r
Target type
seq620 morex_contig_46658_RC 1 127.089 - - - - NPI_feat3_1 - 2.4 main
- morex_contig_57219 1 128.329 - - - 0.85 NPI_feat3_1 - - off_target
- morex_contig_1577346 2 2.195 - - -3.07 - - - - off_target
- morex_contig_42823 2 7.436 - - -3.61 - - - - random
seq358 morex_contig_50954 2 7.436 - - -3.45 - - - - main
- morex_contig_47943 2 13.314 - - -3.37 - - - - random
- morex_contig_160155 2 33.499 - FWH_feat1_2 -4.85 - - - - random
- morex_contig_50566 2 33.676 - FWH_feat1_2 - 0.60 - - - off_target
seq377 morex_contig_50132 2 37.448 - FWH_feat1_2 - -0.95 - - - main
- morex_contig_66114 2 38.102 - FWH_feat1_2 -3.83 - - - - random
- morex_contig_2551437 2 39.660 - FWH_feat1_2 - 0.22 - - - random
- morex_contig_42659 2 50.354 - - -2.90 - - - - random
seq135 AK248677 2 50.921 - - -3.91 - - - - main
seq216 AK356047 2 52.904 - - -3.47 - - - 3.8 main
- morex_contig_94758 2 52.904 - - - 0.09 - 32.9 - random
- morex_contig_136786 2 54.320 - - -3.03 - - - 7.2 random
- morex_contig_49347 2 57.436 - - -2.91 - - - - off_target
- morex_contig_45930 2 57.861 - - -4.85 - - - - random
seq273 AK360611 2 58.003 - FWH_feat2_2 -3.37 - - - - main
seq617 morex_contig_135953 2 58.003 - FWH_feat2_2 - -2.53 - - - main
- morex_contig_303909 2 58.003 - FWH_feat2_2 - 0.29 - - - off_target
- morex_contig_62507 2 58.003 - FWH_feat2_2 -2.87 - - - - random
seq165 AK251264 2 58.052 - FWH_feat2_ - - - - - main
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Locus Reference Chromosome
Position, 
cM
LD ratio 
feature
Fay & Wu's Hnorm π wild / π dom
Feature Outlier
Non-
outlie
r
Feature Outlier
Non-
outlie
r
Target type
2
seq234 AK357417 2 58.052 - FWH_feat2_2 -3.34 - - - - main
seq264 AK359655 2 58.052 - FWH_feat2_2 - - - - 0.8 main
seq471 AK373369 2 58.052 - FWH_feat2_2 - 0.09 - 33.0 - main
- morex_contig_103341 2 58.052 - FWH_feat2_2 - - - - 3.3 off_target
- morex_contig_115707 2 58.052 - FWH_feat2_2 - - - - 3.5 off_target
- morex_contig_127738 2 58.052 - FWH_feat2_2 - - - 31.6 - off_target
- morex_contig_1558082 2 58.052 - FWH_feat2_2 - - - - 4.9 off_target
seq626 morex_contig_1569988 2 58.052 - FWH_feat2_2 - 0.87 - - - main
- morex_contig_1602950 2 58.052 - FWH_feat2_2 - - - - 5.3 off_target
- morex_contig_1607359 2 58.052 - FWH_feat2_2 - - - 43.2 - off_target
- morex_contig_2559923 2 58.052 - FWH_feat2_2 - - - - 2.1 off_target
- morex_contig_50273 2 58.052 - FWH_feat2_2 - 0.10 - - - random
seq345 morex_contig_54264 2 58.052 - FWH_feat2_2 -5.32 - - - - main
- morex_contig_55735 2 58.052 - FWH_feat2_2 - -0.37 - - - random
- morex_contig_57606 2 58.052 - FWH_feat2_2 - - - - 8.2 random
- morex_contig_60566 2 58.052 - FWH_feat2_2 - - - 34.7 - off_target
- morex_contig_66012 2 58.052 - FWH_feat2_2 - - - 30.3 - off_target
- morex_contig_7586 2 58.052 - FWH_feat2_2 -3.30 - - - 3.5 off_target
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Locus Reference Chromosome
Position, 
cM
LD ratio 
feature
Fay & Wu's Hnorm π wild / π dom
Feature Outlier
Non-
outlie
r
Feature Outlier
Non-
outlie
r
Target type
seq404 bowman_contig_928173 2 58.074 - FWH_feat2_2 - - - - - main
seq404 morex_contig_1566721 2 58.074 - FWH_feat2_2 -4.06 - - - - main
- morex_contig_1576590 2 58.074 - FWH_feat2_2 - 0.68 - - - off_target
- morex_contig_368529 2 58.074 - FWH_feat2_2 -7.32 - - - 6.0 random
seq631 morex_contig_37282_RC 2 58.074 - FWH_feat2_2 -5.03 - - 34.2 - main
- morex_contig_40851 2 58.074 - FWH_feat2_2 - - - - 3.7 random
seq466 AK373114 2 58.640 - FWH_feat2_2 - - - - - main
seq551 BE216682 2 58.640 - FWH_feat2_2 - - - - - main
seq553 BE421563 2 58.640 - FWH_feat2_2 - - - - - main
- morex_contig_44867 2 58.640 - FWH_feat2_2 - -2.18 - - - random
- morex_contig_44918 2 58.640 - FWH_feat2_2 -4.85 - - - - random
seq148 morex_contig_45974 2 58.640 - FWH_feat2_2 - -2.11 - - - main
seq150 morex_contig_134591_RC 2 58.782 - FWH_feat2_2 - -1.87 - - - main
seq625 morex_contig_1564635 2 58.782 - FWH_feat2_2 - - - - - main
seq671 morex_contig_41142 2 58.782 - FWH_feat2_2 - 0.27 - - - main
seq132 morex_contig_41327 2 58.782 - FWH_feat2_2 - 0.43 - - 3.7 main
seq530 morex_contig_45976 2 58.782 - FWH_feat2_2 - 0.09 - 92.8 - main
- morex_contig_46212 2 58.782 - FWH_feat2_2 - - - - 1.4 off_target
seq354 morex_contig_51348_RC 2 58.782 - FWH_feat2_ - 0.64 - - - main
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Locus Reference Chromosome
Position, 
cM
LD ratio 
feature
Fay & Wu's Hnorm π wild / π dom
Feature Outlier
Non-
outlie
r
Feature Outlier
Non-
outlie
r
Target type
2
- morex_contig_63558 2 58.782 - FWH_feat2_2 -4.80 - - - - off_target
- morex_contig_74891 2 58.782 - FWH_feat2_2 -4.99 - - - 2.4 off_target
- morex_contig_78457 2 58.782 - FWH_feat2_2 - - - 32.6 - off_target
- morex_contig_83966 2 58.782 - FWH_feat2_2 -4.85 - - - 8.8 off_target
- morex_contig_164937 2 58.853 - FWH_feat2_2 - - - 38.7 - off_target
seq450 barke_contig_268048 2 58.924 - FWH_feat2_2 - -0.05 - - 1.2 main
seq555 BE422088 2 58.924 - FWH_feat2_2 - - - - - main
- morex_contig_2549453 2 58.924 - FWH_feat2_2 - -0.53 - - - random
- morex_contig_38980 2 58.924 - FWH_feat2_2 -3.11 - - - - off_target
- morex_contig_68129 2 58.924 - FWH_feat2_2 -3.58 - - - - off_target
seq52 DQ201152 2 59.065 - FWH_feat2_2 - -2.56 - - - main
seq52 morex_contig_48345 2 59.065 - FWH_feat2_2 - - - - - main
seq12 morex_contig_58354_RC 2 59.207 - FWH_feat2_2 - 0.48 - - - main
seq174 morex_contig_244168_RC 2 59.348 - FWH_feat2_2 - 0.18 - - 8.7 main
seq39 morex_contig_1561605 2 59.419 - FWH_feat2_2 -5.12 - - 30.2 - main
seq101 morex_contig_1567582 2 59.419 - FWH_feat2_2 - - - 40.9 - main
- morex_contig_2521771 2 59.419 - FWH_feat2_2 - - - - 1.2 random
- morex_contig_48955 2 64.448 - FWH_feat2_2 - 0.38 - - - off_target
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seq11 AF490474 2 64.731 - FWH_feat2_2 -3.82 - - - - main
- morex_contig_120279 2 64.731 - FWH_feat2_2 -3.82 - - - - off_target
seq11 morex_contig_161048 2 64.731 - FWH_feat2_2 - - - - - main
- morex_contig_76778 2 67.351 - FWH_feat2_2 - 0.18 - - - random
- morex_contig_42088 2 67.493 - FWH_feat2_2 -4.10 - - - - off_target
- morex_contig_1563347 2 70.822 - FWH_feat2_2 - -0.07 - - - off_target
- morex_contig_324710 2 70.822 - FWH_feat2_2 -4.73 - - - - off_target
- morex_contig_42643 2 70.822 - FWH_feat2_2 - 0.09 - - 3.1 random
- morex_contig_64376 2 70.822 - FWH_feat2_2 - - - 29.3 - random
- morex_contig_1616200 2 73.725 - - -4.04 - - - 3.8 off_target
seq223 morex_contig_113731 2 74.150 - - -4.14 - - - - main
- morex_contig_1561549 2 80.170 dLD_feat1_2 - - -1.12 - - - random
seq334 morex_contig_38448 2 81.516 dLD_feat1_2 - - - - - - main
seq513 AK375953 2 81.799 dLD_feat1_2 - - - - - - main
seq493 AK374546 2 82.649 dLD_feat1_2 - - - - - - main
- morex_contig_41671 2 86.756 dLD_feat1_2 - - - - - 1.0 random
- morex_contig_66757 2 98.700 - - - - - 24.4 - random
- morex_contig_59485 2 132.153 - - -3.25 - - - 3.3 off_target
- morex_contig_1561585 2 132.578 - - -3.24 - - - - random
seq519 bowman_contig_289632 2 142.635 - - -2.92 - - - - main
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- morex_contig_136342 3 20.397 - - -3.12 - - - - off_target
seq294 morex_contig_40951 3 20.397 - - -3.16 - - - - main
- morex_contig_38184 3 20.574 - - -4.85 - - - - random
- morex_contig_2547961 3 37.110 - FWH_feat1_3 -3.00 - NPI_feat1_3 - - random
seq268 morex_contig_122474 3 37.394 - FWH_feat1_3 - 0.46 NPI_feat1_3 - 6.1 main
seq26 AY740524 3 45.397 - FWH_feat1_3 - -0.60 NPI_feat1_3 - 3.0 main
seq55 DQ297407 3 45.550 - FWH_feat1_3 - 0.18 NPI_feat1_3 - 13.3 main
seq508 morex_contig_137886_RC 3 45.822 - FWH_feat1_3 - -1.94 NPI_feat1_3 - 11.7 main
seq518 morex_contig_53805_RC 3 45.822 - FWH_feat1_3 - -2.58 NPI_feat1_3 - 16.0 main
seq26 morex_contig_58270 3 45.822 - FWH_feat1_3 - - NPI_feat1_3 - - main
- morex_contig_140607 3 46.034 - FWH_feat1_3 - - NPI_feat1_3 - 11.4 random
seq373 morex_contig_1558090_RC 3 46.034 - FWH_feat1_3 -4.34 - NPI_feat1_3 27.6 - main
- morex_contig_39604 3 46.034 - FWH_feat1_3 - - NPI_feat1_3 - 1.4 off_target
- morex_contig_57926 3 46.034 - FWH_feat1_3 - - NPI_feat1_3 24.7 - off_target
- morex_contig_67526 3 46.034 - FWH_feat1_3 - - NPI_feat1_3 - 5.2 off_target
seq484 AK373991 3 46.176 - FWH_feat1_3 - 0.09 NPI_feat1_3 52.3 - main
- morex_contig_136090 3 46.176 - FWH_feat1_3 - - NPI_feat1_3 - 2.5 off_target
- morex_contig_82681 3 46.176 - FWH_feat1_3 -4.58 - NPI_feat1_3 - 2.4 random
- morex_contig_160729 3 46.669 - FWH_feat1_3 - - NPI_feat1_3 46.4 - off_target
seq357 morex_contig_37290_RC 3 47.096 - FWH_feat2_ - 0.39 NPI_feat1_3 - 8.8 main
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seq664 morex_contig_135958 3 49.292 - FWH_feat2_3 - - NPI_feat1_3 - 2.2 main
- morex_contig_48795 3 49.646 - FWH_feat2_3 - - NPI_feat1_3 24.7 - off_target
- morex_contig_55734 3 49.681 - FWH_feat2_3 - - NPI_feat1_3 - 3.9 off_target
- morex_contig_1565672 3 49.717 - FWH_feat2_3 -5.12 - NPI_feat1_3 - - random
- morex_contig_53487 3 49.717 - FWH_feat2_3 - 0.39 NPI_feat1_3 - - random
seq588 morex_contig_81307 3 50.496 - FWH_feat2_3 - -2.45 NPI_feat1_3 - 2.3 main
- morex_contig_58662 3 50.708 - FWH_feat2_3 - - NPI_feat1_3 - 6.0 random
seq92 morex_contig_136208_RC 3 50.714 - FWH_feat2_3 - 0.18 NPI_feat1_3 72.2 - main
- morex_contig_39346 3 50.921 - FWH_feat2_3 - - NPI_feat1_3 - 1.8 off_target
seq178 morex_contig_135610_RC 3 52.030 - - - - - 113.2 - main
- morex_contig_47947 3 52.030 - - - - - 63.8 - off_target
seq159 AK250812 3 53.258 - - - - - 33.6 - main
- morex_contig_2547149 3 56.728 - - -4.85 - - - 13.9 off_target
seq157 AK250647 3 57.082 - - -3.03 - - - - main
seq107 morex_contig_2550522_RC 3 64.164 dLD_feat1_3 - - - - - - main
- morex_contig_157281 3 83.924 - - -3.20 - - - - random
seq306 morex_contig_40562 3 90.156 - - -4.83 - - - - main
- morex_contig_47583 3 98.654 dLD_feat2_3
FWH_feat3_
3 - 0.40 NPI_feat2_3 - - off_target
seq36 morex_contig_6163 3 98.654 dLD_feat2_3
FWH_feat3_
3 -4.35 - NPI_feat2_3 - 3.3 main
- morex_contig_2547024 3 98.867 dLD_feat2_3
FWH_feat3_
3 - 0.18 NPI_feat2_3 - - off_target
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- morex_contig_275148 3 104.320 dLD_feat2_3
FWH_feat3_
3 -6.51 - NPI_feat2_3 - - random
- morex_contig_40481 3 105.949 dLD_feat2_3
FWH_feat3_
3 - -2.48 NPI_feat2_3 - - random
seq75 morex_contig_51490 3 106.020 dLD_feat3_3
FWH_feat3_
3 - - NPI_feat3_3 - 3.5 main
seq478 HVVMRX83KhA0070N18_c4_RC 3 108.428 dLD_feat3_3
FWH_feat3_
3 - -0.58 NPI_feat3_3 - 1.6 main
- morex_contig_1558045 3 108.428 dLD_feat3_3
FWH_feat3_
3 -5.12 - NPI_feat3_3 26.1 - random
seq618 morex_contig_41521_RC 3 108.428 dLD_feat3_3
FWH_feat3_
3 -5.12 - NPI_feat3_3 - 21.1 main
seq478
p morex_contig_61827 3 108.428
dLD_feat3_
3
FWH_feat3_
3 - - NPI_feat3_3 - 1.5 main
- morex_contig_59267 3 109.844 dLD_feat4_3
FWH_feat3_
3 - - NPI_feat3_3 - 3.4 off_target
- morex_contig_54404 3 112.869 dLD_feat4_3
FWH_feat3_
3 - - NPI_feat3_3 24.3 - off_target
seq249 AK358592 3 116.117 - - - - NPI_feat3_3 - 5.0 main
seq509 morex_contig_56871_RC 3 116.147 - - - - NPI_feat3_3 - 3.5 main
- morex_contig_61812 3 116.360 - - - - NPI_feat3_3 - 2.9 off_target
- morex_contig_1567942 3 116.638 - - - - NPI_feat3_3 27.0 - random
- morex_contig_60958 3 116.997 - - - - NPI_feat3_3 - 1.2 random
- morex_contig_1560000 3 132.932 - - -3.12 - - - 3.7 off_target
- morex_contig_2548035 3 137.606 - - - 0.09 - 33.0 - off_target
- morex_contig_45283 3 145.538 - - - - NPI_feat4_3 - 1.6 random
seq235 morex_contig_2548416 3 149.002 - - - - NPI_feat4_3 - - main
- morex_contig_44798 3 149.002 - - - - NPI_feat4_3 - 1.1 random
seq331 AK364000 3 154.150 - - - - NPI_feat4_3 36.6 - main
- morex_contig_133654 3 154.150 - - - - NPI_feat4_3 - 6.5 off_target
- morex_contig_189894 3 154.887 - - - - NPI_feat4_3 - 8.2 off_target
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seq390 morex_contig_243551 3 154.887 - - - - NPI_feat4_3 23.8 - main
- morex_contig_43692 3 154.887 - - - - NPI_feat4_3 - 20.4 random
seq175 morex_contig_40927_RC 4 1.021 dLD_feat1_4 - - - - - - main
seq196 AK354101 4 3.470 dLD_feat1_4 - - - NPI_feat1_4 - - main
- morex_contig_89622 4 4.158 dLD_feat1_4 - - - NPI_feat1_4 - 1.8 off_target
seq197 bowman_contig_15343_RC 4 20.892 - - - - - 30.4 - main
- morex_contig_111505 4 27.479 dLD_feat2_4 - - - - - 13.3 off_target
seq50 DQ201140 4 34.561 dLD_feat2_4 - -3.01 - NPI_feat2_4 - 1.8 main
- morex_contig_157518 4 35.907 dLD_feat2_4 - - 0.21 NPI_feat2_4 - - off_target
seq583 morex_contig_2547536 4 36.348 dLD_feat2_4 - - - NPI_feat2_4 - 4.1 main
seq338 morex_contig_40563_RC 4 36.348 dLD_feat2_4 - - - NPI_feat2_4 - - main
seq520 AK376473 4 39.802 dLD_feat2_4 - - - NPI_feat2_4 - 3.0 main
- morex_contig_49161 4 40.014 dLD_feat2_4 - - - NPI_feat2_4 - 1.9 random
- morex_contig_87304 4 41.631 dLD_feat2_4 - - - NPI_feat2_4 59.0 - off_target
- morex_contig_88464 4 43.343 - - -3.34 - - - 1.1 random
seq409 morex_contig_45399 4 43.484 - - -4.57 - - - - main
- morex_contig_6818 4 43.626 - - -4.79 - - - 3.7 random
- morex_contig_60335 4 51.133 - - - - - 25.1 - off_target
seq477 AK373558 4 51.275 - - - - - 24.9 - main
- morex_contig_136214 4 51.275 - - - - - 55.0 - off_target
- morex_contig_81640 4 51.275 - - - - - 92.0 - off_target
seq406 bowman_contig_847295_RC 4 51.346 - - - - - 63.3 - main
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seq352 AK365283 4 51.404 - - - - - 32.0 - main
- morex_contig_38066 4 51.404 - - - - - 24.7 - random
seq660 morex_contig_38516_RC 4 51.404 - - - - - 66.5 - main
- morex_contig_41686 4 51.404 - - - - - 89.0 - off_target
seq644 morex_contig_49753 4 51.404 - - -4.20 - - - 4.0 main
- morex_contig_55041 4 51.404 - - - - - 67.3 - off_target
seq662 morex_contig_55803_RC 4 51.404 - - -3.02 - - 37.4 - main
seq406 morex_contig_72000 4 51.404 - - - - - 46.3 - main
- morex_contig_97471 4 51.404 - - - - - 38.5 - off_target
- morex_contig_9579 4 51.487 - - -4.58 - - - 4.5 random
seq283 morex_contig_45564 4 52.195 - - -3.14 - - - 9.0 main
seq110 morex_contig_38586 4 52.479 - - - 0.09 - 62.6 - main
- morex_contig_40811 4 58.357 - - -4.85 - - - 10.2 random
seq147 morex_contig_202661_RC 4 59.703 - - - - - 48.2 - main
seq479 AK373704 4 60.907 - - - - - 27.5 - main
seq327 morex_contig_137153_RC 4 63.244 - - -3.26 - - - 2.5 main
- morex_contig_43347 4 73.654 - - - - - 43.1 - off_target
- morex_contig_55433 4 76.275 - - - - - 39.2 - off_target
- morex_contig_56234 4 80.014 - - - - NPI_feat3_4 - 2.2 random
seq95 morex_contig_138830_RC 4 80.453 - - - - NPI_feat3_4 - 3.1 main
seq523 AK376664 4 81.303 - - - 0.30 NPI_feat3_4 - 3.5 main
seq155 AK250506 4 81.569 - - -2.84 - NPI_feat3_4 - 3.1 main
- morex_contig_1562421 4 81.569 - - - 0.09 NPI_feat3_4 - - off_target
- morex_contig_340974 4 81.569 - - - 0.09 NPI_feat3_4 - - random
seq193 morex_contig_60056 4 81.569 - - -6.51 - NPI_feat3_4 - 19.1 main
- morex_contig_1570633 4 83.640 - - - 0.18 NPI_feat3_4 - - random
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- morex_contig_141143 4 85.127 - - - -1.63 NPI_feat3_4 - - off_target
seq667 morex_contig_1565866 4 98.938 - - -3.59 - - - - main
- morex_contig_262412 4 99.079 - - -4.85 - - - - off_target
seq601 EX586552_MLOC_10435.2 5 34.236 - - -3.28 - - - - main
- morex_contig_52160 5 34.236 - - -4.92 - - - 2.6 off_target
seq34 morex_contig_38686 5 43.760 - - - 0.53 - 63.6 - main
- morex_contig_1563184 5 43.958 - - -3.24 - - - 1.6 random
- morex_contig_42673 5 44.097 - - - - - 73.7 - random
- morex_contig_69853 5 44.097 - - -2.86 - - - 2.4 off_target
seq434 morex_contig_136756 5 44.132 - - - - - 27.7 - main
seq311 AK362848 5 48.376 - - -2.80 - - - 1.7 main
- morex_contig_54778 5 59.722 - - -3.61 - - - - off_target
- morex_contig_369156 5 68.297 - - - 0.87 NPI_feat1_5 - 1.5 random
seq637 morex_contig_42363_RC 5 69.306 - - -2.89 - NPI_feat1_5 23.9 - main
- morex_contig_38623 5 70.139 - - - - NPI_feat1_5 - 1.1 random
seq194 AK354063 5 72.500 - - - - NPI_feat1_5 - 1.5 main
seq139 morex_contig_46394_RC 5 75.903 - - - - NPI_feat1_5 - 1.2 main
- morex_contig_2555844 5 76.042 - - - 0.35 NPI_feat1_5 - - random
seq242 morex_contig_7095 5 79.711 - - -4.17 - - - - main
seq64 EU331986 5 95.139 - - -3.36 - - - 0.7 main
seq192 AK353826 5 99.934 - - - 0.09 - 53.8 - main
- morex_contig_60535 5 99.934 - - -3.08 - - - 1.0 off_target
- morex_contig_138324 5 107.569 dLD_feat1_5 - - -2.11 - - - random
- morex_contig_40909 5 109.861 dLD_feat1_5 - - 0.28 - - - random
- morex_contig_167966 5 119.236 - - -2.89 - - - - off_target
seq74 morex_contig_40406_RC 5 128.194 - FWH_feat1_ - -1.48 - - - main
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seq427 AK370656 5 129.931 - FWH_feat1_5 - 0.18 - - - main
seq248 AK358516 5 130.694 - FWH_feat1_5 - -0.24 - - - main
seq340 AK364247 5 135.208 - FWH_feat1_5 - 0.09 - - 1.5 main
seq438 bowman_contig_1989279 5 135.208 - FWH_feat1_5 - -0.80 - 37.2 - main
- morex_contig_1569081 5 135.208 - FWH_feat1_5 - - - - 1.7 off_target
- morex_contig_76908 5 136.389 - FWH_feat1_5 - 0.09 - - - random
seq442 bowman_contig_142733 5 136.606 - FWH_feat1_5 -5.52 - - - - main
seq275 bowman_contig_16180_RC 5 136.806 - FWH_feat1_5 -3.81 - - - - main
- morex_contig_1568661 5 138.958 - FWH_feat1_5 - -1.47 - - - random
- morex_contig_1559810 5 145.694 - FWH_feat1_5 - -1.84 - - - random
- morex_contig_39896 5 155.556 - - -3.09 - - - - off_target
seq517 morex_contig_37036 5 166.319 - - -4.58 - - - - main
seq104 morex_contig_1572260_RC 5 168.889 - - -3.11 - - - 3.1 main
- morex_contig_136762 6 49.504 - - - - - 30.7 - random
- morex_contig_1621407 6 52.620 - - - - - 31.0 - off_target
seq378 morex_contig_2550116 6 52.620 - - - - - 35.6 - main
seq229 AK357081 6 52.762 - - -5.10 - - - 19.9 main
- morex_contig_48441 6 52.797 - - - - - 32.3 - off_target
seq369 morex_contig_1560606_RC 6 53.602 - - - 0.18 - 22.8 - main
- morex_contig_1574297 6 53.602 - - -4.72 - - - 6.5 off_target
- morex_contig_1565239 6 60.198 - - -3.25 - - - - off_target
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seq9 AF490469 6 68.201 - - -3.95 - - - - main
seq607 morex_contig_1563686 6 71.671 - - -3.72 - - - - main
seq222 morex_contig_46313_RC 6 87.606 - - -3.47 - - - - main
seq277 barke_contig_298691 6 99.150 - FWH_feat1_6 -4.29 - - - - main
- morex_contig_53594 6 100.850 - FWH_feat1_6 - 0.11 - - - off_target
seq124 AB063178 6 105.099 - FWH_feat1_6 - 0.03 - - - main
seq332 morex_contig_135949_RC 6 108.428 - FWH_feat1_6 - -2.48 - - - main
- morex_contig_49997 6 113.244 - FWH_feat1_6 - -1.20 - - - random
- morex_contig_72622 6 115.935 - FWH_feat1_6 -3.55 - - - - off_target
- morex_contig_43201 6 117.918 - - -3.39 - - - - random
seq72 morex_contig_136432_RC 7 1.629 - - -3.25 - - - 1.0 main
- morex_contig_6527 7 6.758 - - - - - 29.3 - off_target
- morex_contig_159612 7 13.881 - - - - - - 1.1 off_target
- morex_contig_48495 7 32.790 - - - 0.18 - 28.7 - random
- morex_contig_41044 7 40.652 - - -4.29 - - - 0.5 random
- morex_contig_40281 7 42.493 - - - - - 23.1 - random
- morex_contig_135561 7 48.938 - - - - - 23.5 - random
- morex_contig_177369 7 54.391 - - -2.98 - - - 0.8 off_target
seq224 AK356695 7 61.756 - FWH_feat1_7 - - - - - main
seq142 morex_contig_43373 7 61.756 - FWH_feat1_7 - -0.91 - - - main
seq318 AK363330 7 61.969 - FWH_feat1_7 - 0.18 - - - main
- morex_contig_1563042 7 62.110 - FWH_feat1_7 - -1.70 - - - off_target
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- morex_contig_42237 7 62.110 - FWH_feat1_7 -3.11 - - - - random
seq413 morex_contig_44546 7 62.181 - FWH_feat1_7 - -0.76 - - - main
seq532 AV835441_U35_28764_MLOC_14463.1_PR 7 62.288 -
FWH_feat1_
7 - -1.38 - - - main
seq217 morex_contig_1566169 7 65.120 - FWH_feat1_7 -3.47 - - - - main
- morex_contig_66819 7 65.439 - FWH_feat1_7 - -0.21 - - - random
seq443 AK371674 7 65.758 - FWH_feat1_7 - -1.89 - - - main
seq44 bowman_contig_849794_RC 7 66.942 - FWH_feat1_7 - -1.47 - - - main
seq400 morex_contig_1560804 7 67.280 - FWH_feat1_7 -6.10 - - - - main
seq455 AK372518 7 67.635 - FWH_feat1_7 - - - - 16.8 main
seq567 BG369393 7 67.635 - FWH_feat1_7 - - - 22.4 - main
- morex_contig_1566103 7 67.635 - FWH_feat1_7 - - - - 0.8 off_target
- morex_contig_1579932 7 67.635 - FWH_feat1_7 - - - 39.1 - off_target
- morex_contig_49903 7 67.635 - FWH_feat1_7 - - - - 0.4 off_target
seq88 morex_contig_140238 7 67.776 - FWH_feat1_7 - -0.48 - - - main
seq186 morex_contig_45996 7 67.776 - FWH_feat1_7 - - - - - main
seq8 AF490467 7 67.918 - FWH_feat1_7 - -0.54 - - - main
seq458 AK372654 7 67.918 - FWH_feat1_7 - 0.00 - - - main
seq576 BI952411 7 67.918 - FWH_feat1_7 - - - - - main
seq8 morex_contig_138334 7 67.918 - FWH_feat1_ - - - - - main
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seq540 morex_contig_61751 7 69.263 - FWH_feat1_7 - -1.09 - - 1.9 main
- morex_contig_38891 7 69.325 - FWH_feat1_7 - - - 22.0 - off_target
- morex_contig_1559680 7 69.559 - FWH_feat1_7 - - - - 13.5 off_target
- morex_contig_49081 7 69.559 - FWH_feat1_7 - - - - 1.0 off_target
seq202 morex_contig_53730 7 69.559 - FWH_feat1_7 - 0.33 - 24.2 - main
seq131 AJ249147 7 70.125 - FWH_feat1_7 - - - 107.7 - main
- morex_contig_1581454 7 70.125 - FWH_feat1_7 -3.05 - - - 4.7 off_target
- morex_contig_41934 7 70.125 - FWH_feat1_7 - - - - 4.3 off_target
- morex_contig_68766 7 70.125 - FWH_feat1_7 - - - 32.2 - off_target
seq185 AK253094 7 70.538 - FWH_feat1_7 -3.34 - - - 2.9 main
seq214 AK355971 7 70.538 - FWH_feat1_7 - - - - - main
seq312 AK363115 7 70.538 - FWH_feat1_7 - - - - - main
seq500 AK375083 7 70.538 - FWH_feat1_7 - 0.09 - - - main
seq30 bowman_contig_10723 7 70.538 - FWH_feat1_7 - 0.20 - - - main
- morex_contig_112354 7 70.538 - FWH_feat1_7 - - - - 2.2 off_target
- morex_contig_135487 7 70.538 - FWH_feat1_7 - - - 44.4 - off_target
- morex_contig_138069 7 70.538 - FWH_feat1_7 - - - - 2.5 off_target
seq225 morex_contig_2550672 7 70.538 - FWH_feat1_7 - -2.18 - - 3.8 main
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seq307 morex_contig_367934 7 70.538 - FWH_feat1_7 - 0.09 - 29.4 - main
- morex_contig_40236 7 70.538 - FWH_feat1_7 - - - - 2.5 random
seq570 morex_contig_43517 7 70.538 - FWH_feat1_7 - - - - - main
- morex_contig_7417 7 70.538 - FWH_feat1_7 - -1.24 - - - off_target
- morex_contig_89173 7 70.538 - FWH_feat1_7 -5.06 - - - - off_target
seq565 morex_contig_9154_RC 7 70.538 - FWH_feat1_7 -4.49 - - - - main
- morex_contig_133539 7 70.609 - FWH_feat1_7 - 0.41 - - - off_target
seq359 morex_contig_1566622_RC 7 70.609 - FWH_feat1_7 - -2.59 - - - main
- morex_contig_1619666 7 70.609 - FWH_feat1_7 - 0.18 - - - off_target
seq545 morex_contig_2548236 7 70.609 - FWH_feat1_7 -5.59 - - - - main
seq423 morex_contig_38788 7 70.609 - FWH_feat1_7 -2.78 - - - - main
seq149 morex_contig_49566 7 70.609 - FWH_feat1_7 - - - - - main
seq137 morex_contig_54219_RCmod 7 70.609 - FWH_feat1_7 - -1.70 - - - main
- morex_contig_159669 7 70.680 - FWH_feat1_7 -3.30 - - - - off_target
- morex_contig_54812 7 70.680 - FWH_feat1_7 - 0.15 - - - off_target
seq15 morex_contig_1565670 7 70.803 - FWH_feat1_7 - - - - - main
- morex_contig_274546 7 70.803 - FWH_feat1_7 -5.82 - - - - random
- morex_contig_98446 7 70.803 - FWH_feat1_7 - 0.09 - - - random
seq100 morex_contig_1567295 7 70.822 - FWH_feat1_7 -6.88 - - - - main
- morex_contig_53371 7 71.459 - FWH_feat1_7 - 0.24 - - - off_target
- morex_contig_50098 7 75.071 - FWH_feat1_7 - - NPI_feat1_7 - 7.8 off_target
- morex_contig_51577 7 75.071 - FWH_feat1_7 - - NPI_feat1_7 44.6 - random
seq105 morex_contig_158492 7 75.212 - FWH_feat1_7 -5.32 - NPI_feat1_7 60.2 - main
- morex_contig_42736 7 75.212 - FWH_feat1_7 - - NPI_feat1_7 26.6 - off_target
- morex_contig_50632 7 75.212 - FWH_feat1_7 - - NPI_feat1_7 - 1.8 off_target
- morex_contig_194982 7 75.814 - FWH_feat1_7 - - NPI_feat1_7 35.0 - off_target
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seq278 morex_contig_1558911_RC 7 76.416 - FWH_feat1_7 -3.22 - NPI_feat1_7 - 5.1 main
- morex_contig_1570092 7 76.416 - FWH_feat1_7 - 0.09 NPI_feat1_7 - - off_target
seq286 morex_contig_271159_RC 7 76.416 - FWH_feat1_7 - 0.23 NPI_feat1_7 - 11.3 main
seq488 morex_contig_40188 7 76.416 - FWH_feat1_7 - -0.89 NPI_feat1_7 - 2.8 main
- morex_contig_50005 7 76.416 - FWH_feat1_7 - 0.09 NPI_feat1_7 - - off_target
- morex_contig_370071 7 76.466 - FWH_feat1_7 -4.66 - NPI_feat1_7 - - random
- morex_contig_37333 7 76.466 - FWH_feat1_7 - - NPI_feat1_7 - 0.5 random
seq669 morex_contig_40601_RC 7 76.466 - FWH_feat1_7 - 0.25 NPI_feat1_7 27.0 - main
- morex_contig_66811 7 76.466 - FWH_feat1_7 - - NPI_feat1_7 39.7 - off_target
- morex_contig_9593 7 76.466 - FWH_feat1_7 - - NPI_feat1_7 - 9.8 off_target
- morex_contig_160133 7 76.558 - FWH_feat1_7 - - NPI_feat1_7 - 4.4 off_target
seq627 morex_contig_2547662_RC 7 76.558 - FWH_feat1_7 -3.38 - NPI_feat1_7 27.3 - main
- morex_contig_2548958 7 76.558 - FWH_feat1_7 -4.97 - NPI_feat1_7 - 16.8 random
- morex_contig_135463 7 76.629 - FWH_feat1_7 -3.58 - NPI_feat1_7 - 1.5 off_target
- morex_contig_1568495 7 76.700 - FWH_feat1_7 - - NPI_feat1_7 65.6 - off_target
- morex_contig_43146 7 76.700 - FWH_feat1_7 - - NPI_feat1_7 - 1.0 off_target
seq85 morex_contig_55549 7 76.700 - FWH_feat1_7 - -0.62 NPI_feat1_7 - 1.1 main
seq270 bowman_contig_77397_RC 7 77.266 - FWH_feat1_7 - -1.56 NPI_feat1_7 - 3.8 main
seq342 AK364492 7 77.535 - FWH_feat1_7 - - NPI_feat1_7 - 7.0 main
seq614 morex_contig_39696_RC 7 77.535 - FWH_feat1_7 - 0.09 NPI_feat1_7 40.7 - main
- morex_contig_1565248 7 77.904 - FWH_feat1_7 - 0.46 NPI_feat1_7 - 1.1 off_target
- morex_contig_361657 7 77.904 - FWH_feat1_7 -3.10 - NPI_feat1_7 - - off_target
seq542 AY541065 7 79.241 - FWH_feat1_7 - - NPI_feat1_7 - - main
- morex_contig_8411 7 84.455 - FWH_feat1_7 -4.58 - NPI_feat1_7 - - off_target
- morex_contig_2547188 7 84.561 - FWH_feat1_7 -4.58 - NPI_feat1_7 - - off_target
seq3 AB678347 7 89.136 - FWH_feat1_7 - -0.32 NPI_feat3_7 - 3.1 main
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seq301 AK362526 7 89.136 - FWH_feat1_7 - 0.20 NPI_feat3_7 - 0.9 main
- morex_contig_274295 7 89.136 - FWH_feat1_7 -6.15 - NPI_feat3_7 - 3.8 off_target
- morex_contig_47363 7 89.136 - FWH_feat1_7 - - NPI_feat3_7 25.2 - off_target
- morex_contig_133728 7 89.518 - FWH_feat1_7 - - NPI_feat3_7 - 8.2 off_target
seq120 morex_contig_53102 7 89.518 - FWH_feat1_7 -4.59 - NPI_feat3_7 - 4.5 main
seq363 AK366098 7 91.785 - FWH_feat1_7 - 0.68 NPI_feat3_7 - 1.3 main
- morex_contig_37018 7 92.068 - - - - NPI_feat3_7 - 11.7 off_target
seq171 morex_contig_442040 7 92.210 - - - - NPI_feat3_7 27.7 - main
- morex_contig_7874 7 92.210 - - - - NPI_feat3_7 - 4.8 off_target
- morex_contig_37799 7 92.302 - - - 0.25 NPI_feat3_7 - - off_target
seq538 AW983439_MLOC_58330.2 7 108.782 - - -2.84 - - - - main
- morex_contig_274814 7 109.731 - - -4.85 - - - - random
- morex_contig_51275 7 131.870 - - -2.85 - - - - off_target
- morex_contig_1570083 7 140.864 - - -3.65 - - - - off_target
seq241 HVVMRXALLhA0790N05_c3_RC - - - - -3.59 - - - - main
- morex_contig_100416 - - - - -6.07 - - - - off_target
seq177 morex_contig_1560516 7 - - - -5.13 - - - - main
seq379 morex_contig_161307 7 - - - -3.52 - - - - main
seq663 morex_contig_236164_RC 7 - - - -2.72 - - - - main
seq456 morex_contig_244364_RC 3 - - - -3.19 - - - - main
- morex_contig_475398 - - - - -3.62 - - - - off_target
seq449 morex_contig_39739 3 - - - - - - 108.8 - main
* - presented are the outlier genes carrying signatures of selection and the flanking non-outlier genes.
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Table S1 Fifteen polymorphic haplotypes of HvPHYC. 
   
Non-synonymous single nucleotide polymorphisms (nsSNP) are highlighted in red. Position of the nsSNP found in
HvPHYC from Bowman(eam5) is underlined.
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Table S2 Non-synonymous SNPs in the exon 1 of HvPHYC and conservation of the 
corresponding amino-acid (a.a.) residues.
1 - SNP positions given from the first nucleotide of the HvPHYC start codon; 
2 - Deleterious a.a. substitutions as predicted by PROVEAN (cut-off score -2,5) are highlighted in red;
3 - substituted a.a. residues marked within the motifs with asterisks; letters in black,
green and blue refer to hydrophobic, neutral and hydrophilic a.a. residues, respectively.
Table S3 Accessions used for the HvPHYC re-sequencing and haplotype analysis.
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Hordeum
species Genotype* Status
Growth
habit Origin
HvPHYC
haplotype
vulgare subsp.
vulgare
Arta cultivar winter Syria 1
Asahi 5 cultivar n.d.** Japan 4
Azumamugi cultivar n.d. Japan 7
B.E. 22 (ASA) cultivar n.d. Pakistan 2
B1K-70-01 cultivar spring Israel 1
B1K-70-02 cultivar spring Israel 1
Bowman cultivar n.d. USA 14
Bowman(eam5) introgressionline spring n.d. 4
Dicktoo cultivar n.d. USA 15
Erectoides 16 cultivar n.d. Sweden 1
G-391 F cultivar spring Italy 2
G-413 I cultivar n.d. CzechRepublic 1
Ghara 1 (1609) cultivar n.d. Nepal 3
Hamidiye 85 cultivar spring Turkey 1
Haruna Nijo cultivar spring Japan 4
Hayachinemugi cultivar n.d. Japan 4
Hayakiso 2 cultivar winter Japan 4
Hayakiso 3 cultivar n.d. Japan 1
Indian dwarf cultivar n.d. n.d. 1
Indo Omugi cultivar spring Taiwan 1
Ishuku Shirazu cultivar spring Japan 4
Kagoshima Gold cultivar n.d. Japan 1
Kaikei 84 cultivar n.d. Japan 4
Kanto Nijo 3 cultivar n.d. Japan 4
Kawasaigoku cultivar spring Japan 4
Keel cultivar spring Australia 1
Kinai 5 cultivar n.d. Japan 1
Kindoku cultivar n.d. Sweden 1
Kompolti cultivar n.d. Hungary 2
L871 cultivar spring Egypt 1
Mari cultivar n.d. Sweden 1
Marthe cultivar spring Germany 1
Morex cultivar spring USA 1
Mota 4 (1-24-13) cultivar n.d. Ethiopia 1
Mota 6 (1-24-15) cultivar n.d. Ethiopia 1
Omugi 15 cultivar n.d. Japan 4
Rum cultivar n.d. Jordand 1
Saikai Kawa 24 cultivar n.d. Japan 4
Shiga Hayakiso 1 cultivar n.d. Japan 1
Sladoran cultivar winter Turkey 2
Tadmor cultivar winter Syria 1
Tainan 2 cultivar n.d. Taiwan 1
Turkey 759 cultivar n.d. Turkey 1
Yarmouk cultivar n.d. Lebanon 2
Yercil 147 cultivar winter Turkey 2
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Growth
habit Origin
HvPHYC
haplotype
Zairai 1 cultivar n.d. Taiwan 1
Zairai 2 cultivar n.d. Taiwan 1
B1K-55-01 landrace n.d. Israel 2
B1K-55-02 landrace n.d. Israel 1
B1K-55-06 landrace spring Israel 2
G-1573 A landrace n.d. Syria 1
G-398 H landrace n.d. Ethiopia 2
G-400 H landrace n.d. Egypt 1
G-404 H landrace spring Tibet 3
G-423 H landrace n.d. Ethiopia 1
G-434 H landrace n.d. Ethiopia 1
G-439 H landrace spring Yemen 1
G-440 E landrace n.d. n.d. 1
LR 1887 landrace n.d. n.d. 1
vulgare subsp.
spontaneum
B1K-02-18 wild n.d. Israel 9
B1K-03-07 wild n.d. Israel 1
B1K-05-13 wild n.d. Israel 5
B1K-08-13 wild n.d. Israel 5
B1K-08-18 wild n.d. Israel 10
B1K-13-01 wild n.d. Israel 2
B1K-17-13 wild n.d. Israel 1
B1K-21-02 wild n.d. Israel 1
B1K-22-06 wild n.d. Israel 1
B1K-22-10 wild n.d. Israel 1
B1K-33-13 wild n.d. Israel 1
HID-1 wild winter Iraq 1
HID-10 wild n.d. Iraq 1
HID-101 wild winter Syria 1
HID-104 wild n.d. Syria 13
HID-107 wild winter Jordan 2
HID-109 wild winter Syria 12
HID-114 wild n.d. Lebanon 1
HID-122 wild n.d. Jordan 11
HID-136 wild winter Iran 1
HID-137 wild n.d. Turkey 13
HID-140 wild winter Iraq 13
HID-145 wild n.d. Israel 2
HID-2 wild n.d. Iraq 1
HID-24 wild n.d. Iran 3
HID-257 wild n.d. Israel 1
HID-301 wild n.d. Iran 1
HID-309 wild n.d. Iran 2
HID-330-1 wild n.d. n.d. 1
HID-366 wild n.d. Iran 1
HID-377-1 wild n.d. Israel 1
HID-377-2 wild n.d. Israel 1
HID-44 wild n.d. Iran 1
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HID-46 wild n.d. Iran 1
HID-54 wild n.d. Turkey 2
HID-55 wild n.d. Turkey 1
HID-56 wild n.d. Turkey 1
HID-70 wild n.d. Turkey 1
HID-85 wild n.d. Turkey 1
HID-96 wild n.d. Jordan 1
HID-99 wild winter Syria 1
HP-02-3 wild n.d. Turkey 1
HP-03-2 wild n.d. Turkey 1
HP-10-4 wild n.d. Turkey 1
HP-10-5 wild n.d. Turkey 1
HP-11-1 wild n.d. Turkey 1
HP-13-2 wild n.d. Turkey 8
HP-15-3 wild winter Turkey 6
HP-15-5 wild winter Turkey 6
HP-24-1 wild winter Turkey 1
HP-26-1 wild winter Turkey 1
HP-27-2 wild winter Turkey 1
agriocrithon
B1K-52-01 wild n.d. Israel 1
HID-383-1 wild winter China 3
HID-383-3 wild n.d. China 1
* - genotypes carrying the wild-type HvVRN1 allele are highlighted in bold; allelic 
composition at HvVRN-H1 in other genotypes is unknown; ** -  n.d., no data.
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Table S4 SCAR and CAPS markers for genotyping, sequencing and real-time 
experiments: PCR primers and amplification regimes.
Primer Sequence (5’-3’) Fragme
nt size 
(bp)*
Ta** Cyc
le
***
Restri
c-tion 
enzym
e
Digested 
fragment 
size*
Allele-
specific
SCAR
and
CAPS
marker
s
PIFcaps_f GAGCAGTACGCGCACT
TC
301 58 A HgaI 30+270/30+8
0+190
PIFcaps_r CTTTTGTTTGGGTGTAT
CGC
PHYCcaps_
f
GGTCCTAATGCAAGGCA
TGT
880 62 A BtgI 650+230/
650+160+70
PHYCcaps_
r
CTCTTGCTGTTGAGCTG
TGC
CK2Acaps_
f
GTTTGTCTGCGCATGCG
TG
410 60 B AcuI 300+110/410
CK2Acaps_
r
ATGTTGGACAGAACATT
CACAC
VIP4.1f TGCTGGGATGTTATCCA
TG
200/35
0
57 B none
VIP4.1r GTGAATTGTAACAGCTC
GC
VIP4.2f CATGGGTGTTGGAATAA
TTG
180/20
0
57 B none
VIP4.2r ACCAAATGTCATTACGA
TCTC
VRN-H1f AATACGACTCACTATAG
GGGAAAACTTGAACAA
CACCAGAACC
320/36
0
50 C none
VRN-H1r TTCTGCATAAGAGTAGC
GCTCAT
VIP4
sequen
cing
seqVIP4.1f ATGCAACTACTGATTGG
CG
450 61 A none
seqVIP4.1r CTCAATCTCTTCGTTTG
G
seqVIP4.2f ATGCATCCAACAAGTCC
C
900 63 A none
seqVIP4.2r ACTCACTCGATCAGGTT
G
HvPHY
C exon
1
sequen
cing
Ex1seq_1f CCCGTCCTTCTCCACAA
AAG
1100 62 A none
Ex1seq_1r GAGCCACAGAGGCTGA
TAGG
Ex1seq_2f ACTACCCGGCAACTGA
CATC
1200 62 A none
Ex1seq_2r ACAGAATCACCCTCCA
CGAG
* Expected allele size is given in the following format: Bowman / Bowman(eam5).
** (A) – 98oC for 2 m; 4 touchdown cycles of 98oC – 30 s, (Ta+4) – 30 s (-1oC/cycle), 72oC – 1 m; 31 cycles of 
98oC – 30 s, Ta – 30 s, 72oC – 1 m; final extension 72oC – 10 m; (B) – 94oC for 2 m; 4 touchdown cycles of 94oC –
30 s, (Ta+4) – 30 s (-1oC/cycle), 72oC – 30 s; 31 cycles of 94oC – 30 s, Ta – 30 s, 72oC – 30 s; final extension 72oC 
– 10 m; (C) – 94oC for 2 m; 9 touchdown cycles of 94oC – 30 s, (Ta+9) – 30 s (-1oC/cycle), 72oC – 30 s; 30 cycles 
of 94oC – 30 s, Ta – 30 s, 72oC – 30 s; (D) – 95oC for 5 m; 45 cycles of 95oC – 10 s, Ta – 10 s, 72oC – 10 s, 82oC 
– 10 s.
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